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Abstract

This thesis describes the creation of the first Bose-Einstein condensates

(BEC) to be made on an atom chip in Italy and its integration with a

multipath interferometer. The theory, construction and optimization of

the experiment are all detailed.

Like an electronic chip, an atom chip consists of an array of wires. The mag-

netic fields produced by the wires are used to trap and manipulate neutral

atoms. Our atom chip was prepared in collaboration with the University of

Wien, the rest of the experimental apparatus is built at the LENS Institute,

University of Florence.

The condensate is produced using the magnetic field of a conductor on

the chip surface and the interferometer exploits the near field produced by

additional conductors integrated into the chip.

The atom chip was loaded with 87Rb atoms cooled to ∼ 100 µK in a mirror-

MOT formed 8 mm above the surface. After the loading process more than

2×107 atoms were trapped in a magnetic trap ∼ 200 µm above the surface.

To reach Bose-Einstein condensation, the atoms were further cooled over

2.5 s using forced RF evaporative cooling. The condensate began to form

at a temperature of ∼ 50 nK, and contained up to ∼ 3× 104 atoms.

Matter-wave interferometry is a powerful tool for high-precision measure-

ments of the quantum properties of atoms, many-body phenomena and

gravity. The most precise matter-wave interferometers exploit the excellent

localization in momentum space and coherence of the degenerate gases.

Further enhancement of sensitivity and reduction of complexity are crucial

conditions for success and widening of their applications.

At the end of the thesis is presented an alternative multi-state cold-atom

interferometer that is easy-to-use and fully merged with an atom chip. We



do not rely on external variables i.e. on spatially separated paths, but use

internal atomic states. The multi-state functionality is achieved by coherent

manipulation by means of radio-frequency (RF) and static magnetic fields of

BECs in different Zeeman states of the same hyperfine level. The interfero-

metric fringes are sharpened due to the higher-harmonic phase contributions

of the multiple energetically equidistant Zeeman states. The complete co-

herence of the atom transfer between the condensates guarantees a visibility

of nearly unity. The increase in sensitivity is paid by a reduction of the in-

terferometer sensing range and an undesirable cross-sensitivity to magnetic

fields. In addition, our interferometer does not require neither high preci-

sion alignment nor high resolution imaging.



Resumen

En esta tesis se describe la creación de un condensado de Bose-Einstein

(BEC) con un ”atom chip” aśı como, la integración de este con un inter-

ferómetro a ”multi-estado”. La teoŕıa, construcción y optimización del

experimento serán descritos en detalle.

Aśı como un normal chip electrónico, el ”atom chip” consiste en un conjunto

de conductores distribuidos en un plano. Los campos magnéticos produci-

dos por estos conductores serán usados para atrapar y manipular átomos

de Rubidio. Nuestro ”atom chip” fue preparado en colaboración con la

Universidad de Viena, mientras que el resto de aparato experimental esta

construido en el instituto LENS, Universidad de Florencia.

El condensado viene producido usando el campo magnético de un conductor

en la superficie del chip, aśı como el interferómetro aprovecha del campo

cercano producido de los conductores integrados en el chip.

El ”atom chip” es cargado con átomos de 87Rb enfriados hasta ∼ 100 µK

en una ”mirror-MOT” a unos 8 mm sobre la superficie del chip. Después de

la fase de carga unos 2× 107 átomos son atrapados en la trampa magnética

∼ 200 µm sobre la superficie del chip. Para llegar al proceso de condensación

de Bose-Einstein, los átomos son posteriormente enfriados a través del ”RF

evaporative cooling” durante 2.5 segundos. El condensado se forma con una

temperatura cŕıtica de 500 nK, con ∼ 3× 104 átomos.

La interferometŕıa de ondas de materia es una herramienta útil para medir

con alta precision propiedades cuánticas de los átomos, fenómenos a multi-

cuerpos y gravedad. Muchos de los interferómetros atómicos usan la exce-

lente localización en el espacio de momentos y la coherencia de los conden-

sados de Bose-Einstein. El aumento de la sensibilidad y la reducción de la

complejidad son elementos cruciales para el éxito de su aplicación.



Al final de la tesis se presenta un nuevo interferómetro de átomos fŕıos a

multi-estado que es simple como construcción. El interferómetro no esta

basado en variables externas, es decir en una separación espacial de los

caminos, sino en el uso de estados internos del átomo. Esta caracteŕıstica

multi-estado se consigue a través de un control coherente de los subesta-

dos Zeeman del mismo nivel hyperfino de un condensado con impulsos

de radiofrecuencia (RF) y un campo magnético estático. Las franjas son

agudizadas gracias al alto contenido armónico que viene de las fases de los

diferentes subestados Zeeman cuando son energéticamente equidistantes.

La transferencia coherente y completa de las poblaciones atómicas entre los

diferentes subestados nos garantiza una visibilidad de casi la unidad. El au-

mento de la sensibilidad tiene como contrapartida una reducción en campo

del interferómetro y una no deseada sensibilidad a los campos magnéticos.

En compenso nuestro interferometro no requiere ni alineamientos ópticos

de precision ni sistemas de ”imaging” de alta resolución.
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1

Introduction

Ultracold neutral atoms in magnetic microtraps on a chip are a new and exciting

system for quantum engineering [1, 2, 3]. Because of their electric neutrality, these

atoms are very well decoupled from the environment. With the achievement of Bose-

Einstein condensation (BEC) in a gas of neutral atoms [4, 5], it has become possible

to prepare a large number of atoms in a well defined quantum state. In 1999, the first

experiment was reported in which atoms were trapped in magnetic fields generated by

microfabricated wires on a substrate [6]. Soon thereafter, these atom chips were used

to prepare BECs, with a much simpler experimental setup and in much shorter time

than in traditional experiments [7, 8]. The versatility of this technique was further

demonstrated in experiments in which atoms were guided, transported, splitted and

merged with the help of suitably designed microfabricated wire patterns (see [1, 2, 3] and

Chapter 1 of this thesis for a review of atom chips). Inspired by the enormous success

of microfabrication technology in miniaturizing and integrating electronics components

in modern computers, was sparked the vision of a quantum laboratory on a chip, where

a large number of ultracold atoms can be manipulated on the quantum level, with the

help of tiny wires, magnets, and optical elements.

BEC experiments are complicated, relying on many different techniques from a

variety of areas in experimental physics. In fact, it was not until 70 years after Einstein

first predicted the phenomenon of BEC in 1925, that techniques were developed to

reach the extremely low temperatures necessary for the experimental realization of

BEC in a dilute atomic vapor. A main objective of the present thesis, combined with

the help of several other group members, was to produce the first atom chip in Italy. A
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1. INTRODUCTION

comprehensive description of the details of our machine is included in this thesis, along

with an evaluation of the design relative to the latest breakthroughs in BEC technology,

and a prospective on future machine designs.

Coherent superpositions of quantum states, quantum interference, and entangle-

ment are the main resources which distinguish such a quantum laboratory from its

classical counterpart. The capability to manipulate these resources and to preserve the

coherence of the created quantum states for a long time are thus essential prerequisites

for applications of atom chips in quantum engineering. Current research in this area

is aimed at creating an atom interferometer on a chip. Our group at Florence has

proposed an atom chip multi-state interferometer based on the coherence between five

states. This interferometer operates in the time domain. Such an interferometer can be

extremely sensitive, as the constructive interference of multiple states increments the

slope of the fringes. A similar trapped atom interferometer was also proposed in [9].

Another design uses multi-mode interferometry, with atoms being split and recombined

as they propagate above the chip [2].

Organization of the present work

• Chapter 2: I review basic concepts of atom chips from laser cooling to the conden-

sation process, including wire structures for magnetic trapping and properties of

Bose-Einstein condensates in chip traps. In this chapter I give all the theoretical

tools used to build the experiment.

• Chapter 3: I describe in detail our apparatus and some techniques used during the

experiment. This chapter is fundamental to the understanding of the complexity

of a BEC apparatus and the diversity of skills and knowledge (programming, en-

gineering, design, electronics, optics, atomic physics, vacuum technology) needed

to construct it.

• Chapter 4: This part is dedicated to a full description of our experimental se-

quence for Bose-Einstein condensation on the chip, starting with the MOT load-

ing step and finishing with the condensation on the chip. Reporting all the prob-

lems and giving some smart solutions, it can serve as a useful guide to achieving

a condensate on chip.

2



• Chapter 5: A description of our experiments on coherent internal-state manipu-

lation of atoms in chip traps are described. Here I describe the working principle

and realization of a multi-state interferometer with the sensitivity better than

that of an ideal two-state interferometer, and discuss its properties and possible

applications.

3
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2

Atom–Chip background theory

2.1 Overview

The physics principles involved in laser cooling and trapping, which have been well

developed since the 1980s, are essential for understanding atom-chip experiments. The

theoretical analysis can be found in numerous textbooks and publications [10, 11, 12].

However, most of those books and review articles are written from the experimentalist

perspective or from a broad theoretical approach, and from one side hence no formal

derivations are given, in theoretical texts one can not find the specific physics of my

field. From my experience as a graduate student. I often find myself in darkness, not

precisely understanding the physics even though. I am able to run the experiments. I

attempt to clarify here some of the most important derivations step by step, while still

siding on the experimentalist side.

Bose-Einstein condensation experiments are complicated, and they draw on many

different techniques from a variety of areas in experimental physics to reach the extreme

conditions required. In this chapter one would try to give the necessary notions about

the physics of the BEC apparatus. Not on the associate condensate physics, but of the

necessary techniques to arrive to the degenerate state, that are an important section

of the atomic physics and they are necessary to be able to understand the apparatus.

The phenomenon of the condensation of Bose–Einstein takes place with such in-

crease of the density in the phase space, so that the associate wave functions of the

atoms overlap to arrive to quantum degeneration. Arriving to this extreme condition

it has been a problem that was only resolved 50 years after. The theoretical prediction

5



2. ATOM–CHIP BACKGROUND THEORY

to arrive at the goal it has been necessary the development of new theories in the inter-

action of atom and light as well as new technologies, e. g. the laser is an indispensable

element as we will see.

In principle we can think that spacial compression of a gas is the like more direct

road. This way is not correct, since it takes us to a condensation in the classic sense of

the word. That is to say a high space density implies a bigger probability of 3 body col-

lisions that it would provoke the formation of molecules and later of bigger aggregates.

This path tend to localize the atoms, that is to say to return them distinguishable some

of other, destroying any possibility to arrive to condensation.

The followed road consists on lowering the temperature of the atoms until you reach

the phase transition. Making a simplification, if we think of each atom like a wave packet

whose extension is of the order of the thermal longitude of Broglie wave associated to

a particle, ΛdB =
√

2π~2/(MκBT ) , where T is the temperature and m is the mass of

the atom, if we cool the atoms until ΛdB, is of the order of the interatomic distance,

the wave functions overlap and arrives to the quantum degeneration and, therefore

to condensation. The source of atoms is a room temperature gas at vapor pressure.

The first enormous gain in phase space density occurs when the vapor is transferred

into a magneto-optical trap (MOT) in a UHV environment. Further laser cooling,

either polarization gradient cooling or molasses, gains another order of magnitude in

phase space density. There often follows a stage of adiabatic compression with the

atoms confined in a purely magnetic trap. This stage does not increase the phase

space density, but it does provide optimum conditions for the final evaporation stage.

Evaporative cooling takes the gas the final six-seven orders of magnitude in phase

space density to reach the conditions for BEC.

This chapter reviews laser cooling and trapping mechanisms on to an atom-chip

from laser cooling and then explains the fundamentals of magnetic traps and in

particular micro–traps, evaporative cooling, to the Bose-Einstein condensation

(BEC).

6



2.2 Laser Cooling

2.2 Laser Cooling

The laser cooling stages of the path to BEC allow us to capture atoms from the vapor

of rubidium from our dispenser ∼ 500 K and cool them to a temperature of 10 µK. The

addition of a confining force in the MOT allows the atoms to be trapped at densities

of over 1017 m3. This represents an extraordinary gain in phase space density. The

theory of laser cooling is extensively reviewed in [13] and [12]. This section describes

the principles of cooling and trapping in a magneto–optical trap, commonly called by

the acronym MOT.

2.2.1 Slowing atoms with light

The principle underlying the deflection and slowing of atoms with laser light is the

conservation of momentum in the scattering process. Although the idea of radiation

pressure emerges from Maxwell’s equations, the most intuitive description for momen-

tum transfer in light scattering comes from quantum mechanics. In 1917, Einstein pro-

posed that light is quantised, with each quantum, or photon carrying energy, E = hω

and momentum p = ~k, where ω is the frequency and k the wavevector of the light.

When an atom absorbs a photon (from a laser beam, for example), the energy goes

into the internal state of the atom as the atom is promoted to an excited state. The

momentum is transferred to the center of mass motion, as the conservation of momen-

tum requires the atom to recoil in the opposite direction to the laser beam. Some time

later, the excited atom will spontaneously decay to the ground state, emitting a photon

and recoiling again. Spontaneous emission is a random process, with the probability of

emission in any particular direction given by the symmetric dipole radiation pattern.

Averaged over many absorption and emission cycles, the spontaneous emission results

therefore in zero net change in the momentum of the atom. The result of shining a laser

beam on an atom is therefore to change the momentum of the atom in the direction of

the laser beam. The momentum carried by each photon is extremely small, but because

on resonance an atom can scatter many photons the forces can be huge. With a laser

beam it is easy to drive a strong atomic transition into saturation, so that the atom

spends half its time in the excited state. In this case, each absorption-emission cycle

7
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takes twice the excited-state lifetime τ and transfers ~k of momentum. The maximum

force on the atom is then given by

FRad. =
∆p

∆t
=

~k
2τ

(2.1)

For the Rb D2 line τ0 = 27 ns, and this force corresponds to a maximum acceleration

of 1.1× 105 ms−2, or above 104 g.

2.2.2 Optical Molasses

To move from slowing to cooling, it is necessary to find a way of narrowing the velocity

distribution of the atoms. This requires a dissipative, velocity-dependent force. Doppler

cooling was first suggested in 1975 by Hänsch and Schawlow [14]. Three counter-

propagating pairs of beams, one along each of the Cartesian axes, are used to illuminate

the atoms from all directions. The light is red-detuned slightly from resonance. As

an atom moves through the light, the Doppler shift means that it sees the light it is

moving towards as closer to resonance, and the light it moves away from as further from

resonance. Therefore the atom scatters more photons from the light that propagates in

the opposite direction to its motion, and is slowed down - regardless of which direction it

is moving in. The Doppler effect for a moving atom makes the scattering force velocity

dependent, and spontaneous emission provides the dissipation.

To get a more quantitative idea of of how this works as a cooling mechanism, it is

useful to consider a one-dimensional model with a single pair of counter-propagating

laser beams and a two-level atom. If each beam has an intensity I, the total force on

the atom is

F = ~k
[

s

1 + 2s+ 4(∆− kω)2/Γ2
− s

1 + 2s+ 4(∆ + kω)2/Γ2

]
(2.2)

where S = I/Isat, Γ is the natural linewidth, and ∆ is the detuning from resonance.

For red detuning and close to v = 0 the force varies linearly with velocity, and we have

a damping force

F = −αv (2.3)

with a damping coefficient given by

8



2.2 Laser Cooling

α = −4~k2s
2∆/Γ

(4∆2/Γ2 + 2s+ 1)2
(2.4)

Equation 2.4 therefore describes motion in a viscous medium, and this cooling

scheme is know as optical molasses.

The solution of the equation of motion 2.4 is exponential damping towards zero

velocity. However, the damping force discussed above is only the average force. The

absorption and spontaneous emission process is a stochastic one, and so the force has

fluctuations which produce heating. This situation, with a force term and a diffusion

term can be analyzed using the Fokker-Planck equation to yield the velocity distribution

of the atoms. From this it can be shown that the lowest temperature is obtained when

∆ = Γ/2 and is given by

TD =
~Γ

2κB
(2.5)

This is known as the Doppler temperature, and for rubidium TD = 144 µK.

2.2.3 Sub–Doppler Mechanisms

Historically, the observation of sub-Doppler temperatures in optical molasses came as

a complete surprise. The theoretical explanation was subsequently developed indepen-

dently by two groups [15, 16], who showed that sub-Doppler cooling depends upon two

features that were left out of the Doppler theory of optical molasses described above.

The first is the multi-level nature of the atom. In practice, we do not have a two-level

system, but the ground and first excited states are split into a number of sublevels.

The second is the polarization of the light field.

Consider a multi-level atom at rest, illuminated with light of a particular polariza-

tion. Optical pumping will occur between the ground state sublevels. This results in

an equilibrium distribution of the ground state population between the sublevels that

reflects the local light field. Classically, this corresponds to orientation of the atomic

dipole relative to the polarization of the light field. When the atom moves through a

spatially varying polarization pattern, optical pumping will redistribute the population

so that the dipole follows the field. However, optical pumping between the sublevels

takes a finite time, and so the orientation of the moving atom always lags behind the

9
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polarization state of the light. It is this non-adiabatic following that gives rise to the

sub-Doppler cooling effects. This is known as polarization gradient cooling.

Figure 2.1: The two field configurations considered in polarization gradient cooling: (a)

(πx/πy). The polarization varies from linear through circular, to the opposite linear, and

back again, over a distance of λ/2. (b) The electric field is linearly polarized everywhere,

but the direction of polarization rotates around the beam axis with a pitch of λ/2.

Polarization gradient cooling can be understood using simple one-dimensional mod-

els first presented in [15], and well reviewed in [13] and [12]. This treatment applies

to a ∆J = +1 transition (such as the F = 1/2 → F ′ = 3/2 trapping transition in

87Rb ), with the light red-detuned from resonance as is the case in optical molasses. In

one dimension, there are two basic types of polarization gradient, as shown in figure

2.1. In the πx/πy configuration the two counter-propagating beams have orthogonal

linear polarizations. In this case the polarization of the light field varies from linear

to circular to orthogonal linear and back again over a distance of λ/2. In the(σ+/σ−)

configuration the laser beams have opposite circular polarizations. In this case, the

polarization is linear everywhere, but the polarization vector rotates around the beam

axis with a pitch of λ/2. In the complex light field of three-dimensional molasses, both

are present. To show how the non-adiabatic following gives rise to cooling we consider
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2.2 Laser Cooling

the two cases separately.

Case πx/πy

The simplest atom susceptible to πx/πy polarization gradient cooling has a J = 1/2

ground state and a J = 3/2 excited state. As the atom moves through the light field,

the AC Stark shift of each of the two ground state levels varies, as shown 2.1. Consider

an atom in the mF = +1/2 sublevel at the origin. As it moves from left to right, kinetic

energy is converted to potential energy as it climbs a potential hill. At the top of the

hill, the light is σ+ and there is a strong probability that the atom will be optically

pumped into the mF = −1/2 state, and find itself at the bottom of a hill again. As

the atom climbs these hills, kinetic energy is converted to potential energy. The poten-

tial energy is radiated away during the optical pumping process, as the spontaneous

emission is at a higher frequency than the absorption, the difference being the differ-

ence in light-shift between the two states ( see figure 2.2). As with Doppler cooling,

it is spontaneous emission that provides the dissipation. The cooling is most effective

for atoms moving with a velocity such that they travel a distance λ/4 in the optical

pumping time, as shown in figure 2.2.

Case σ+/σ−

In the case of σ+/σ− counter-propagating beams, the polarization is linear every-

where, and the light-shift of each sublevel does not vary with position. The origin of

the cooling in this case is more subtle. The simplest case here is a F = 1 → F ′ = 2

transition. For such an atom at rest in a linearly polarized light field, the populations in

the mF = ±1 sublevels are equal. As the atom moves through the polarization pattern,

we can consider it as a dipole trying to follow the polarization vector. As discussed

above, due to the finite optical pumping time, the dipole does not follow the polariza-

tion exactly, but lags slightly behind. This lag corresponds to an unequal population of

the mF = ±1 sublevels. The cooling arises because this unequal population causes the

atoms to scatter more photons from one of the beams than the other. A more detailed

consideration of the theory [15] shows that for red-detuned light, the atom scatters
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Figure 2.2: πx/πy polarization gradient cooling. An atom starting in the mF = −1/2

state at the origin climbs a potential hill as it moves from left to right. As it reaches the

top of the hill at λ/4, it is optically pumped into the other state, and starts climbing again.

The kinetic energy of the atom is transferred to potential energy and radiated away during

the optical pumping cycle.

more photons from the beam it is moving toward, and hence is slowed down.

It is important to understand that this is not the same mechanism that occurs

in Doppler cooling. In polarization gradient cooling, the preferential absorption from

the beam in the opposite direction to the atomic motion is driven by a population

imbalance in the atomic sublevels caused by the time scale for optical pumping and

the motion of the atoms. Doppler cooling,on the other hand,relies on the difference in

Doppler shifts for the preferential absorption from the beam in the opposite direction

to the atomic motion.

Despite of that, the resulting properties of these models are almost the same, and

yield important corrections to the predictions based on the classical molasses theory.

The minimum achievable temperature limit is thus lowered and, in the limit ∆ � Γ,

has the following expression

Tmin ≈
~Γ2

IsκB

I

|∆|
(2.6)

The minimum temperature is now proportional to the laser intensity, and inversely

proportional to the detuning. It finally explains what experiments had revealed: for
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very small intensities and large detuning the temperature can be lowered well below

the Doppler temperature. The physical quantity actually limiting the temperature in

molasses is the photon recoil momentum ~k. For 87Rb it corresponds to a velocity

vrec= 5.8 mm/s and to an equivalent temperature Trec=359 nK. In normal operational

conditions, the temperature achieved in molasses is of the order of a few tens of µK.

As we have seen, the force in molasses is a damping force, but there is not any

confinement mechanism. The result is that atoms in molasses randomly diffuse with

small velocities (as in a Brownian motion), but can escape from it. Typical lifetimes

of atoms in molasses are of the order of hundreds of milliseconds. This time is not

long enough to assure the accumulation of big numbers of atoms required for a normal

experiment on Bose–Einstein Condensation. From here the need of a new idea that,

combined with the strong cooling mechanism of the optical molasses, could assure a

big source of cold atoms. The solution has been found in the Magneto–Optical Trap.

2.2.4 Magneto–optical trap

The preceding two sections have shown how atoms can be slowed and cooled until their

temperature is only a few times the recoil limit. However, the forces involved in both

Doppler and sub-Doppler cooling are dissipative, not confining. Eventually, the atoms

will diffuse out of the laser beams, and be lost. What is needed is a method to trap

the atoms while they are being cooled. This can be achieved by adding the magnetic

field produced by a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils to the three intersecting pairs of laser

beams used for optical molasses. If the laser beams have the correct polarizations, this

adds a confining force to the dissipative cooling forces described above. The result is

known as the magneto-optical trap [17].

To see how the confining force arises it is useful to consider a simple one dimensional

model. For simplicity we consider an atom that has a F = 0 ground state, and a F ′ = 1

excited state. The atom is considered to be at rest, so the Doppler shift can be ignored.

The magnetic field is zero at the origin, and increases linearly with z. Its direction is

such that it always points away from the origin (this is the one-dimensional analogue of

the three-dimensional quadrupole field produced by anti-Helmholtz coils). The atom is

illuminated from either side with circularly polarized light that is red-detuned slightly

from resonance. To begin with we will consider just the +z side of the origin as shown
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of a MOT in one dimension. The trapping transition shown is an

F = 0→ F = 1 cycling transition.

in figure 2.3. It is important to note that in figure 2.3, the polarization states of the

two beams are defined relative to the magnetic field direction. The diagram shows

that as we move away from the origin, the Zeeman shift brings the mF = −1 sublevel

closer to resonance, and the mF = +1 level further away. This means that ∆mF = +1

transitions to the mF = −1 sublevel are favored. Hence an atom at the right of the

center will scatter more photons from the σ− polarized beam coming from the right

than it will from the σ+ beam coming from the left. This results in a force pushing it

to the left, towards the origin.

Now consider the situation on the -z side of the origin. Here, the magnetic field

points in the opposite direction. The light from the left is now σ− polarized with respect

to the magnetic field, and that from the right is σ+ polarized. Thus we have the mirror

image of figure 2.3, and away from the origin the atom feels a force that pushes it to

the right, which is again towards the origin. Hence the result is a position-dependent

restoring force that can be used to trap the atom. This treatment can be extended to

any F → F ′ = F + 1 transition, and applies along the beam axes in 3D space with the

appropriate choice of beam polarizations, see figure 2.4.

The magneto-optical trap was first realized in the three-dimensional geometry shown

in figure 2.4. It is obvious that the red-detuned laser beams also from a three dimen-

sional Doppler molasses, and so the atoms that collect in the trap should be cooled

to the Doppler temperature. It is less obvious whether the sub-Doppler cooling pro-

cesses described above can still operate. The polarization state of the light field is
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complex, and the Zeeman shift due to the magnetic field will perturb the pattern of

light-shifts that these cooling mechanisms depend upon. In practice, for the heavier

alkalies, sub-Doppler temperatures are routinely achieved in the MOT. There is always

a small region in the center of the trap where the Zeeman shift is low enough for the

light shift to dominate, allowing polarization gradient cooling to take place. This means

that large clouds tend to be hotter than smaller ones.

Figure 2.4: The laser beam and coil geometry for the usual 6-beam MOT with a

quadrupole configuration.

The shifting of atomic line frequencies in the presence of a magnetic field it come

from the Zeeman anomalous effect [18]. The restoration force can be obtained by adding

a position-dependent frequency modulation into the Doppler shift in equations 2.2 in

the following way

∆→ ∆∓ kv ∓ gFmFµB
~

z (2.7)

where gF is the Landé factor and µB is the Bohr Magneton. Then the force equation

2.2 can be corrected to become

F = ±~kΓ

2

(
s

1 + s+ 4
Γ2 (∆∓ kv ∓ gFmFµB

~ bz)2

)
(2.8)
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Where b is the gradient of the magnetic field along z. The net force from the two

counter-propagating beams becomes

F = −αv − βz (2.9)

where:

β =
gFmFµBb

~k
α (2.10)

The force present in a Magneto-Optical Trap is thus a confining and cooling force.

The characterizing equations for a 3–D MOT will be the same presented above, just

taking into account that the beam crossing region define a limited trapping volume in

which the MOT is effective. It can be approximated by a sphere of radius r, with r the

radius of the beams.

The best gradient value is determined by the condition that a steady atom is in

resonance at the borders of the trapping volume

b =
~|∆|

gFmFµBr
(2.11)

From here one can find the minimum velocity an atom must have to be trapped,

i.e. the capture velocity

vc =
~k2r

|∆|
Γ

2M

s

1 + s
(2.12)

For low intensity vc grows linear with I (remember s = I/Is), and saturates with

I/Is � 1. The maximum value (refer to s) can take is

vmaxc =
~k2r

|∆|
(2.13)

For 87Rb, with ∆ = −3Γ and r = 3 mm we have vmaxc = 31 m/s. Considering that

the MOT loads from a thermal gas of 87Rb atoms, only one atom in a thousand has a

velocity v < c.
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2.2.5 Other Cooling Techniques, CMOT

Before the magnetic trapping can be used other techniques to increase the density of

the cloud are needed. This methods are not based on collect more atoms and are not

useful for this purpose, its are used to avoid one of the limiting factor of the normal

MOT, the radiation pressure. The duration of this technique is shorter than the normal

loading MOT stage due to it poor rate to collect atoms, and is used at the end of the

MOT stage.

The effect of compressing the MOT by increasing the field gradient has been stud-

ied experimentally and theoretically for spherical 6-beam MOTs [19, 20]. The central

observation is that merely increasing the magnetic field gradient does not lead to sig-

nificant compression of the cloud. This is due to radiation pressure. Light scattered

out of the trapping laser by one atom can be reabsorbed by another, pushing the atoms

apart. This can be thought of as a repulsive force between the atoms. As the density

increases, the probability of rescattering increases, and this repulsive force goes up. In

the regime where each photon is rescattered only once before leaving the cloud, this

force has an inverse square law dependence on the distance r between the atoms [21]

~FR =
IσLσr
c4πr2

r̂ (2.14)

where σL is the cross-section for scattering light from the trapping beams, σR is the

cross-section for absorption of the rescattered light, I is the intensity of the trapping

light and c is the speed of light. The density distribution of the cloud is the result of

equilibrium between this rescattering force and the trapping force.

The force due to a single rescattering discussed above (equation 2.14) is important

in determining the density in the MOT, but it does not give rise to the observed

incompressibility. This arises because of multiple scattering. As the density increases,

the mean free path of a scattered photon will drop. As soon as there is an appreciable

probability for a photon to be rescattered more than once before leaving the cloud, the

rescattering force increases dramatically. This sets an upper limit on the density. The

rescattering force can be reduced by reducing the rate for scattering light out of the

trapping beams, by reducing the detuning or the intensity. However, this also reduces

the restoring force in the MOT, and eventually this strategy reaches a limit.
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Two techniques that have been used to increase the phase space density before the

magnetic trapping stage are a dark-spot MOT or a compressed MOT. Both techniques

are not cooling mechanism but can increase the space density of the atom cloud.

In a dark-spot MOT a shadow is placed in the centre of the repumping beam [22].

Cold atoms gather in this centre spot and fall into the dark ground state. With no

resonant light present, the density is no longer limited by radiation pressure. This was

a technique that was used in the earlier experiments [4, 5], but has dropped out of

common usage more recently.

On the contrary in a compressed MOT one temporally changes the detuning and in-

tensity of the MOT beams, enhancing the density of the MOT [19]. Using a compressed

MOT technique it is possible to increase the MOT density while maintaining the phase

space density. The follow procedure it can be diverse but the common element is an

increment on the detuning, red detuning, of the cooling light and a decrease on the

intensity of the cooling light. One can help the compression increasing the magnetic

gradient, or the opposite way decreasing the magnetic gradient, the choice depends

of the number of atoms you have in your atom cloud. Another usual trick is; during

this phase sometimes decreasing of the repumper beam, this helps in the way that the

atoms do not stay to much time in the resonant state (F = 2).

The compressed MOT stage plays important roles. The compressed MOT geome-

try, CMOT processes clean the shape of the atom cloud and reduce the effective volume

of the trap. This helps match the cloud shape to the shape of the magnetic trap, in our

case microtraps, changing from a milimetric dimension trap to the microscopic dimen-

sion. Finally, as dissipative forces are active in the compressed MOT, the cloud can be

cooled as it is compressed, which means that the phase space density can be increased.

This should be contrasted with compressing the magnetic trap, where the best one can

hope for is to preserve the initial phase space density by compressing adiabatically.

2.2.6 Optical Pumping

After the laser cooling stages, the atoms will be spread across the mF states. When

the atoms are transferred to the magnetic trap, only the low-field seeking states will be

confined, F = 2, mF = +1 and mF = +2. To maximize the transfer of atoms into the

magnetic trap, the atoms are optically pumped into the mF = +2 state. A schematic
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of optical pumping is shown in Figure 2.5. The pumping light can either be tuned to

the F = 2→ F ′ = 3 transition shown in (a), or the F = 2→ F ′ = 2 transition, shown

in (b). In both cases σ+ light stimulates ∆mF = +1 transitions.

Figure 2.5: The two options for optically pumping 87RB atoms to the F = 2,

mF = +2=+2 state.

Atoms in the presence of σ+ light quickly climb up the magnetic states until they

gather in the mF = +2 state. In the case of (b), this state is effectively dark to the

light, and the pumping results in minimal heating. The experimental disadvantage

of using this transition is that an extra AOM is needed to frequency shift the light.

We can expected to gain a factor of 2.4 which corresponds to the ratio of trapped to

untrapped states assuming an even distribution across mF states after optical cooling.

2.3 Magnetic trapping and guiding on an atom chip

Neutral atoms can be manipulated by means of their interaction with magnetic, electric,

and optical fields. In this review the emphasis is put on the magnetic and the elec-

tric interaction. The designing of traps and guides using charged and current-carrying

structures and the combination of different types of interaction to form devices for

guided matter wave optics are discussed. It is shown how miniaturization of the struc-

tures leads to great versatility where a variety of potentials can be tailored at will. We

start with some general statements and then focus on the concepts that are important
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for surface-mounted structures and address issues of miniaturization and its technolog-

ical implications.

2.3.1 The interaction of an atom with a static magnetic field

We start by considering an atom in a static magnetic field B. We choose the basis where

the total electronic angular momentum F and the total nuclear angular momentum I

are uncoupled, |J,mJ ; I,mI〉. The hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian for an atom in

the ground state is then

Ĥ = AI · J− µ ·B (2.15)

The first term is the magnetic dipole contribution to the hyperfine interaction, and

the second term the interaction with the applied magnetic field. The magnetic moment

µ is given by

µ = −(µBgJF + µNgII) (2.16)

where gJ and gI are the electronic and nuclear Landé g-factors. This Hamiltonian

2.15 can be treated by perturbation theory in the case of weak and strong magnetic

fields, but for intermediate fields it must be diagonalised exactly. The alkali metals turn

out to be a rather fortunate case. As the ground state has L = 0 and S = 1
2 , the total

electronic angular momentum J = 1
2 . This case case can be diagonalised analytically

for all I, giving the Breit-Rabi formula. The result for the ground state of 87Rb , which

has I = 3
2 is plotted in figure 2.6.

This shows that at low magnetic field, the total angular momentum F is a good

quantum number, and we can use the basis |F,mF 〉. The Zeeman shift in this region is

to a very good approximation linear with the applied magnetic field (i.e. the magnetic

moment µ is independent of B) , and we can write the Zeeman shift as a function of

magnetic field as

∆E = µBgFmFB (2.17)

where gF is
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Figure 2.6: The diagrams representing the magnetic field dependence of the sublevel

energies is known as a Breit-Rabi diagram, for the 5s2S1/2 state of 87Rb, Ehfs is the

hyperfine splitting for B = 0. The color legend for the Zeeman states is: mF = 2 (red),

mF = 1 (blue), mF = 0 (light blue), mF = −1 (green) and mF = −2 (black)

gF = gI
F (F + 1) + J(J + 1)− I(I + 1)

2F (F + 1)
− µN
µB

gI
F (F + 1)− J(J + 1) + I(I + 1)

2F (F + 1)
(2.18)

is useful to separate out two groups of states 2. States with gFmF > 0 have lower

energy in low magnetic fields and so these states are called weak-field seeking. The

opposite is true of states with gFmF < 0; these are called strong-field seeking. Atoms

in weak-field seeking states can be trapped in a local minimum of the magnetic field.

For 87Rb these states are shown in table 2.1. As Maxwell’s equations do not allow a

maximum of the magnetic field in free space [23, 24], only weak field seekers can be

trapped. The stretched state F = 2,mF = 2 has the strongest interaction with the

magnetic field, and will therefore be the most strongly trapped.

|F,mF 〉 gFmF

|2, 1〉 1/2

|1,−1〉 1/2

Table 2.1: Trappable states

2.3.2 Majorana spin flips

A weak field seeing atom trapped in a local minimum of the magnetic field oscillates in

the trap. It therefore explores a region where the magnetic field varies in both magni-
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tude and direction. In order to ensure that the atom remains trapped, it must stay in

the same magnetic sublevel as it moves through the field. In other words, the projection

of the magnetic moment on the local magnetic field must remain constant. We can get

an idea of what this means by considering the classical picture of a magnetic moment

precessing around the magnetic field at the Larmor frequency ωL = gFmFµBB/~. The

precession angle will remain constant so long as any changes we make to the magnetic

field are slow compared to the Larmor frequency. The condition is violated in regions

of vanishing (or very small) magnetic field strength B. In these regions, transitions be-

tween mF levels occur, taking the atom to untrapped states. This trap loss mechanism

is known as Majorana spin flips, [25, 26].

2.3.3 Quadrupole and Ioffe-Pritchard traps

The magnetic traps used in our experiments can be divided into two categories: Quadrupole

traps and Ioffe-Pritchard traps.

Quadrupole trap

The first magnetic trap [27] has been realized with a magnetic quadrupole field. It is

realized by a pair of Anti–Helmoltz coils, with axis along z and at a position of z = ±A.

The radius is R and the current I flows in opposite direction; the field vanishes along

the axis of the coils for z = 0, and in the proximity of this point it changes linearly.

The field around the minimum is of the form

B = B′xxex +B′yyey +B′zzez (2.19)

with the additional requirement on the field gradients B′x +B′y +B′z = 0 to satisfy

Maxwell’s equations. Here we have chosen the cartesian coordinate vectors ei along

the main axes of the quadrupole. The trapping potential given by equations 2.17 and

2.19 is proportional to B(r) =
√

(B′xx)2 +
(
B′yy

)2
+ (B′zz)

2 and thus provides linear

confinement. In the special case of B′x = 0, we obtain a two-dimensional quadrupole

field in the yz-plane with B′y = −B′z.
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For atoms in a quadrupole field, whatever velocity the atom will have, there may

be a trajectory passing sufficiently close to the field zero point that the atom will

experience a arbitrarily fast change in magnetic field direction. The spin will thus

flip from its original state to the opposite one, making the weak–field seeker atom to

become a strong–field seeker and to escape from the magnetic trap.

In all experiment involving for the first time a quadrupole trap [10, 27], trap losses

due to Majorana transitions near the zero of the magnetic field were encountered.

For atoms moving at a velocity v, and the effective size of this hole in the trap is√
2~v/πgFµBMFB′ , which is about 3µm for v = 1m/s and B′ = 100 Gauss/cm. As

long as the hole is small compared to the diameter of the cloud the loss effect causes

only a slow decay of the trapped atoms number (even longer than a minute). As the

temperature drops, however, the size of the hole shrinks with the thermal velocity of

the atoms, but the diameter of the atom cloud shrinks even faster, leading to a T−2

dependance of the loss rate [5, 28]. Quadrupole traps are nevertheless useful for ensem-

bles of relatively hot atoms which spend most of their time far away from the hole in

the trap center where Majorana losses occur [29]. Furthermore, quadrupole fields are

used for magneto-optical traps.

Ioffe-Pritchard trap

A much simpler solution to the problem of Majorana spin–flips was soon found by

changing the static magnetic field geometry: the Ioffe–Pritchard trap, first proposed for

plasma confinement by M. Ioffe [30], and reconverted to cold atoms by D. Pritchard [31].

Its evolutions, as the cloverleaf trap [32] and the QUIC trap [33, 34] are now the most

used magnetic traps in cold atoms experiments. The start point of a Ioffe–Pritchard

trap is the same quadrupole field but, by adding some more current loops, the zero of

the field at the trap center can be eliminated. The trap profile is not yet linear but

quadratic, and the trap approximates a harmonic confining potential. A full analysis

of the field geometry in the Ioffe–Pritchard trap, in comparison with the quadrupole

trap, is done in Ref.[35].The simplest configuration of IP trap, the QUIC trap, consists

in adding a third coil with axis perpendicular to the axis of the quadrupole coils pair.

The Ioffe-Pritchard trap, IP trap, provides quadratic confinement and has a finite

magnetic field in the trap center. In the simplest, axially symmetric case, the trapping
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field is of the form

B = BIP

1
0
0

+B′

 0
−y
z

+
B′′

2

x2 + (y2 + z2)/2
−xy
−xz

 (2.20)

It arises from the combination of a two-dimensional quadrupole field in the yz-plane

with gradient B’ and a bottle–field with constant term BIP and curvature B” along x.

The magnetic field modulus expanded to second order in the displacement from the

trap center has the form

B(r) ≈ BIP +
B′′

2
x2 +

1

2

(
B′2

BIP
− B′′

2

)
(y2 + z2) (2.21)

This leads to harmonic confinement of atoms of mass m and magnetic moment

µ = µBgFmF with trap frequencies

ωaxial =

√
µ

m
B′′

ωradial =

√
µ

m

(
B′2

BIP
− B′′

2

) (2.22)

in the axial ωaxial and radial ωradial direction, respectively. Equation 2.22 shows

that the trap aspect ratio ωaxial/ωradial of an ideal Ioffe trap can be tuned from prolate

(cigar-shaped) to isotropic and further to oblate (pancakeshaped), depending on the

value of B′′ compared to B′2/BIP , as experimentally demonstrated e.g. in [36]. In

general, a Ioffe-Pritchard trap need not be axially symmetric, and the field in the trap

center may be tilted with respect to the principal axes of the harmonic potential.

The Majorana loss rate in a Ioffe-Pritchard trap has been calculated for F = 1in [37].

For ωaxial � ωradial, it is

γM = 4πωradialexp(−2ωL/ωradial) (2.23)

2.3.4 Trapping fields from planar current distributions

The basic principles of microscopic magnetic traps can be illustrated by looking at the

magnetic field created by an infinitely long straight wire, carrying a current, superposed

by a homogeneous bias field. When a magnetic potential is created by a system of wires

with characteristic size r and carrying a current I, the trapping field gradient and
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2.3 Magnetic trapping and guiding on an atom chip

curvature respectively scale as I/r2 and I/r3 when r is decreased [38]. Therefore, traps

that replace the customary field coils by thin wires can provide very tightly confining

potentials with much less power dissipation than traditional traps using macroscopic

coils. Consequently, much stronger traps become realizable with this technique. This

section shows how trapping fields are constructed from the fields of coplanar wires, and

discusses some simple configuration.

The magnetic field modulus, gradient, and curvature at a distance r from an in-

finitely thin wire carrying a current I are

Bw(r) =
µ0

2π

I

r
, (2.24)

B′w(r) = −µ0

2π

I

r2
, (2.25)

B′′w(r) =
µ0

4π

I

r3
, (2.26)

Here µ0 is the vacuum permeability. For a complete overview of cold-atom physics

in microtraps see [1] and [2].

Obviously, to achieve strongly confining traps, it is advantageous to locate the

trap center as close as possible to the wire, and this was one of the main motivations

for constructing traps with microscopic wires. The wire field alone does not provide

trapping because it does not possess a minimum, but there are many ways to construct

trapping potentials either with multiple wires or with a combination of wire fields and

uniform external fields. The strong confinement in these traps results from the large

values of the wire field gradient 2.25 and curvature 2.26. A particularly simple and

versatile configuration results when a uniform external field B0 is added perpendicular

to the wire axis: a line of zero field forms at a distance r0 from the wire axis, see figure

2.7.

r0 =
µ0

2π

I

B0
(2.27)

On the transverse axis passing through this line of zero field, the wire and external

field have the same direction, so that the external field does not affect the field gradient.

The transverse field gradient of the total field at r0 is therefore

B′(r0) =
2π

µ0

B2
0

I
(2.28)
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Figure 2.7: (a) Combining the radial field of a straight wire with a homogeneous bias

field, a two-dimensional quadrupole field forms in the plane perpendicular to the wire. (b)

Modulus of magnetic field of the simple wire trap. Red line correspond to the field from a

wire and the black line to the modulus of the bias field B0 (remember the sign of the field

is negative).

Thus, the superposition of the wire and external fields creates a two-dimensional

quadrupole trap, or atom guide, with a transverse restoring force proportional to B′(r0).

Arrangements of several parallel wires, either with or without external fields, can also

be used to create such guides.

At the minimum of such a quadrupole wire guide the field is zero and atoms can be

lost due to Majorana transitions. This can be prevented by adding a longitudinal field

( BIP ) parallel to the wire ( effectively rotating the bias field ). The trap minimum

is then harmonic and it can be characterized by its curvature (equation 2.29) and trap

frequency (equation 2.30).
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d2B

dr2

∣∣∣∣
r0

=

(
2π

µ0

)2 B4
0

BIP I2
=

B2
0

BIP r2
0

(2.29)

ω

2π
=

1

2π

√
µBgFmF

M

d2B

dr2
∼ B2

0

r0

√
1

MBIP
(2.30)

2.3.5 Three-dimensional wire traps.

An easy way to build traps is to start from the guides discussed above, and close the

trapping potential with endcaps. This can be accomplished by taking advantage of the

fact that the magnetic field is a vector field, and the interaction potential is scalar 2.15.

By varying the angle between the wire and the bias field, one can change the minimum

of the potential and close the trap. Simple geometries are either a straight guide and

an inhomogeneous bias field, or a homogeneous bias field in combination with a bent

wire.

Three-dimensional traps can be created with a single wire by bending the wire

ends at right angles to form a U or Z. In both cases, the central part of the wire

in combination with the bias field forms a two-dimensional quadrupole for transverse

confinement, while the bent wire parts provide the axial confinement. The trapping

potential is qualitatively different for the case of a U and a Z.

Z-trap

In the case of a Z, the components Bb
x point in the same direction, adding up to a

finite field along x in the trap center. The result is a three-dimensional Ioffe-Pritchard

trap with trap center located at x = 0, y = 0, and z ≈ z0. The axial confinement is

provided by the curvature ∂2B/∂2x. Since in this configuration Bb
z vanishes at x = 0,

the trap center is unshifted, however, the trap axis is tilted.

The Z-wire trap is harmonic near its minimum, yet it has a strong confinement by a

nearly linear gradient further away from the wire(see equation 2.25), allowing efficient

evaporative cooling. Additional compression can be achieved by reducing the offset

field by adding an external bias field BIP against the direction of the intrinsic offset

field.
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Figure 2.8: Wire layout for a IP, and magnetic potentials generated for I = 1 A. The

bias field along y is r0=0.5 mm (red line) and 0.1 mm (blue line). The potentials shown in

the figure were obtained by numerical Biot–Savart-type calculations, taking into account

a wire width of 125 µm

U-trap

In the case of a U, the field components Bb
x generated by the two bent wires point

in opposite directions and cancel at x = 0. The resulting potential is that of a three-

dimensional quadrupole trap, with field zero at x = 0 , y > 0, and z ≈ z0. The trap is

shifted along y due to the field components Bb
z of the bent wires.

Figure 2.9: Wire layout for a quadrupole, and magnetic potentials generated for I = 1 A.

The bias field along y is r0 = 0.5 mm (red line) and 0.1 mm (blue line). The potentials

shown in the figure were obtained by numerical Biot-Savart-type calculations, taking into

account a wire width of 125 µm

With the correct bias field, the magnetic field produced by the current flowing into

a U conductor can approximate a quadrupole configuration around the zero field point,

and thus can substitute the standard quadrupole coils pair for the MOT [39]. other

great point is that the quadrupole can be tilted to get a 45◦ respect to the surface

defined by the planar structure, this feature permits a mirror–MOT configuration for
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2.3 Magnetic trapping and guiding on an atom chip

the loading of the chip. Critical parameters are the orientation with respect to the 45◦

directions and the volume of the region in which the orientation keeps almost constant.

See figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Density plot and vector plot of the magnetic potential of a U–shaped

structure. The field lines plotted in the left graph show that in proximity of the guide

center the field geometry approximates that of a quadrupole field with axis tilted by 45◦.

Other traps

The experiments described in this thesis use this basic z–shape potential to manip-

ulate BECs and cold thermal clouds. Numerous experiments have demonstrated more

complex wire traps and guides [2]. For example, the bias–field can be generated by

wires mounted on the atom chip [40], multi-wire guides [41] and beam splitters [42]

have been realized, and conveyor belts [8, 43] have been used to transport thermal

atomic clouds and BECs. Two crossing conductors form the basis of the systematic

approach given in [1]. Such a conductor crossing, used with an appropriate external

field, constitutes a particularly simple Ioffe–Pritchard trap.

2.3.6 Advantages and limits of scale reduction

On-chip micro-conductors can generate confining potentials with exquisite properties.

These include traps with extremely strong confinement and correspondingly small

ground-state size,strongly anisotropic traps with extreme aspect ratio. The high degree
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of control over the atomic position in a chip trap may enable surface studies of a new

kind.

So part of the motivation for chip traps comes from the exceptionally strong con-

finement which they provide, and it is interesting to consider how tight the magnetic

confinement can be made. To obtain the strongest possible trap with a given wire, the

trap center must be located as close as possible to the wire surface or current has to be

increase to it maximum. Field gradients are strongest at the wire surface ; the thinner

the wire, the higher the maximum gradient for a given current. Thus, it might seem at

fist that the structure-size limit of available microfabrication techniques. At the same

time a practical limit on the current density, smaller wires limits the maximum current.

The oscillation frequency and the ground-state extension

The oscillation frequency along the xi axis of a harmonic potential V is given by

ω =

√
1

m

d2V

dxi2
=

√
µm
m

d2B

dx2
i

(2.31)

The ground-state extension ( 1/e radius of |Ψ|2)is given by

δxi =

√
~
mωi

=

(
mµm
h2

d2B

dx2
i

)−1/4

(2.32)

For example, the gradient produced at a distance r=100 µm by a wire with current

I = 1 A for 87Rb atoms in the |F = 2,mF = 2〉 ground state we get frequencies of the

order of 38 kHz and ground-state extension of 54 nm. To get this results a standard

IP trap needed a current of the order of 104 amps!.

Effects of finite wire width

Till now we consider a cylindrical wire, in this case the field outside the conductor

is identical to that of a infinitely thin conductor. This is not valid especially for micro-

fabricated wires, since they typically have a rectangular cross section with an aspect

ratio smaller than one (h � w) see figure 2.11. In this situation, wire height can be

neglected, but not wire width. An analytical expression exists for the field generated

by an infinitely long wire with width w, along the vertical [1]:
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Figure 2.11: . Waveguide for neutral atoms formed at a distance z0 from a lithographi-

cally fabricated wire of finite width w on a chip.

Bww(z) = −µ0

π

I

w
(
π

2
− arctan

2z

w
). (2.33)

For z . w, the formula simplifies to

Bww(z) ' −µ0

π

I

w
(
π

2
− 2z

w
), (2.34)

and it can be used to estimate the finite value of B(z) at the wire surface

Bww(0) = −µ0

π

I

w
. (2.35)

This is exactly the field generated by a ideal wire placed at a distance z = w/2,

and constitutes an upper limit on both maximum field gradient. By deriving Eq.2.33

we have

|B′ww(z)| = µ0

2π

|I|
z2 + (w/2)2

(2.36)

Instead of the 1/r2 dependence of the thin-wire gradient, the broad-wire gradient

is of Lorentzian form. The gradient at the surface is

|B′ww(0)| = µ0

π

|I|
w2
. (2.37)
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this is a limit to the microtrap compression, but other limitations due to the trap–

surface distance, which result from interactions of the trapped atoms with the surface

arise below few micrometer distances.

Surface Effects

Also the material properties of the trap surface set significant limits. Loss and

heating mechanisms have been predicted to be relevant for distances below a few mi-

crometer [44]. Temporal fluctuations of the charge density inside the conductor at room

temperature generate a time dependent magnetic field which induces atomic spin flips.

The relative orientation between the magnetic moment and the local magnetic field

is inverted and the potential well transforms into a potential hill. Consequently, the

atoms are radially expelled from the wave guide. These losses have been studied in

three recent experiments [45, 46, 47] with the result, that the atomic life time is re-

duced to below one second if the atoms approach the surface closer than approximately

4 micrometer. The loss being induced by Johnson-noise can significantly be reduced

if the conductor is cooled down below the Debye temperature, i.e. to the temperature

of liquid Helium. If a metallic conductor operated below the critical temperature for

superconductivity, a gap in the excitation spectrum of electrons appears and thermal

fluctuations are reduced exponentially. Using superconductors, even resistive heating

could be avoided. Eventually, van-der-Waals and Casimir-Polder potentials will limit

the nearest trap-surface distance to a few hundred nanometers [47]. Near the surface

these attractive potentials increase with the sixths and fourth power, respectively, such

that the quadratic power law of the magnetic wave guide potential is not strong enough

to prevent the atoms from falling onto the surface.

An experimental surprise was found when a fragmentation of atomic clouds was

observed already at trap-surface distances on the order of hundred micrometers, [48,

49, 50]. In [51] shows that the potential is of magnetic origin and that it depends on

the sign of the current in the conductor. These findings can be explained by assuming

a locally varying magnetic field component which is oriented parallel to the conductor.

In a careful study, [52] , the spatial fragmentation of the atomic cloud was mapped

to the thickness fluctuations of the conductor and a clear relation between those has

been found. Due to the thickness fluctuations, the mean current averaged over the
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cross-section of the conductor deviates from a straight line which results in a radial

current component responsible for the unwanted axial magnetic field. In some case

this fragmentation of the potential helps, in [48] the potential dimples that fragment a

thermal cloud are sufficiently deep to trap a condensate.

Power limit

All the limits above mentioned are refers to the distance from the cloud to a sur-

face, important when ones want to manipulate the atoms with on-chip device, but a

more practical limit comes from the maximum current that we can run on to the wires.

The maximum current is important because sets a limit on the trap depth and oscilla-

tion frequency of the magnetic trap, see section 4.6. In microelectronics,conventional

current-carrying wires are known to fail due to electromigration, which is the thermally

assisted motion of ions under the influence of an electric field.

The maximum viable current was measured in various experiments: For short

(∼ 1 µm) gold nanowires of 20 nm height and widths between 60 and 850 nm on

silicon substrates, a maximum current density of typically 1012 A/m2 has been mea-

sured, which was essentially independent of the wire width [53]. In the context of chip

traps, the maximum current density has been measured by several groups [54, 55]. Al-

though the results scatter considerably, and depend on parameters such as substrate

thickness and thermal coupling to the environment, a current density of between 1010

and 1011 A/m2 for a wire cross section of ∼ 100 µm2, seems to be an upper limit for

micron-sized gold conductors at room temperature, and can be increased by roughly an

order of magnitude at liquid–nitrogen temperature [54]. Interestingly, superconductors

do not offer higher current densities [38].

The high values of j given above are only reached for relatively thin (w ∼100 µm)

wires on a substrate. Indeed, in a macroscopic gold wire, with a quadratic 0.5×0.5 mm2

cross section for example, the current density of 1011 A/m2 corresponds to a current of

25×103 A.

In [55] it has been shown that wires with smaller cross-section can tolerate higher

current densities. This reveals that miniaturizing the current carrying structures not

only offers higher spatial resolution for structuring the magnetic potential but also pro-
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vides higher trap gradients.

2.3.7 Simulations

For the modeling of the magnetic field we used the Mathematica software (Wolfram)

with the Radia add-on that was written at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility

in Grenoble. Radia is a fast multi-platform software dedicated to 3D magnetostatics

computation. It is optimized for the design of undulators and wigglers made with

permanent magnets, coils and linear/nonlinear soft magnetic materials. The method

used in Radia belongs to the category of boundary Integral Methods and differs strongly

from the Finite Element Methods (FEM). The core part of Radia is written in object-

oriented C++. The application is interfaced to Mathematica via MathLink. Pre and

post processing of the field data is done in the Mathematica Language. 1D and 2D field

Plots are performed using the Graphics facilities built in Mathematica. Geometries can

be exported into 3D Mathematica objects for display and rendering in the Mathematica

Front-End.

In cases where the approximation of constant current density inside the conductors is

not valid, e.g. in the conductors of complex shape, the current density is determined by

solving the Laplace equation for the electrostatic potential in side the conductor, using

the finite elements methods provided by COMSOL. The current density is subsequently

extracted on a grid, the Biot-Savart calculation is done by Radia.

The simulations also include gravity. To analyze the potential, various functions

have been written which find potential minima, trace minima along given directions,

find trap frequencies, or isopotential surfaces. The visualization is based on the plotting

routines of Mathematica.

2.4 The thermodynamics of cold atoms

This section briefly considers the thermodynamics of a gas of cold atoms far from

quantum degeneracy. We begin by justifying the use of Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics

to describe laser-cooled and magnetically trapped atoms. This distribution is then used

to derive the density distribution of atoms in the magnetic trap. The expansion of a
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thermal cloud after release from the magnetic trap is also discussed.

2.4.1 The thermodynamics of cold atoms

In the precedent discussion laser cooling were discussed in terms of a temperature.

The underlying assumption in both cases is that the velocity distribution of the atoms

is described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Each component of the velocity vj

follows a Gaussian distribution

P (vj) =
1

v̄j
√

2π
e

−
v2
j

v̄2
j (2.38)

where v̄j =
√
〈v2
j 〉 The temperature T is defined by its relation to the mean square

velocity

T =
mv̄2

j

κB
(2.39)

The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is usually derived by considering a classical

gas of non-interacting particles in thermal equilibrium with a heat bath at temperature

T . This is quite different from the case of laser cooled or magnetically trapped atoms,

where the atoms are isolated from their room temperature surroundings.

In the magneto-optical trap, the atoms interact strongly with the light field, which

certainly cannot be described as a heat bath with a well-defined temperature. The

justification for the use of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in this case follows

from a consideration of the forces acting on the atoms [12]. The force can be described

in terms of two components: an average force arising from the radiation pressure of

the light beams, and a fluctuating force due to spontaneous emission. The statistical

mechanics of this situation are described by the Fokker- Planck equation. If the average

force is proportional to the velocity (i.e. a damping force), and the fluctuations are

independent of velocity (which is the case for spontaneous emission), then the steady

state solution of the Fokker-Planck equation is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

It is therefore reasonable to define a temperature according to e equation 2.39, even

though the concept of thermal equilibrium does not apply.
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In the magnetic trap, the atoms are completely isolated from the environment. In

this case, the concept of a temperature only applies in the presence of collisions, which

allow the system to reach an equilibrium state. The temperature of the ensemble is

again defined using equation 2.39. As the collision rate in the magnetic trap can be

very low, the system can take several seconds to reach equilibrium, and non-equilibrium

states can easily be produced. This is the case during the compression of the magnetic

trap, as discussed in Section 4.6.

2.4.2 Thermal clouds in a harmonic trap

For a particle in a one-dimensional harmonic potential, the time averaged kinetic and

potential energies are equal, i.e.

1

2
m〈vj(t)〉2 =

1

2
mω2〈xj(t)〉2 (2.40)

This means that the Gaussian Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution of the atoms

in a thermal cloud gives rise to a Gaussian spatial distribution,

nth(x, y, z) = n0e
(− x2

2σ2
x
− y2

2σ2
y
− z2

2σ2
z

)
(2.41)

where the peak density n0 is

n0(x, y, z) =
N

(2π)3/2σxσyσz
(2.42)

The rms width σj in each direction is given by

σj =

√
κBT

mω2
j

(2.43)

2.4.3 Expansion of thermal clouds

The rms velocity of the atoms in each direction can be expressed in terms of the cloud

size and the trap frequencies by combining equations 2.39 and 2.43

v̄j =

√
κBT

m
= σjωj (2.44)
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If the thermal cloud is suddenly released from the trap, its initial velocity distribu-

tion is frozen in. This means that after an expansion time t its size in each direction

becomes

σj(t) =
√
σ2
j (0) + v̄2

j t
2 (2.45)

It is also useful to write the above results in a different way. Equation 2.46 can also

be written as

σ2
j (t) = σ2

j (0) +
κBT

m
t2 (2.46)

Thus the temperature of a thermal cloud can be measured by allowing it to expand

and measuring its width as a function of time. This applies to the cloud released from

the MOT as well as from the magnetic trap.

2.5 Bose-Einstein condensate in a harmonic trap

Bose-Einstein condensation is a macroscopic occupation of the ground state of the

system as the temperature is lowered below a critical temperature Tc. The statistical

mechanics for the case of a uniform gas of non-interacting bosons is most easily treated

in the grand–canonical ensemble. This is a text book problem and yields simple results

for thermodynamic quantities such as the critical temperature and the fraction of atoms

in the ground state. In this section I will discuss the extension of this treatment to the

case of non–interacting bosons in a harmonic external potential [56, 57]

In a 3D homogeneous gas of bosons the average occupation number Ni of states

with energy εj obeys Bose statistics.

Ni =
1

eβ(εi−µ) − 1
=

zeβεi

1− zeβεi
(2.47)

where β = 1/κBT . The fugacity z and the chemical potential µ are related by

z = eβµ. The total atom number N is found by summing over all quantum states i.

N =

∞∑
i

Ni (2.48)
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This sum diverges for z → 1 because the term N0 = z/(1 − z) diverges in the

thermodynamic limit (we take ε = 0 from here on). Splitting off the diverging term

N0 replacing the rest of the sum by an integral (one state per phase space element

∆r∆p = h3 ) the equation of state for N atoms occupying a volume V becomes

N

V
=

4π

h3

∫ ∞
0

1

z−1eβp2/2m − 1
+

1

V

z

1− z
(2.49)

This can be written in the form [58]

n(z, T ) =
N0

V
+

1

Λ3
g3/2(z) (2.50)

where n = N/V is the particle density,

Λ =
√

2π~2/mκBT (2.51)

is the thermal de Broglie wavelength and g3/2 is the Bose or Polylog function defined

by

gα =
∞∑
i=1

zi

iα
(2.52)

For the ground-state particle density we have

N0

V
= n0 =

1

V

z

1− z
(2.53)

and for the density in the excited states

ne =
1

Λ3
g3/2(z) (2.54)

Note that g3/2 is finite for z → 1 (g3/2(1) = 2.612...), and thus ne is limited, ne ≤
g3/2(1)/Λ3. At a given density, for low enough temperature, µ tends to zero from below

and we have z → 1; the Bose gas is saturated. All extra particles added at constant

temperature will be accommodated in the ground state. The ground state becomes

macroscopically occupied giving rise to the phenomenon of Bose-Einstein condensation.

A phase space density can be defined as the number of particles occupying a volume

equal to the de-Broglie wavelength cubed

Φ = nΛ3 (2.55)
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It follows from the above definition that when the phase space density is of the

order of one and greater, then the de Broglie wavelengths of the individual bosons

have significant overlap. The indistinguish ability of the particles becomes significant,

and the full Bose-Einstein distribution must be used. It is indeed in this regime that

condensation occurs, as from the above equations the transition to BEC begins at a

phase space density of

Φ = g3/2(1) = 2.612... (2.56)

We can calculate the critical density and temperature in specific case of our poten-

tial. Our traps can be approximated to an harmonic oscillator, in this case the potential

takes the form

U(r) =
1

2

∑
j=x,y,z

mω2
j r

2
j (2.57)

And the energy of the ith state is given in terms of the quantum numbers of the

energy levels nx, ny, nz by

εi = (nx +
1

2
)~ωx + (ny +

1

2
)~ωy + (nz +

1

2
)~ωz (2.58)

We are interested in the occupation number of the ground state N0. From equation

2.57 it follows that this will become large when the chemical potential approaches the

energy of the lowest state

µ→ 1

2
(ωx + ωy + ωz) (2.59)

The total number of atoms N can be written as the sum of the number of atoms in

the ground state N0 and the number of atoms in all the excited states,
∑

i 6=0Ni Taking

the limit 2.59, this gives

N = N0 +
∑

nx,ny ,nz 6=

1

exp[β~(nxωx + nyωy + nzωz)]− 1
(2.60)

As before to obtain N0 in terms of N , we must evaluate the sum. By making a

semiclassical approximation, this sum can be replaced by an integral. This requires

two assumptions. The first is that the available energy is large compared to the spacing
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2. ATOM–CHIP BACKGROUND THEORY

of the harmonic oscillator energy levels. This means that instead of summing over the

discrete energy levels, we can integrate over a smooth density of states ρ(ε). The second

assumption is that we can take the thermodynamic limit N →∞, which sets the upper

bound on the integral. Equation 2.60 becomes

N = N0 +

∫ ∞
0

ρ(ε)dε

eβε − 1
(2.61)

The density of states for the harmonic oscillator potential is

ρ(ε) =
1

2

ε2

(~ω̄)3
(2.62)

where ω̄ is the geometric mean trapping frequency ω̄ = (ωxωyωz)
1/3. On integrating,

we obtain

N0

N
= 1− ζ(3)

N

(
κBT

~ω̄

)3

(2.63)

where ζ(n) is the Riemann Zeta-function. This can be written as

N0

N
= 1−

(
T

TC

)3

(2.64)

where TC the critical temperature for Bose-Einstein condensation is defined by

TC =
~ω̄
κB

(
N

ζ(3)

)1/3

= 0.94
~ω̄
κB

N1/3 (2.65)

The results obtained above are a very good approximation, both to more detailed

theoretical results and to experimental data [59]. The main weakness of this treatment

is the semiclassical approximation; and the taking of the limit N → ∞ in particular.

It is also approximate in a different sense, as we have completely neglected interatomic

interactions. The rigorous treatment of the statistical mechanics of a finite number of

trapped, interacting bosons is complicated theoretical problem (see [57] and references

therein ).
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2.5 Bose-Einstein condensate in a harmonic trap

2.5.1 Density distribution of a BEC in the Thomas Fermi limit

A condensate in equilibrium at zero temperature can be described by the time inde-

pendent Gross-Pitaevskii(GP)equation [60].

−
(

~2

2m
∇2 + U(r) + g|ψ(r)|2

)
ψ(r) = µψ(r) (2.66)

At zero temperature, all the bosons are in the ground state, described by the wave

function ψ(r). The first term in the GP equation corresponds to the kinetic energy, the

second term corresponds to the potential due to the external trapping potential,and the

third term is an interaction term due to the mean field produced by the other bosons.

In the s-wave scattering limit, the mean field interaction can be described by

g =
4π~2a

m
(2.67)

Where a is the scattering length of the atom.

The GP equation can be simplified in the limit of strong interactions, when ~ω <<

gn(r)BEC . In this limit, the kinetic energy term in the GP equation can be neglected.

This is known as the Thomas-Fermi approximation. With this approximation,it is

trivial to find the density of the condensate from the GP equation

n(r)TF =
µ− U(r)

g
(2.68)

This description is only valid when the external trapping potential is equal to or

less than the chemical potential. In a harmonic trap, the density has a parabolic profile

when the distance in the x, y or z direction is ≤
√

2µ

m(ωx,y,z)2
, and is zero elsewhere.

The chemical potential is found by normalizing the integral of the density over all

space to the total number of atoms. To perform the integral, each spatial coordinate is

scaled as X,Y, Z

√
2µ

m(ωx,y,z)2
= x.y.z, and the integration is over the space bounded

by R = X2 + Y 2 + Z2 ≤ 1. Converting to spherical coordinates, the total number of

atoms is
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N =

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

∫ 1

0

µ

2g

(
2µ

mω2

)3/2

(1−R)
√
R sin(θ)dRdθdφ (2.69)

N =
2(µ)5/2

15a
√
m~2ω3

(2.70)

2.6 Forced evaporative cooling

Magneto-optical traps work extremely well. However, as discussed in section 2.2.2, the

temperature that can be achieved is limited by the recoil momentum. The density is

also limited by radiation pressure inside the cloud. Taken together, these limits combine

to set a limit of ∼ 10−5 on the phase space density that can be achieved five orders of

magnitude away from the BEC. transition.

The only technique that has been developed so far to cross the gap is evaporative

cooling. Evaporative cooling is a well-known and widely observed phenomenon. For

a system of particles with a finite binding energy, such as molecules at the surface of

a liquid, or in our case, atoms in a magnetic trap that has a finite depth, the hottest

particles are the most likely to escape. When they leave, they take away more than their

share of the energy. After the remaining energy has been redistributed, the average

energy of the remaining particles decreases, and the system cools.

In these experiments, evaporative cooling is implemented in the magnetic trap,

using forced RF evaporation. The hottest atoms are coupled out of the trap in an

energy-selective way by using RF radiation to drive transitions between the magnetic

sublevels. The transition rate is only significant when the atoms are in resonance,

which occurs when the Zeeman splitting of the magnetic sublevels is equal to the RF

frequency

gfµB = }ωRF (2.71)

The atoms are driven into untrapped spin states and lost from the trap. Only atoms

with sufficiently high energy can climb the trapping potential to a point where they are

Zeeman-shifted into resonance. In three dimensions, this resonance condition forms a

three-dimensional evaporation surface around the atoms.

For this to be a cooling process rather than simply a loss rate, the energy must

be redistributed amongst the atoms that remain. In the magnetic trap, the energy is
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2.6 Forced evaporative cooling

redistributed by elastic collisions between the atoms. To continue the cooling, the trap

depth is reduced continuously by ramping down the frequency of the RF radiation. As

the atoms cool down, they occupy a smaller and smaller volume at the bottom of the

trap. Hence, if the cooling is working well, the density increases, even though atoms

are being lost. As the atom cloud is getting both colder and denser, its phase space

density increases.

2.6.1 A simple model for evaporative cooling.

The theory of evaporative cooling is an interesting application of classical kinetic theory.

A detailed treatment can be found in [61]. I will use a simpler model that treats the

evaporation process as a series of steps [5]. Each step starts with N atoms in the trap

at a temperature T . The RF cut then removes all the atoms with an energy greater

than ηκBT from the trap, where η is known as the truncation parameter. The atoms

are then allowed to rethermalize, and at the end of each step, new values for N and T

are calculated.

The equilibrium energy distribution of the atoms in the trap is given by the Boltz-

mann distribution (see section 2.4), which can be written as:

P (ε) = Aρ(ε)e−ε (2.72)

where ε = E/κBT ,ρ(ε) is the density of states, and A is a normalization constant.

Here I will treat the case of a 3D harmonic trap where ρ(ε) ∝ ε2; the theory can also

be applied to other power-law potentials.

After truncation, the most energetic atoms are lost and the energy distribution is

well approximated by a truncated Boltzmann distribution [61], i.e.

u(x) =

{
Aρ(ε)e−ε ε ≤ η
0 ε > η

(2.73)

After the rethermalisation time τth, the truncated distribution rethermalises. The

fraction of atoms lost by the truncation at is

∆N

N
=

∫ η
∞ ρ(ε)dε∫ η
0 ρ(ε)dε

=
Γ(3, η)

2!
(2.74)
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2. ATOM–CHIP BACKGROUND THEORY

where Γ(n, x) =
∫∞
x tn−1e−tdt is the incomplete gamma function, and Γ(n) ≡

Γ(n, 0). This allows us to write down a rate equation for the number of atoms.

Ṅ(t)

N
= −Γ(3, η)

2!

1

τth
− 1

τloss
(2.75)

The lifetime of the magnetic trap τloss includes the effect of undesirable losses from

the trap, that are not due to the truncation process. It includes the effect of collisions

with background gas, as well as losses due to inelastic collisions in the trap. Here, this

loss rate is assumed to be constant; this assumption is justified in section 2.6.1.1.

The precedent equation shows the essential feature of evaporative cooling; it is an

exponential process. By considering the energy lost from the cloud, a similar rate

equation for the energy of the trapped cloud can be derived:

Ė(t)

E
= −Γ(4, η)

3!

1

τth
− 1

τloss
(2.76)

To make progress,it is necessary to look at what determines the characteristic time

for rethermalization τth . Energy is redistributed within the cloud by elastic collisions.

The rethermalization rate is therefore the rate of elastic collisions divided by the mean

number of collisions per atom needed for rethermalization to take place, which I will

take to be four, following the theoretical estimate in [62]. The elastic collision rate γel

is given by

γel = n0σelv̄
√

2 (2.77)

where n0 is the peak density, σel is the cross-section for elastic collisions (see section

2.6.1.1) and v̄ is the average relative velocity between two atoms. Using the results in

section 2.6.1.1 for a thermal cloud at equilibrium in a harmonic potential, the elastic

collision rate can be written in terms of the geometric mean trap frequency ω̄, the

number of atoms N and the temperature T

γel(t) = σelω̄
3

√
6m

(2π)3/2κB

N(t)

T (t)
(2.78)

The rate of change of the elastic collision rate σ̇el(t) during evaporation is of critical

importance. By combining equations 2.75 and 2.76 and writing τth = 4/σel, a rate

equation for the collision rate can be derived
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2.6 Forced evaporative cooling

γ̇el(t)

γel(t)
= −γel(t)

4

(
Γ(3, η)− Γ(4, η)

3!
+

4

γel(t)τloss

)
(2.79)

If γ̇el(t) < 0, the collision rate decays rapidly with time, the rethermalisation time

τth = 4/γel −→∞ and the evaporation process grinds to a halt. In contrast, exponential

growth of the collision rate (i.e. γ̇el(t) > 0) allows a faster than exponential growth in

the phase space density. This is known as runaway evaporation.

Equation 2.79 sets the requirements on the initial conditions for the evaporation.

In order to have runaway evaporation and a sustainable increase in the phase space

density, we must have γ̇el(0) > 0. The threshold for runaway evaporation as a function

of η and γelτloss is shown in figure 2.12 This shows that to cool effectively and reach

BEC we must have

γelτloss ≥ 150 at t = 0 (2.80)
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Figure 2.12: Threshold for runaway evaporation. The solid line shows the threshold

γ̇el(t) = 0 as a function of the truncation parameter η and the product γelτloss. Runaway

can only occur if γ̇el(t) > 0, i.e. in the region shown
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2.6.1.1 Collisional properties of rubidium

To see exactly what this condition means in terms of the experimental parameters,

the collisional properties of rubidium must be considered. The collisional properties of

rubidium are examined in detail in [63]. They show that in the temperature range 0

to 1 mK, the elastic cross–section for two body collisions in the |2, 2〉 state of 87Rb is

roughly constant at ∼ 10−11 cm 2 . At low temperatures ( < 30 µK) the scattering

is dominated by the s-wave contribution and the elastic cross-section can be written in

terms of the s-wave scattering length a

σel = 8π2a2 (2.81)

The s-wave scattering length is determined in [63] to be (+104.5 ± 2.5)a0 where

a0 is the Bohr radius. The positive value for the scattering length means that the

interactions are repulsive.

The cross-section for inelastic processes is important in determining τloss. From

the same paper, the inelastic rate constant for collisions between 87Rb atoms in the

|2, 2〉 state is 2×10−16 cm3s−1. Typically, the decay rate due to collisions with back-

ground gas is ∼ 0.1 s−1, and so inelastic collisions are not important until the density

reaches ∼ 5×10−14 cm3. In our trap, densities close to this size are only reached in the

condensate itself. Background gas collisions dominate during the evaporation, and the

assumption made above of a constant τloss during the evaporation is justified.

In contrast, in 85Rb, the elastic cross-section is at least an order of magnitude lower

over the above temperature range. This because of a zero in the s-wave contribution

to the cross-section. The inelastic cross-section shows no such suppression, and so it

is extremely difficult to produce a 85Rb condensate in a standard magnetic trap by

simple evaporative cooling. In order to achieve a high enough collisional cross-section

to reach BEC, the scattering length must be tuned by using a Feshbach resonance in

high magnetic field [64]. This is the reason why 87Rb was chosen for these experiments.
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3

Apparatus and methods

3.1 Overview

The experimental requirements for BEC were discussed in section 2. To recap, we

need a laser system that produces light for cooling, imaging and optical pumping, a

very good vacuum and a tight, stable magnetic trap. This chapter describes in detail

the apparatus that was constructed to meet these requirements. Details of general

experimental techniques such as imaging and laser locking are also presented.

The business end of the experiment is shown in figure 3.1. The vacuum chamber

containing the atom chip is at the center of the picture. The vacuum system is de-

scribed in Section 3.2 and the atom chip in Section 3.3. In the photograph they are

obscured by coils that generate various magnetic fields used in the experiment. For ex-

ample, the magnetic trap is formed from the fields produced by the wires on the atom

chip plus the bias coils. Production and control of the magnetic fields by the external

coils is the subject of section 3.4. Also shown in figure 3.1 are the paths of some of

the laser beams as they enter the vacuum chamber. A new laser system was designed

and constructed as part of the work for this thesis, hence it is described in detail in

Section 3.6. This is followed by Section 3.7 which describes the imaging system and

the analysis of absorption images.
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3. APPARATUS AND METHODS

Figure 3.1: A photograph of the heart of the experiment.

3.2 Vacuum system

Experiments with ultracold atoms require an UHV, ultrahigh-vacuum, chamber to iso-

late the atoms from the environment. The magnetic trap lifetime is ultimately limited

by collisions of the trapped atoms with atoms from the residual gas. Already the first

atom chip BEC experiments [7, 8] showed that the tight confinement provided by mag-

netic chip traps reduces the cycle time of a BEC experiment from about one minute in

standard non-chip setups to a few seconds in chip setup. To achieve trap lifetimes of

the same order of the cycle times, atom chip experiments could use a single-chamber

vacuum system with a background pressure in the 10−10 mbar range. I will divide the

description of the system into two parts, one for vacuum chamber in itself and the other

part for description of vacuum procedure 3.2.2. The vacuum wiring and assembly will

be described together with the atom-chip system in section 3.3.

3.2.1 Vacuum chamber

Our vacuum setup is shown in figure 3.2. Like most of the atom chip experiments it

consist of pumping system, electrical feedtroughs and transparent cell, the science cell,

where atom chip is and where the experiment is performed.
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3.2 Vacuum system

Figure 3.2: The vacuum chamber is compose by this elements: (1) Science cell (2) ionic

pump. (3) electrical feed troughs, (4) Ti–sublimation pump, (5) UHV valve, (6) four cross

way.

A four way cross from Caburn (CX4-100), with DN100CF flanges in each way is

the central part of the chamber used to connect the parts of the system. The cross

is placed verticaly respect to the optical table, with the pumping system connected to

both sides.

The pumping system is composed of one Ion pump and a Ti-sublimation pump. The

Ion pump is a Varian VacIon Plus StarCell 150 model (125 l/s), designed for an ultimate

pressure of 10−11 mbar and controlled by a Varian Dual controller. The current monitor

output signal gives information on the actual pressure value inside of the cell. Joined

with the ion pump, the Varian filament type TSP provides a very effective pumping of

getterable gases and Rb vapour in the UHV regime. It is controlled by a Varian TSP

controller and it can be arbitrarily switched on and off during the experiment.

An important consideration in Ti-sublimation pump placement is where the tita-

nium will deposit. The Ti-sublimation pump’s filaments should be placed so that there

is not a direct line of sight to any valve or pump. The titanium will coat any surfaces

with a direct line of sight to the filaments, and this can cause a valve sealing or pumping

problem. See figure 3.2 for positioning of the filaments in our system.
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3. APPARATUS AND METHODS

A UHV valve is used to connect with a turbo-molecular pump during the pre-

pumping stages before the UHV. The valve seals after this stage is finish.

All the system is suspended by the ionic pump, a solid structure (not shown) at-

tached by bolts to the ionic pump, the pump is clamped to the optical table, the rest

of the system is supported by the attachment to the flange of the pump. The structure

was designed to have the chip surface 18 cm above the optical table.

Figure 3.3: The multiport cluster with the feedthroughs inserted before the wiring. The

central multiport (1) is used only to support the chip, (2) this feedthrough is fort the

vacuum termocouple, (3) two multi–pin feedthroughs for low currents < 10, (4) three

bipolar feedthroughs for low high currents > 10 A.

At the top of the four way cross a cluster Caburn flange (MAF600-6-133), with

six angled clearance hole mini flanges, DN16CF, equally spaced around a DN40CF

port, see figure 3.3. From this cluster all the electrical connections were wired, to do
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3.2 Vacuum system

this 6 electrical feedthroughs were used. The central port allows a feedthrough with

any connection, from it a rod of steel of 420 cm gives the support to the chip holder.

One of the mini flange was used for a thermocouple feedthrough (262-TNC-1-C16),

to connect a in vacuum N-type thermocouple to monitor the temperature of the chip.

Two ports were used with a low current 10-pin feedhroughs (264-010-MO3K-10-C16).

These connections were used for chip wires, dispenser and heaters. The last three ports

were used with high currents 2–pin feedthroughs (264-030CU5K-2-C16), to send the

currents to the Z wire, and the two copper U’s.In the section 3.3 I will do a more

accurately description of the in-vacuum wiring and the elements of the the atom-chip.

All the feedtrhoughs were purchased to Allectra.

Figure 3.4: The science cell with the atom–chip and dispenser source inside. (1) Hellma

glass cell, (2) chip, (3) dispenser atom source, another one is placed symmetrical behind

the chip (4) home made flange for the glass metal adapter.

Finally at the bottom part of the four way cross the cell is attached. The science

chamber, figure 3.4, is a rectangular parallelepiped glass cell (Hellma) made of Vycor,

and it has inner edges lengths of 40×40 mm and 100 mm for the length. It is anti-
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reflection coated for 780 nm on the outside, see figure 3.4. The cell is positioned with the

longer part vertical, and the top face was substituted with a glass-to-metal adapter.

This adapter is home made, the design is complex it is not necessary to get into in

details. It is basically composed by glass flange attach to the cell, special O–ring, and

a home made steel flange. How to press the flanges to get the UHV isolation without

any damages to the glass was the main problem, to do this the usual copper O–ring

of UHV had to be substituted. In a first attempt a ring of Indium was used, the

leaking probelms persisted and the baking temperature was limited. It was replaced by

a special O–ring, HELICOFLEX, purchased from Garlock, with which excellent results

were obtained.

Trough this flange the atom–chip, the electrical wires to connect it and the dispenser

atom sources enter, see figure 3.4. The chip is situated in the middle of the cell, with

the gold side facing down, so that the lower part of the cell is free for laser beams.

The upper part of the cell is occupied by the chip package, electrical connexions and

dispensers.

Two Rb dispensers are placed behind the chip, see figure 3.4, each one at the longer

side of the chip. The dispenser are placed behind the chip and angled respect with the

chip surface for two reasons: first, not to expose the gold surface of the chip directly to

the dispenser, since rubidium and gold have good affinity; second, not to hit the walls

of the cell before reaching the MOT cooling region. From the dispenser the atoms are

very hot if we compare with the lab temperature, we can lower the temperature if the

atoms hits the wall a couple of times before they arrive to the trapping region. Using

the same flange to enter the chip and pump the vacuum is not the best configuration.

The pumping speed is reduced due to the small area of cell free side (16 cm2), compared

with the DN100CF flange (157 cm2 area), that allows for the maximum pumping speed

of the ionic pump. Moreover, the chip with a surface of 6 cm2 reduce subsequently the

effective pumping area. However the pumping volume is really small and most of the

outgassing surfaces are directly connected to the ionic pump with a DN100CF flange.

3.2.2 Vacuum procedure

Obtaining UHV pressures requires careful assembly of the vacuum components. The

most important thing is to make sure that all components are clean. We start the

cleaning process by placing the submersible parts (no valves, pumps, or cells) in an
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ultrasonic cleaner with strong soap for 1 hour. If the valves are cleaned in the ultrasonic

cleaner they must be re-greased before they are used. The long cleaning time allows the

strong soap to remove residual oil from the factory. Typically, when a stainless steel

vacuum part is baked in air it will become a golden color, which we assume is residual

burnt factory oil. A one hour bath in a strong basic soap will remove this coating, and

it will not return with subsequent air bakes. The long bath is not absolutely necessary

and may be reduced to a few minutes to just remove any particles from the parts. After

the ultrasonic bath the parts are rinsed first with deionized water, then acetone, and

finally spectroscopic-grade methanol. Next, the parts are baked in air for 4 hours at

400 oC to drive off any residual solvents. Once the parts have cooled they are wrapped

in oil-free aluminum foil until assembly.

It is important to avoid contamination of the vacuum system during assembly. We

always wear powder-free latex gloves and change them often. All copper gaskets are

wiped with ultra-pure methanol before installation to remove any factory residue.

After the entire vacuum system has been assembled it is pumped out and checked for

leaks. We use a small turbo pump backed by a dry, diaphragm pump to initially pump

out the system. We use a diaphragm pump rather than a standard oil-filled roughing

pump, because the diaphragm pump does not contain any oil, which could backflow into

the system. Once the turbo pump has spun up to full speed we spray a small amount

of spectroscopic-grade methanol on all the flanges and cells. If there is a large leak, the

pressure in the tubing connecting the turbo pump to the diaphragm pump, read by a

thermocouple gauge, will change when methanol is applied. The system is pumped on

overnight before the bake out is started. A carefully cleaned, leak-free system should

pump out overnight with the pressure reaching around several 10−9 mbar, read from

the ion pump current. We turn on the ion pump briefly to determine the pressure in

the system. The ion pump will not be turned on to pump for extended periods of time

until the bake is underway.

The vacuum system must be baked at high temperatures under vacuum to remove

contaminants to obtain UHV pressures. We bake most of the vacuum system at 300 ◦C

for several days. Before the bake-out, we run about 6 A through each getter for 30

seconds to verify the presence of Rb, which can be seen by either laser absorption or

fluorescence. The high current also degasses the getters. We mount the system loosely

to the optical table such that, when the system expands, there is minimal stress on the
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system’s joints. The thermal expansion may cause enough torque to cause the flanges

to leak.

The system can now be prepared for the bake. The first step in the bake out

process is to wrap the glass cells with clean aluminum cloth. The cloth will protect

the cells from anything that may melt onto the cells during the bake. Next we place

thermocouples on the vacuum system at critical places such as the cells, glass-to-metal

seals, and pumps. We then wrap the system with resistive heater tape. The aim in

wrapping the heater tape is not to cover the entire surface of the vacuum system with

tape, but rather to have a constant tape-to-chamber surface area ratio. Heater tape

is applied to different objects proportional to their surface area and not the mass of

the object. The mass only defines the time constant for thermal equilibration, whereas

the ultimate temperature is determined by the heat flow in and out of the region,

which is proportional to the surface area. The tape should never overlap with itself, or

the intense heat will cause the tape to burn. Several short tapes are used to wrap the

system so each section may be controlled independently. We do however bake the entire

ion pump. The maximum temperature that we can use during bake-out is limited by

the glue used in the assembly of the chip to about 125 ◦C . After the tapes are in place,

the system is wrapped loosely with strips of fiberglass tape and then aluminium foil to

provide thermal insulation.

The system is slowly brought up to the final temperature over 6 to 8 hours. The

ion pump is off during the warm up. There is a large amount of material driven off the

walls of the vacuum system during the initial several hours of the bake. We prefer to

have the turbo pump remove the bulk of the material rather than the finite-lifetime ion

pump. Each heater tape is powered by a variable AC transformer (Variac) to adjust

the temperature of the corresponding section of the system. Generally we increase the

temperature by at most 50 ◦C per hour. Temperature gradients can apply significant

stress to the system. We prefer to keep the temperature gradients to under 30 ◦C across

the glass cells and glass-to-metal seals, which are the components most susceptible to

failure. Caution must be taken as the system approaches its final bake temperature

because some parts of the system could overshoot in temperature due to long thermal

time constants.

Once the system is at the desired temperature we bake with just the turbo pump

on for 12 hours. At this point we degas the getters and Ti-sublimation filaments. To
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degas the getters, we increase the current in each getter for 30 seconds to 5 A to drive

off any surface contaminants. After the degassing we turn on the ion pump and valve

off the still-running turbo pump. When the valve is above room temperature we close

it only finger tight. Therefore, we do not allow the turbo pump to spin down until

the system is back to room temperature and the valve has been properly closed with a

torque wrench. We allow the system to bake with the ion pump on until the pressure

on the ion pump reads in the low 10−9 mbar . We cool the system down slowly over

4 to 6 hours. At this point the ion pump should read the lowest possible pressure,

which is 10−11 mbar for most pumps, if there is no leakage current. In our experiment,

including a separate ion gauge in the system is more likely to do harm than good. The

ultimate test of the vacuum pressure will be the lifetime of the atoms in a magnetic

trap. A snapshot of making the vacuum is show in picture 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Photo of the vacuum chamber mounted on to the optical table.
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3.3 Atom-Chip

This section is dedicated to the core of the apparatus, the atom chip. This part is

important because it is where the experiment is preformed and a great part of the

time spent on the design an building of the experiment is invested. The atom-chip

is composed by: the chip, where the condensate is made; a milimetric wire z-shaped

behind the chip, to magnetically trap the atoms; two U-shaped conductors behind it;

thermocouple and a heater to have a control over the temperature of the chip.

Figure 3.6: Exploded view of chip mount. (1) atom-chip, (2) cooper rods, (3)

Feedtrought. (4) chip, (5) Z-shaped kapton wire,(6) U-shaped conductors, (7) shapal

holder, (8) gold pins.
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3.3.1 Chip

The chip used in the experiments presented in this thesis consists of an evaporated gold

layer on top of a silicon surface. The gold layer has been structured by photolithography

whereby the wires of several widths (50, 125, 300 µm) have a height of 2 µm and are

defined by 10 µm-wide gaps. The chip was produced by the Quantum optics group of

the University of Vienna, that has a long experience developing atom–chips.

A layout of this atom chip can be seen in figure 3.7. The asymmetric dimensions

compensate the beam diameter during the mirror MOT phase, since the beams hit the

chip at 45◦ a factor
√

2 on the diameter of the incident beam has to be compensated to

use all the chip surface without changing the beam diameter. A z-shaped wire is in the

center of the chip. This z will generate the potentials for the final IP trap, where the

condensate is produced. The z has a length of 2 mm and its arms are 6 mm long, the

width of this wire was set to 125 µm. The resulting resistance is 1.63 Ω. In choosing the

width w and length d of the central section of the z-wire we have to make a compromise

between attainable trap frequencies (small w) and a large trapping volume (large d and

large I ) on one hand the acceptable ohmic heating within bounds (small d, small I,

large w) on the other hand.

2 mm

23
 m

m

30 mm

Figure 3.7: Layout of the chip wires, the z-shaped on-chip wire used in these experiment

is highlighted in red. It is in the center if we do not take into account the small portion on

the chip enclosed by the dashed rectangle, which is planned for the experiment with the

photonic crystal.
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This chip was fabricated by standard microfabrication technology. A very flat silicon

substrate, thickness 525 µm, isolated on the top by a thin (smaller than 100 nm) layer

of SiO2 is covered with photoresist which is structured by photolithography. After

evaporating an adhesion layer ( 30 nm of Ti) and the final gold layer (1–5 µm) the

remaining resist is removed in a lift-off process. In this way 10 µm-wide gaps defining

the wires have been produced (Fig. 3.8 (b)). The whole chip is covered by a high-quality

gold layer serving as a mirror for the integrated mirror-MOT.

The resulting gold surfaces (Fig. 3.8 (a)) are smooth (grain sizes <50 nm), and

the wire edges are clearly defined, see figure 3.8 (b). The surface quality depends on

adhesion properties and the substrate smoothness. Exceptionally high-quality wires are

essential because smallest inhomogeneities in the bulk of the wire and on the edges can

lead to uncontrolled deviations of the current-flow and therefore to disorder potentials

in the trapping potential see [65, 66].

Figure 3.8: (a) Scanning-electron microscope (SEM) picture of a top of a microwire

fabricated by evaporation. A typical grain size was estimated to be 50 nm. (b) Picture of

a section of the whole atom chip. The gold wires are defined by 10 µm–wide gaps where

no gold has been evaporated.

Directional deviation in the trapping wire current influences the trap minimum

see [51, 52], and the variable conductor thickness yields a spatial fragmentation of the

atomic cloud. Fig. 3.9 shows the result of a sample wire measurement by the surface

electron microscope (SEM). The measured 4 nm roughness was small enough not to

introduce noise in the magnetic potential.
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3.3 Atom-Chip

Figure 3.9: SEM picture of a side of a microwire of the chip. Peak to peak edge roughness

amounts to ∼ 47 nm

3.3.2 Under–chip

Below the chip we have different components which add some interesting features to

the system. To pack and give some solidity is used a ceramic block, excavated to fit the

various objects. We machine our ceramic disc from shapal because: It is not conductive,

necessary to isolate different conductors and it is as easily machinable as Macor but

has a thermal conductivity that is 100 times higher. The block is connected to one

feedtrough consisting in one rod of steel, 60 cm long, fixed to the vacuum chamber.

On the backside of the shapal block a mini-heater and a thermocouple were glued.

In initial experiments we had noticed that Rb atoms that had stuck to the microtrap

assembly would desorb from the microtrap during the magnetic trapping stage at the

moment the assembly heats up. These desorbed Rb atoms had a detrimental effect

on the magnetic trapping lifetime. The problem of the decreased trap lifetime due to

desorbed rubidium was solved in the most recent setup where the Rb beam was directed

away from the chip and the chip mount was heated to 40 ◦C while the experiment is

not running to clean the chip mount was heated from possible Rb contamination. This

heating is done by this mini heater UHV compatible (343-HEATER-2×10), of 27 W,

and controlled by external regulator and a UHV thermocouple placed near to the heater.

The top of the shapal block was dug to place a macroscopic Z-shaped and two
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U-shaped conductors, see figure 3.6. With the correct bias field, the magnetic field

produced by the current flowing into a U-shaped conductor of millimetric dimensions

can approximate a quadrupole configuration around the zero field point, and thus can

substitute the standard quadrupole coils pair. The problem of matching the quadrupole

magnetic field with the 45◦ directions necessary for the MOT beams was resolved by

the group of Schmiedmayer, [39]. They have used a deformed U-shape conductor, with

its central bar much wider and thinner than its sides. This leads to a more slowly

space-varying field and the matching region volume grows.

Adding new free parameters to the system allows to get further useful degrees of

freedom. In this experiment we wanted to test the following configuration: The de-

formed U-shape conductor have been substituted with two independent U-shaped wires.

The conductors are made of copper, and have the following dimensions: the section is

1.5 mm high and 2 mm wide, and the width of the whole U is 16 mm. They are placed

in two different planes. The upper structure has a length of 9 mm and is just below

the mirror, the lower one has a length of 11 mm and lays just below the upper one, see

figure 3.6 (6). We can independently drive them with two remotely controlled power

supplies and they are electrically isolated by a 0.125 mm thick kapton foil (KAP10).

Macroscopic Z-shape conductor, large IP trap

After mirror MOT stage a large number of atoms can be cooled to ∼ 20 µK in the

close vicinity of the chip surface. To transfer these atoms into the pure chip traps, it

is advantageous to use a large volume Ioffe trap as an intermediate step. This trap is

provided by a macroscopic copper wire insulated with kapton (cross-section 0.61 mm

and 0.87 mm with jacket, KAP2) which allows to trap more than 108 atoms and even

cool them to a BEC [67, 68].

The difficult to transfer of the atoms from the molasses to the magnetic trap of the

chip, is caused by the small capturing volume of the microscopic on-chip trap compared

to the typical size of the molasses of x× y× z = 1.5× 1.5× 3 mm3. To enable a better

transfer the Z-shape provides a large volume Ioffe trap: a broad kapton wire (compare

with the microstruture of the chip) can be used as a Z-shaped wire. This allows to push

higher wire currents and thus to form the minimum of the trap further away from the

chip surface. Additionally the slope of the magnetic trapping potential for distances
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3.3 Atom-Chip

Figure 3.10: Calculated magnetic potential of 25 A running thorugh the Z-shaped kapton

wire at 2 mm (blue curve) and at 0.2 mm (red curve) distances from the chip surface. The

trap depth should be large compared to the mean atomic energy, the ratio between the

two of 6 and more ensures that there are no losses of thermal atoms. Up: a photograph of

the z kapton wire structure embedded in a shapal block. Middle left: Magnetic potential

versus distance from the chip (mirror surface is at z =0). Middle right: Magnetic potential

in the axial direction parallel to the z. The dashed line indicates the depth of the magnetic

trap due to gravity derived from the left plot.

close to the chip surface gets more shallow. The calculated potential shown in Figure

3.10 (red curves) corresponds to a wire current of Iwire = 25 A, at 0.2 mm the trap

bottom to 1 G, we can see that the problem is the chip surface limiting the potential

depth. This trap can be used to load the atoms more efficiently from the molasses and

successively compress them to the final z-trap formed by the small z on-chip in the

center of the chip. An additional benefit of such small-scale circuits is that their low

inductance enables rapid changing and switching of the potentials.

3.3.3 Assembly

In the assembly process special care is taken to create optimal epoxy adhesion layers.

The two epoxy components were carefully weighted on a precision balance and mixed.
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We heat the mix to ∼40◦C to decrease the viscosity. This mixture is degassed in a

desiccator for one minute. Keeping the epoxy in vacuum for longer harms the mixture

because essential chemical components get extracted. The epoxy was cured in air at

150◦C for 1 hour. During the warm up the epoxy becomes very fluid and tends to creep

onto the mirror surface. To prevent this from happening the chip edges were designed

to extend 1 mm over the supporting shapal layer. In figure 3.11 we show some pictures

taken during the construction process of the microtrap.

The assembly process is performed in several curing stages. In the first curing stage

the heater an the thermocouple are glued onto ceramic disc and the connector gold

pins for the chip wires are glued in place, the heater is electrically connected by an

electrically conductive silver epoxy (UHV Glue-H27D) to two kapton wires (KAP2).

In the subsequent curing stage the Z-shaped kapton wire for the large IP and the U-

shaped conductors are glued into the groves in the ceramic disc. Kapton foil was placed

between the conductors to isolate them. After removing the excess epoxy with a mill

and careful cleaning we place a drop of Epo-tek 377 in the middle of the ceramic disc

and glue the microchip on it in the last curing stage. The twelve on-chip wires are

connected to the contact pins with 20 µm-diameter aluminium wires with a wire bond-

ing technique, each contact pad being bonded with 10 wires. The rectangular crystal

wafer containing the PC structure is delicately placed and glued onto the chip, in the

zone enclosed by the dashed rectangle on figure 3.7. The packed chip is mounted onto

the feedtrough and all the electric connections are made. The Us are connected to

high power feedtrough by four cooper rods, the gold pins are crimped to kapton wires

(KAP2), two dispensers are placed at both large sides of the chip and all the wires are

then connected to a set of vacuum feedthroughs. Finally, we insert into the vacuum

chamber and start the baking process.

3.4 Magnetic coils suit

The loading of the cold atoms into the mirror-MOT requires atom chip mirror and

external 45 anti-Helmholtz coil pair. During the different stages of the cooling cycle,

one applies external bias fields generated by the magnetic coils. The external magnetic
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3.4 Magnetic coils suit

Figure 3.11: Snapshots in sequence of the assembly of the atom–chip: (a) 1st. Gluing

and curing of the thermocouple and heater on the backside of the shapal basis, including

the wire connections; (b) 2nd. Gluing and curing of the macroscopic Z-shaped kapton wire

and U-shaped conductors and the pins to connect the chip on the top of the shapal basis;

(c) 3rd. Gluing and curing of the chip onto the shapal; (d) 4th. Gluing and curing of

the crystal substrate with the PC onto the chip; (e) 5th. Bonding wires to connect the

chip terminals to the pins; (f) 6th. Plug the packed chip onto a central feedtrough and

connect all the atom chip electrical terminals to the feedtroughs of the cluster and place

the dispensers; (g) 9th. close the vacuum chamber.

bias fields are also used to manipulate the cold atoms. Therefore, the coils play one of

the most important roles in the entire atom-chip system.

We have built two different versions of coil suit: one with circular coils and a

one with rectangular coils. A circular coil hat, see picture 3.12, was built for a set-

up with the quadrupole field generated from two big U-shaped conductors below the

chip, hence the space requirements were more relaxed. In last set-up the quadrupole

field is generated from 45 anti-Helmholtz coils and to fit all the coils whole system

had to be redesigned. To fit all the coils a second version of the coils suit was built

with rectangular coils. In this case the whole system is more compact and faster, low

inductance, than the previous version. All the experimental results and measurements

that do not specify the coils in this thesis are done with the rectangular coil suit.

The current sources play an important role in the manipulation of the magnetic

field. Low current noise is essential and at the same time fast switching of the field is

needed. The current source driver is home-made, allowing us to have all the control

of the characteristic of the drivers which is usually not possible with their commercial

analogues.
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Figure 3.12: Pictures of the old circular coil suit.

3.4.1 Coils suit

To design the magnetic coils five points have to be taken into account:

• The limited space of the system. All the coils have to share the space with the

laser beams and the vacuum connection to the cell.

• The intensity of the field, The minimum gradient from the MOT coils is set around

9 Gauss/cm and a maximum bias field of 60 Gauss, in the x direction, needed for high

compressions in the magnetic microtrap.

• Minimizing the heating of the coils during the cooling cycle is essential to make

the system stable, for this the resistance of the coils has to be as low as possible.

• Homogeneity of the fields in space is required. To prevent the atomic could from

moving away during the different phases of the experiment, it is essential minimize the

gradients for the bias coils. And the quadrupole should not suffer deformations from

the loading point to the loading of the magnetic trap. To do this one needs bigger and

rounded coils, and to try to maintain the Helmholtz condition for the distance between

them, or the anti-Helmholtz condition in the case of the quadrupole coils.
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3.4 Magnetic coils suit

• Minimizing the inductances of the coils is another important point, low induc-

tances allow for a fast switching of the magnetic field. To improve this point one has

to reduce the numbers of turns per coil and reduce the diameter of the coils.

Figure 3.13: Atom-chip mirror MOT configuration with the coil suit. (1) MOT coils, (2)

bias field coils, (3) MOT beams.

Figure 3.14: Lateral (a) and front (b) view of the magnetic coil suit: (1) Top flange, (2)

glass cell, (3) MOT coils, (4) bias z coils, (5) bias x coils, (6) MOT beams and (7) bias y

coils.

Design and simulation were aided by the program Radia due to its capacity to

simulate magnetic fields and at the same time graph a 3D representation of the objects.

Figures 3.13 and 3.14 are 3D image from Radia and show pre-design of the coils and the
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main space constraints, glass cell, beams and the flange to connect with the vacuum

system. From these images one can check the space availability for the coils.

The rectangular coils are much easier to integrate into one hat unit because they

have more contact area, so the first choice was to change from circular coils to rectan-

gular. The main problem with the rectangular coils is the homogeneity of fields with

respect to the circular coils, the simulations of the fields demonstrate that the fields

are homogeneous enough for our purpose, see field simulations in table 3.16, in a region

where the differents traps will be applied.

The Helmholtz condition for the bias coils and the anti–Helmholtz for the quadrupole

coils are known:

dH =
1

2
R Helmholtz condition, (3.1a)

daH =

√
3

2
R anti−Helmholtz condition (3.1b)

where R is the radius of the coils and d is the distance from the center of symme-

try of the fields to one coil, this conditions were perfectly accomplished. Since space

restrictions and the different position of the cloud make these conditions impossible to

achieve, they were taken as a starting point to set the coils. As before the simulations

of the field were used to verify that we are still within the acceptable limits, see field

simulations on table 3.16.

The bias-field coils were made as small as possible to have the smallest inductance,

but letting some free optical access for future experiments. In this sense the number of

turns per coil was selected as low as possible and in order to get sufficient fields it is

preferred to increase the current through the coil.

The system of reference was set as in the 3D pictures 3.13 and 3.14, and is used

in the simulations and in the description of the experiment in this thesis. To have the

control of the magnetic field in all directions six orthogonal pair of coils, two for each

direction, were built.

To maintain the structure of the coil a normal epoxy was used, instead for the

MOT coils a heating conductive epoxy was used to increase the heat dissipation. The

six pairs of bias coils are glued together by normal epoxy, the use of the glue permits
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a more compact set. Finally, we assemble the bias coil set and MOT coils with the

aluminium mount structure to form our coil hat, as shown in figure 3.15.

The specifications of the coils are given in table 3.16 and a picture of the new coil

suit is shown in figure 3.15. There are two sets for each bias direction which allow to

work with both direction of the field. The coil suit has a clear aperture size of 40 mm×
30 mm for laser beams on each side and complete free window at the bottom of the cell.

Figure 3.15: Picture of the new rectangular coil suit mounted.

3.4.2 Current power supplies

To control the magnetic fields during the experiment, currents through the various

coils and the wires of the atom chip have to be switched and/or ramped. The current

control circuit that we use is shown in figure 3.18 and is based on a feedback propriety

of operational amplifier, OP, see figure 3.17. Six of these circuits were built for the

experiment.

The switching element is a field effect transistor (MOSFET). In the steady state,
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Figure 3.16: Report with physical and magnetic characteristics of the coil suit.
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the circuit provides a current that is proportional to an analogue control voltage. The

switching characteristics are determined by the characteristics of the load and the time

constant of the integrator. The circuits are built on aluminium heat sinks to dissipate

the heat produced by the MOSFET and the sense resistor. In its original form with

purely integral gain, this circuit works well when driving resistive loads such as the guide

and end wires. The current through these wires can be switched on and off in 100 µs.

The voltage of the power supply that drives the load must be carefully adjusted so that

it is just sufficient to drive the required current. Any additional voltage is dropped

across the MOSFET, which may then have to dissipate excessive power. Operating

for long in this regime is not the optimal for the MOSFET, which could be get burst.

In the case of coils and wires that are inside the vacuum, this is disastrous, as the

MOSFETs blow to a short circuit. A relay–based protection circuit was developed that

trips on sensing the over-current that occurs when the MOSFET fails. However, this

is not fault-proof either, and so extreme vigilance is currently used to protect the wires

in the vacuum.

Figure 3.17: the current driver schematic circuit. The I(Vin) transfer function is set by

R sensing.

Driving inductive loads such as coils is more difficult. Here the load has an inherent

time-constant which depends on the inductance. Trying to drive the load faster than

this with the circuit as shown in figure 3.17 results in substantial overshoot. Increasing

the voltage on the power supply helps by allowing a higher short-term current which

speeds up the response of the load. However, this strategy is limited by the power

that the MOSFET can dissipate, as once the circuit had reached its steady state, the
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Figure 3.18: The current driver circuit. Different parts of the driver circuit are showed

by red circles. (1) OP Amplifier for the feedback, (2) compensation circuit network, (3)

the sense resitor for measuring the current,(4) power source, MOSFET and output for the

load are outside, (5) protection circuit.
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additional voltage is dropped across the MOSFET. One gets around this by adding some

proportional gain to the circuit using a resistor. This allows much higher switching

speeds at short times, while the integrator ensures the correct, stable value of the

current at longer times. An inductive load also makes the circuit much more likely to

oscillate as stray capacitance can cause the circuit to behave as an LCR resonant circuit.

For example, the bias coils have a resonance at about tens of kHz. A compensation

network was added to lower the feedback response of the OP amplifier and the gain at

high frequencies to reduce this problem. With these modifications, the current in the

coils can be switched in less than 300 µs, exact time depending of the coil set used. The

figure 3.19 shows the current through the bias x coils with the compensation network

disabled and the resultant inductance of the paired coils greater than the inductance

of each coil separately. Matching the correct values on the compensation network one

can cancel the oscillations in a short time as is shown in figure 3.20.

Figure 3.19: The switching on (red) and off (blue) of the bias x with the compensation

network not working.

Low current noise is essential for reaching BEC since noise in the magnetic field

can lead to heating of the trapped cloud, especially if it is at a frequency close to the

trap frequencies. When the MOSFET circuit is operating correctly, the noise level is

limited to the noise in the control voltage signal. The RMS level of current noise is less

than ∆I/Imax = 1× 10−4 over the bandwidth from 20 Hz to 300 kHz in all cases and

the spectrum shows a noise level below -110 dB VRMS , see figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.20: The switching on (red) and off (blue) of the bias x with compensation

network working.
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Figure 3.21: The diagram shows the FFT-spectrum of the home-made current source

between 0 and 1 MHz. The measurement was taken at 3 A and an ohmic load of 2 Ω

Trigger: AC line.
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3.5 Radio-Frequency Evaporative Cooling

Evaporative cooling is neither a new idea nor a physics patent, but part of our daily

life. For thousands of years, people have used this technology to cool boiled water.

Just as high-temperature molecules escape from hot water so that the remaining water

is cooled down, evaporation continuously removes atoms in the high-energy tail of the

thermal distribution from the trap.

A straightforward way to realize forced evaporative cooling for trapped neutral

atoms is simply to reduce the trap depth and keep its tightness untouched. This

method keeps a high enough collision rate to maintain a continuous cooling process.

However in an atom chip the trap frequencies become smaller when the trap depth

goes down because the variables to control the depth, bias or current on the chip, are

related as well to the trap frequencies of the wire trap, see 2.3.5.

Pritchard [69] and Walraven [70] suggested using RF-induced spin flip to effectively

reduce the trap depth and get forced evaporation. The first RF-forced evaporative

cooling was demonstrated by Ketterle’s group [71]. Another more direct way, surface

evaporation, is to use the flat solid surfacen of the chip, as a knife in the energy space,

to cut the trap depth from top to bottom [45]. In this section, we will also propose a

direct evaporation without any external components.

To understand physics of RF-forced evaporation, we assume the atoms are trapped

in mF = 2 state, as shown in figure 3.22. If we apply a rotating magnetic field that can

drive transitions with ∆mF = ±1, the on-resonance trapped atoms will be transferred

to untrapped states. Forced evaporative cooling can be achieved by changing the RF

frequency to lower the effective trap depth. In practice, a rotating magnetic field may be

difficult to produce experimentally. Fortunately, a vertically ( respect to the quantum

axis ) oscillating magnetic field, for instance, in the x-direction, can be decomposed

into positive and negative circular polarizations.

To calculate the frequency needed it must be remembered that for weak magnetic

fields, the levels are split linearly according to

∆E|F,mF 〉 = µBgFB (3.2)

For F = 2 of 87Rb
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νRF = 0.7(MHz/G)B (3.3)

We use an Agilent 33250A to supply the RF radiation for evaporative cooling.

Optionally we can add an RF amplifier ( Mini-Circuits ZHL-3A). However we have

found it unnecessary for our final experimental procedure. The RF generator is FM-

modulated with an analog input signal setting the frequency in each point of the ramp.

The amplitude, as well as the on/off triggering, are set by a RF switch (Mini-Circuits

ZYSW-2-50DR ). The GPIB channel was discarded because of its response time which

is not short and constant (on the order of 70-100 ms), so that using it introduces some

instabilities, which are important in the timing of the RF signal. In other experiments

where the evaporation cooling stage is longer, lasts minutes, this response time is less

important and the GPIB channel is used. On the atom chips setups this evaporation

time is shorter, seconds, and the GPIB is less suitable. On the other hand the analog

input cause some noise on the signal, this problem can be avoided by application of a

home-made Direct Digital Synthesizer, DDS, adapted to the requirements of the set-up.

Figure 3.22: The potential for all mF states of F = 2, in red the trapping potentials and

in blue the untrapping potentials.

The first RF antenna used on the experiment was a 5 cm diameter coil made from

3 turns of copper wire, and was taped to the outside of the bottom of the glass cell,

see figure 3.4. This puts the antenna as close as possible to the atoms while keeping it

outside the vacuum. The glass reduces the effect of RF shielding by the steel chamber.
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In this orientation, the magnetic field produced by the antenna is perpendicular to the

trap axis, so that the required ∆mF = ±1 transitions can be driven. The antenna is

connected to the RF generator by a coaxial cable. A 5 Ω resistor in series with the

coil improves the coupling of the radio frequency to the antenna. In the most recent

set-up the RF signal is connected to one U-shaped conductor behind the chip which

serves as the antenna, about 4 mm from the atoms. In this case no amplifier is necessary.

3.6 Laser System

3.6.1 Overview

Laser light at several different frequencies is required during the BEC experiment.

These are illustrated in figure 3.23 along with the hyperfine structure of the ground

5s 2S1/2 and excited 5p 2S3/2 states of the D2 transition in 87Rb.

The process starts with the magneto-optical trap. This requires light at two fre-

quencies, for cooling and repumping. The cooling light must be red detuned by a few

linewidths from resonance with the F = 2 −→ F ′ = 3 transition. To collect a large

number of atoms, one would like as much light as possible 2.2.4. With the high inten-

sity and the mixed polarization of the MOT beams there is a high probability of an

off-resonant excitation of the F = 2 −→ F ′ = 2 transition. The F ′ = 2 state can

decay by spontaneous emission into the lower ground state (F = 1), which is dark. A

repump laser is required to prevent all the atoms being rapidly pumped into this state

and lost from the trap. This is tuned to the F = 1 −→ F ′ = 2 transition as shown in

figure 3.23.

During the CMOT phase, the detuning of the cooling light must be increased to

allow the cloud to compress. After the CMOT, the atoms must be prepared in the

F = 2, mF = 2 state for magnetic trapping. This is done by optical pumping, using

σ+ light on the F = 2 −→ F ′ = 2 transition. The F = 2, mF = 2 final state is dark,

to minimize the heating of the atom cloud during optical pumping.

Finally, to extract the properties of the atom cloud it must be imaged. This is done

using two methods as described in section 3.7. Clouds in the magneto-optical trap are

imaged using the fluorescence due to the MOT light itself. Clouds in free expansion and
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Figure 3.23: The hyperfine structure of the 5s 2S1/2 and 5p 2S3/2 states of 87Rb D2

line, from [72], showing the laser frequencies required for the experiment, and the intervals

(in MHz) between the hyperfine levels. 1) MOT/molasses cooling, 2) optical pump, 3)

imaging, 4) repumper.

in the magnetic trap are imaged using the shadow that they cast in a imaging beam.

To get the highest signal, this imaging beam is resonant with the F = 2 −→ F ′ = 3

transition.

There are many ways to gets these frequencies, in the different atomic experiments

around the world we can find a full variety of schemes. In the next sections it will

explained how we obtain these frequencies in this experiment fulfilling the aims of:

wide frequency tuning, strong locking point, high output power and stability of the

system.

The starting point is select the laser sources, during the years the laser sources have
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changed, but in the final situation we used two DFB laser systems from TOPTICA

company ( DL DFB model) and one laser amplifier also from TOPTICA company (

BoosTA model). All the lasers and devices are placed in a black closed box, see figure

3.24, and connected to the optical table where the science cell is by optical fibers (with

the exception of the optical pumping beam). Blocking any scattered light is essential

for the condensate lifetime, resonant or near resonant lights destroy the condensate.

Figure 3.24: Photo of the laser-system box described in this chapter

3.6.2 DFB

Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser diodes feature a grating structure incorporated in

the semiconductor chip. The grating restricts the laser emission to a single longitudi-

nal mode and thus determines the lasing wavelength. In a DFB laser, the grating is

integrated into the active region (gain section) of the diode.

Frequency tuning is accomplished by thermally or electrically varying the grating

pitch. Thermal tuning offers extremely large mode-hop free scans of hundreds of GHz.

Electric modulation, on the other hand, can be employed for fast frequency modulation

over a smaller frequencies range.
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The main advantage of a DFB laser is its extremely large continuous mode-hop

free tuning range. Mode-hop free scans of several nanometers are routinely attained.

Under some conditions, semiconductor lasers can discontinuously switch wavelengths

in a back-and-forth manner. This is called mode-hopping, this featured could become a

problem in the searching and locking of atomic line. Typical DFB laser applications are

gas in sensing, phase shifting interferometry, the generation of tunable CW Terahertz

radiation and in telecommunications more than anywhere else. The mechanical design

of a DFB laser comprises no alignment-sensitive optical components, making these

lasers particularly attractive for our applications. The main problem in DFB laser is

the small coarse tuning range, some nm, and the linewidth, few of MHz. An ECDL,

diode laser systems with an external grating, is the preferred choice for applications

that require a broad coarse tuning range, or an ultra-narrow linewidth, assuming the

coarse tuning as not mode-hop free tuning. For our BEC DFB system is good enough

and the most important characteristic it provides is a very solid lock, indeed the lasers

do not need to be relocked during a typical working day.

Figure 3.25: Small map of the laser sources and the final needed lights beams.

Two DFB complete laser systems are used, diodes and electronics are manufactur-

ing by TOPTICA, and provide upto 120 mW of laser power each. The system consists

of a DBF master laser and a DFB repumper laser. The former generates light with a

frequency close to the F = 3 −→ F ′ = 3 transition. Cooling beams come from this

laser. The power of the cooling beam is boosted by a tapered amplifier. The later laser

is only used for the repump beam.
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3.6.3 DFB master laser

DFB master laser provides light for the MOT cooling, optical pumping and imaging,

lights near to the F = 2 −→ F ′ = 3 transition. The scheme for this laser is complicated

due to the different frequencies that one wants to obtain as well as high cooling power

and large detuning necessary for MOT/molasses stages. To understand the laser sources

scheme without mistaken, the figures 3.27 and 3.26 shows the different frequencies and

power derivations.

Following the figure 3.26, the first element in the beam path is an optical isolator.

Optical isolators are placed at the output of all the DFB lasers (DFB repump also)

to reduce optical feedback, which can cause frequency noise on the sensitive feedback

diode lasers. An optical isolator is also placed at the input and at the output of the

BoosTA. The main drawback of the optical isolator is the power losses in the beam.

After the optical isolator the loss is of 10 % at least, but in most of the cases is more.

A second important element is a pair of anamorphic prisms. The laser beam from

a diode laser is very asymmetric, elliptical, which can reduce the efficiency of many

devices, AOM, BoosTA and fiber couplers. An anamorphic prism pair are used to

expand a laser beam in one dimension, converting the elliptical beam shape of laser

diodes into a nearly circular one. Anamorphic prism pair in the proper orientation will

provide magnification ratios from 2:1 to 6:1. With insignificant losses the use of this

prisms allows for a sensible improvement of the performance of devices further down

the optical path.

This beam is divided into two parts, one going to the the optical amplifier and the

other to the AOM 1. To divide the beams a lambda half-waveplate with a polarizing

beam splitter cube is used. The same is used configuration to divide any beam in the

optical setup, allowing to have the control of the power divisions. Only in the repumper

spectroscopy a plastic beam splitter is used since the power is not important.

Acousto–optic modulator

To drive an AOM a RF signal was generated by a Voltage Controlled Oscillator

(VCO) and amplified. The working principle of an Acousto-Optic Modulator is the
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Figure 3.26: Schematic of the optics of the DFB master laser.
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coupling between the photons of the laser beam that passes through the acousto-optic

crystal and the phonons of the crystal excited by the RF input signal. The output con-

sist of the unperturbed component (the zero order) and several diffraction components,

with optical frequencies differing by multiples of the induced acoustic frequency.

Normally only the first order is used, negative or positive depending of the sign of the

detuning require but other orders, second or third can also be used only if the required

power is really low. The frequency range of all our AOM models (3080-122) is centered

at 80 MHz with ±20 MHz of bandwidth. In a typical double-pass configuration (shown

by red, blue and grey areas in Fig. 3.26), the first order diffracted beam is reflected back

down the same path through the AOM, thereby experiencing a double frequency shift.

Double-pass through a quarter-waveplate rotates its polarization by π/2, enabling the

separation of the output from the input beam by a polarization beam splitter. The

double-pass scheme also ensures a constant alignment of the beam for any frequency

of the RF signal. By controlling the DC control signal of the VCO, it is possible to

continuously tune the frequency in a range of several MHz. This is an important feature

since, as we will see, the MOT works for a specific detuning, while the detuning required

by Optical Molasses is different.

Furthermore, by controlling the amplitude of the VCO output signal, it is even

possible to change the resulting beam intensity, thus allowing for the modulation the

beam intensity during the CMOT/molasses regime and obtaining a very fast optical

switch, about tens of nanoseconds. The AOM efficiency is not very high ( in theory

70-80 %) and in a double-pass configuration it is not uncommon to loose even 50% of

the total available power.

AOM 1, see figure 3.26, is used in a negative-order double pass configuration, this

AOM is used to change several linewidths the cooling light. A part of the output of this

AOM is sent to a frequency modulation (FM) spectroscopy setup to stabilize the laser

and the rest to the AOM 4, see figure 3.26, to derive imaging and cooling beams. Using

the AOM 1 like a knob to offset the frequency of the cooling and imaging lights during

the experiment from the light sent to the FM spectroscopy. The negative first-order

diffracted beam is used in the FM spectroscopy.

This scheme allows us to lock the laser to the peak of the (F = 2 −→ F ′ = 2,

F = 2 :−→ F ′ = 3) crossover saturation line, CO1 in figure 3.27, and have the cooling
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Figure 3.27: Frequency picture of the beams generated from the master laser, the fre-

quencies are relative to the crossover CO1. The bandwidth and center frequency of each

AOM its show.

light, by the addition of another AOM, red detuned by several natural linewidths from

the F = 2 −→ F ′ = 3 cooling transition.

From the output of the AOM 1 ∼1 mW of light is used for the FM spectroscopy,

and ∼4 mw for another double pass AOM scheme to get the optical pumping light.

The AOM 4 is set in a double-pass negative configuration thats shifts the light to the

F = 2 −→ F ′ = 2 transition. This light is mixed in a PBS with some light from re-

pump, resonant with F = 1 −→ F ′ = 2 transition. A single repump beam overlapped

with the optical pump beam improved the pumping efficiency in a manner similar to

the MOT repumper. Since, no improvement was observed when the MOT repumper,

that hits the atoms from all directions, was used, the mixing of the two beams was

essential. No optical fiber is used for these beams since their spatial quality. At the

output of the lasers box we have ∼2 mw. in the optical pumping beam.
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Frequency modulation spectroscopy

Figure 3.28: The saturated absorption spectroscopy signal for the transition F = 2 −→
F ′. The signal is taken from the same photodiode used for the FM spectroscopy, but

neglecting the fast component.

To lock the laser a frequency-modulation (FM) scheme is used. Frequency side-

bands were generated by an electro-optic modulator (EOM) from QUBIG GmbH (EO-

F8L). The EOM’s electrical driving circuit is made resonant with the 8 MHz driving

signal obtained from a lock-in amplifier (home made). The low-voltage sine wave (2 V

peak-to-peak) yields 4 % modulation depth of the laser intensity. Subsequently the

spectroscopy signal is recorded on a fast photo diode (PD in figure 3.26, homemade)

and fed in the lock-in where it is phase-shifted and mixed with the 8 MHz oscillator

to obtain a dispersive lock signal, see figure 3.29. The lock signal finally enters a PID

controller (homemade), that stabilizes the laser frequency by a fast feedback achieved

by direct modulation of the laser current. The cheaper option of generating sidebands

by direct modulation of the laser diode current was abandoned because the sidebands,

however small, ended up in the light needed for the MOT. The presence of the sidebands

appeared to be detrimental in the compressed MOT optical cooling stage probably

because the red sidebands gave rise to scattering and therefore heating.
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Figure 3.29: FM spectroscopy for the transition F = 2 −→ F = 3′. The signal is taken

at the output of the proportional integrator locking system, PI, and is used like error signal

for the lock of the laser.

Frequency Jump Lock

The use of a double pass AOM before the spectroscopy gives has advantages: no

losses in a double pass configuration after the BoosTA, no problems with alignment or

power changes during the frequency changes during the CMOT/molasses stage. The

drawback of this jump in the spectroscopy is the difficult to relock faster enough the

laser after the frequency jump.

A good alignment of the double pass AOM is necessary to maintain a stable signal,

it is not sufficient. The lock of the laser is made through a fast modulation input of

the laser, trough a fast FET before the diode. A FET and a Bias-T are build by TOP-

TICA company and are included in the laser module. The FET is DC coupled with the

electrical full-width half maximum (FWHM) of (-3 dB) of 20 MHz. This is very fast

input to feedback with the error signal of the lock-in. However, slow response from the

system, PI + laser, continue to give problems in maintain the lock during rapid changes

of the laser frequency. To get around this problem, we use a feed-forward on the laser

current avoiding the PI circuit. A special pulse is applied to the external lock input

to jump the laser frequency, simultaneously and proportional to the VCO signal, who

control the AOM of the spectroscopy. If the change in the laser frequency is matched
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to the change in the VCO frequency, the laser will remain on the correct fringe and

relock at the new frequency. Using the correct pulse, the jump in the laser frequency

can be made faster (<4 ms, see figure 3.30 or figure 3.31 when the jump is in the other

direction).

Figure 3.30: The error signal of the PID during a frequency jump for the CMOT stage.

The arrow mark shows when the AOM jumps in frequency. From the figure 3.29 we can

estimate the fringe of the CO1 locking point dimensions as volts of the error signal, about

2.5 volts. The error signal during the frequency jump have a maximum peak of 0.2 volt.

Hence, the laser remains on the same fringe during the jump. The jump is made from 3.2

Γ to 14 Γ linewidths.

From the first cube about ∼ 40 mW of light is sent to the optical amplifier, BoosTA,

the use of an optical isolator before the amplifier is absolutely necessary, although it

decreases the light power for seeding. Pushing the DFB master laser to work at the

upper limits of temperature and current we can nearly arrive to the saturation for

seeding of the BoosTA. From the output of the optical amplifier we get only 700 mW,

just 10% less power than is given in the technical specifications.

After the optical amplifier the light is send to the AOM 2, see figure 3.26. The

AOM is aligned to get the maximum efficiency on the negative diffracted order, and

the frequency is fixed at 70 MHz. The negative first diffracted order is sent to a PBS

cube to clean the polarization and coupled to an optical fiber to be used as cooling

light.
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Figure 3.31: The error signal of the PID during a frequency jump for imaging after

CMOT/molasses stage. After this stage the light of imaging beam is to detuned and is

not possible compensate with the AOM 3 so another frequency jump on the spectroscopy

is necessary. The jump is from 14 Γ to 3.2 Γ linewidths. The arrow mark shows when the

AOM jumps in frequency, as in the case 3.30 the laser remains on the same fringe.

Due to the great power from the optical amplifier the positive diffracted order has

enough power to use, ∼ 15 mW. This light passes trough the AOM 3, see figure3.26, in

a doubled-pass scheme. With the negative diffracted order this light can be resonant

with the F = 2 −→ F ′ = 3 transition. Finally an optical fiber cleans the spacial profile

of the beam to get the imaging beam.

Amplifier

Amplification of the cooling light is necessary to capture a large number of atoms.

The light from a single diode after passing through a large number of optical devices is

not strong enough to capture and cool the atoms. This problem is solved by using an

amplifier module from TOPTICA (BoosTA). The BoosTA is an economic amplifier that

increases the power of single mode polarized laser light without changing the spectral

characteristic.

The BoosTA laser amplifies a 40 mW diode laser to more than 850 mW. The

BoosTA works in the same way as a diode laser: the power supply creates a population

inversion and as laser light is pumped through, it creates stimulated emission. The
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drawbacks of this device are the dirty spacial profile, so that a spatial filter is needed

after it, the seeding instability, so that one needs to realign it 1-2 times a day and low

power output if one compares with other optical amplifiers.

3.6.4 DFB repump

The second DFB provides light for the MOT repumping F = 1 −→ F ′ = 2. It is stabi-

lized using the polarization spectroscopy and locked to F = 2 −→ F ′ = (1, 2) crossover

resonance, CO2 in figure 3.23. This technique will be described in more details in the

next section. A small part of the light is sent to the spectroscopy and the other part is

sent through a single pass AOM, shifting the frequency for +78.45 MHz to be resonant

with the required transition. Mechanical shutter in front of the optical fiber are used to

fast-switch the light before it is guided to the experiment by a polarization maintaining

optical fiber.

Polarization Spectroscopy Lock

The most common technique for sub-Doppler resolution spectroscopy is saturated

absorption spectroscopy [73]. Here, the change in absorption of a weak probe beam is

monitored as the laser frequency is scanned across the Doppler-broadened transition.

A stronger counter-propagating pump beam depletes the population in the lower state,

causing a dip in the absorption of the probe beam. The counter-propagating beam

geometry ensures that only the atoms in a narrow velocity class near v = 0 interact

resonantly with both beams at the same time, allowing sub-Doppler resolution. A

dispersion signal can be obtained by modulating the laser frequency over a transition

peak, and using the lock-in detection. Polarization spectroscopy is a related technique

that offers a higher inherent signal-to-noise ratio [74]. Instead of monitoring the change

in absorption of the probe beam, we look for a change in its polarization. It allows a

dispersion curve to be obtained directly, without the need for modulation of the laser

frequency [75]. This has been used elsewhere to stabilize the frequency of diode lasers

in 87Rb trapping experiments [76]. The polarization spectrometer setup used is shown

in figure 3.32.
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Figure 3.32: Layout of the polarisation spectrometer

The incoming laser light is split into a weak probe beam and a stronger pump

beam. A quarter-wave plate circularly polarizes the pump beam, while the probe beam

is linearly polarized. The beams overlap in the rubidium cell. The probe polarization is

adjusted so that far from the atomic transition, the signal on each of the photodiodes

is equal. When the laser frequency is tuned to an atomic transition, the circularly

polarized pump beam causes optical pumping, leading to a non-uniform population of

the magnetic sublevels. This anisotropy makes the sample birefringent and dichroic

for the incoming probe light. After passing through the cell, the plane of polarization

of the probe light is rotated slightly, and its ellipticity is changed. These changes in

the polarization state of the probe light are detected as changes in the intensity on

each photodiode, taking the difference of the two photodiode signals yields a dispersion

curve as the laser is scanned across an atomic transition. No modulation of the laser

frequency is required. The counter-propagating beam geometry allows sub-Doppler

resolution in the same way as for standard saturated absorption spectroscopy. In the

case of the reference laser spectrometer, the rubidium cell is placed in a mu-metal shield

to reduce the effects of Faraday rotation on the observed signal.

The performance of this lock is excellent. Despite the somewhat messy error signal,

the repumper laser will remain locked for a day. Even severe shocks to the optical

table do not cause the laser to jump out of lock. The technique is simple to implement

and offers an error signal with an excellent signal to noise ratio without the need for

modulation of the laser frequency. The only drawback is that the zero-crossing of the

dispersion signal is not fixed, it depends on the orientation of the linear polarizer.
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Rotating this polarizer introduces an offset, which shifts the whole difference signal up

or down.

By comparing the signal with a standard saturated absorption signal from the trap

spectrometer, the reference laser frequency can be set with an uncertainty of around 1

MHz. This is adequate for the experiments described in this thesis. However, for ex-

periments that require the absolute frequency to be known more accurately, this offset

would have to be addressed, or an alternative technique used.

Figure 3.33: The output of the repump laser polarisation spectrometer in a single scan

across the 87Rb F = 1 −→ F ′ transitions.

3.6.5 Shutters

In the experiment, both mechanical shutters and AOMs are used to control the timing

of the laser light. The mechanical shutters provide an excellent extinction ratio but

have slow responses times, on the order of 1 ms and can have timing jitter of a few

milliseconds. AOMs are fast, with response times on the order of a 1 µs, but their

extinction ratio is less impressive. For critical light pulses such as the imaging pulse,

an AOM and a mechanical shutter in series are used. Vibrations associated with the

opening or the closing of a mechanical shutter can induce transient noise on the lasers.

Two kinds of shutters are used: one is from Thorlabs (SHO5) and is used to block the

high power light, is relatively slow ( 1-2 ms) and noisy. For the other beams we use
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Sunex (SHT93), a silent and fast shutter, with a home made driver that can open-close

in less than 500 µs. It is particularly useful for shutting the light of the optical pumping

beam or the imaging beam.

3.6.6 Spatial filtering

The spatial beam profile from diode lasers is not Gaussian and may contain high con-

trast stripes, that must be smoothed before the light is used in the experiment. De-

pending on the quality of its amplifier chip, the output of a BoosTA system can be

even less uniform than the direct output from the diode laser. While a MOT does not

require perfectly uniform beams, high-contrast spatial structure will lower the trapping

efficiency. The spatial quality of a beam can be determined by translating a pinhole

across the beam and measuring the intensity at each point on a photodiode.

The trapping light is spatially filtered by sending it through a single mode optical

fiber, which reduces the power by about 50 %. In the first experiment the trapping

beam was focused through a large pinhole (100-50 µm), thus eliminating the higher-

frequency spatial modes while retaining most of the laser power (� 75). By using the

pinhole to filter the light, the number of MOT atoms was halved. However, the choose

of the use an optical fiber to filter spatially the trapping beam because it reduced our

shot-to-shot condensate number variation and reduced the need to adjust the trapping

beam alignment from once a day to once every other month. The MOT is largely

insensitive to the spatial profile of the repumper beam, hence no spatial filtering is

necessary for this light.

The imaging beam, on the other hand, must have a very uniform intensity profile.

As the case before we used a single-mode angle-polished polarization-preserving opti-

cal fiber to spatially filter the imaging beam. It is critical to use both angle-polished

and polarization-preserving fiber to reduce temporal intensity fluctuations of the beam.

The input and output facets of a flat-polished optical fiber can form an etalon, which

will produce high-frequency intensity fluctuations on the output. A non-polarization-

preserving optical fiber will scramble the input polarization depending on the stress

(thermal or mechanical) applied to the fiber. These polarization fluctuations will be

converted into intensity fluctuations when the light passes through a polarizer. One

good method to align the input light polarization with the axis of the optical fiber is to
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first adjust the angle of the input linear polarization until pure linear light is emitted

from the optical fiber. This procedure may be too coarse to accurately align the axis,

so the next step is to tap on the center of the optical fiber, weakly enough not to not

change the coupling at the ends or warm it with one’s hand, and to watch the trans-

mitted intensity fluctuations on the output after a polarizer. One can now more finely

adjust the input polarization until a minimum of polarization fluctuations is observed

at the output.

3.6.7 MOT optical setup

From the lasers black box the light beams go to the science cell on the optical table.

Figure 3.34 shows the optical setup of this part. A PBS cleans the polarization at the

output of the cooling light op. fiber, that is then split into the four beams required for

the mirror MOT. Two pair of lenses in a telescope configuration enlarge the beams to

use all the chip surface. Finally the beams are circularly polarized by a λ/4 waveplate.

Each beam has an e−2 beam diameter of 30 mm and a power of about ∼ 70 mW or

10 mW/cm2.

The MOT repumping beam, with the total power of 7 mW after the fiber, is mixed

with the cooling light in the first of the splitting PBS cubes. The beam for optical

pumping is mixed on a secondary splitting PBS cube, doing like this ones is sure of the

direction and polarization of the beam during the optical pumping stage, this it will

explained more accurately on the section 2.2.6. The imaging beam path is explained

in the section 3.7.

3.7 Extracting the Information from Atoms Clouds

All the information about the atom clouds displayed on this thesis is obtained using the

optical properties of the atoms. We use two different techniques to probe the atoms,

fluorescence and absorption imaging and two kinds of sensors, the photo-diode and the

charged coupled device, CCD.

In fluorescence imaging, the atoms are illuminated by laser light (usually from the

MOT beams), and some of the light scattered by the atoms is collected to form an
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Figure 3.34: The optical setup of the MOT.

image or directly focused on a photo-diode or CCD. This technique is particularly

useful for imaging atoms in the magneto-optical trap, where the atoms are scattering
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light continuously. Imaging this scattered light provides a non-destructive measurement

of the MOT. By pulsing on some light, fluorescence imaging can also be used to image

atoms in a magnetic trap or during ballistic expansion. Only in this case the imaging

process is destructive, as the atoms are accelerated and heated by the probe light.

A superior technique for these clouds is absorption imaging. Here, instead of imag-

ing the light emitted by the atoms, the shadow cast in a probe beam due to the

absorption by the atoms is imaged. This technique is also destructive for the same

reasons. Its advantage over fluorescence imaging is a higher signal to noise ratio for

short light pulses. The solid angle for light collection by the imaging system is small

(� 4π) and therefore in fluorescence imaging, only a small fraction of the light scat-

tered by the atoms is collected. This fact gives absorption imaging its strength; the

whole of the absorption signal is collected, and as only a small fraction of the rescattered

light makes it into the imaging optics, the contrast of the absorption signal is very high.

3.7.1 Fluorescence

We use fluorescence imaging to characterize the cloud in the firsts steps of the MOT

regime. Fluorescence is useful for diagnostics of several parameters, such as efficiency

of the MOT, temperature, loadings rates and decays. However, it is limited to the diag-

nostics in which is it not important to measure the absolute temperature and number of

atoms in the trap but rather relative quantities for the purposes of comparison. We use

fluorescence imaging because, although it has less absolute accuracy than absorption

imaging, it is easy to set up and gives us the information we require, without destroy-

ing the MOT, meaning that quick measurements can be performed. The fluorescence

imaging was particularly useful during the calibration for control the rubidium pres-

sure during the MOT loading, dispenser or LEDs, to monitoring in-vivo the numbers

of atoms in different regimes of the vacuum system.

The number of atoms in the MOT is related to the atom fluorescence by the the

photon scattering rate R given by

R =
I0
Is
πΓ

1 + I0
Is

+ 4(∆
Γ )

2 (3.4)
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where R it is the rate of emitted photons/atom/sec, I0 is the total intensity of the

beam impinging on the atoms, Is is the saturation intensity, Γ is the natural linewidth

of 6 MHz for Rb, and ∆ is the detuning from resonance. If we collect this scattered

light on a photodiode we have the number of atoms N related to the photodiode signal

S

N =
4πS

dΩA~ωRL
(3.5)

where L is the transmission fraction of the optics, A the photodiode responsivity

and dΩ the solid angle captured by the lens. The fluorescence is collected by a lens of

D =42 mm and nominal focal length of f =10 mm. We mount the lens approximately

at 2f =20 mm from the cloud and the photodiode on a micrometer stage at 2f from

the lens.

In these measurements there are two sources of uncertainty. The first is the uncer-

tainty in the solid angle. This can be difficult to calculate as the solid angle can be

limited by objects like the edge of the chip whose exact location is hard to measure.

The second factor is the uncertainty in the scattering rate. This arises because in the

MOT, the saturation intensity is not well defined. The atoms are scattering on many

different transitions, with different amplitudes. Some authors use saturation intensity

averaged over all the transitions, some the saturation intensity for the stretched state

transition only. The saturation intensity in a MOT is 4.1 mW/cm2 for random polar-

ization for Rb. It should be noted that both these factors will only affect the absolute

atom number.

3.7.2 Absorption imaging

The great part of the measurements were made by a absorption imaging technique.

A flash of resonant light is sent to the atoms, they scatter photons out of the beam,

and we focus the shadow cast by the atoms onto a CCD array. The amount of light

absorbed gives the column optical density (OD) along a particular ray through cloud.

Optical density is defined by Beer’s law and is given by

It = I−OD0 . (3.6)
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where I0 and It are the intensities entering and emerging from the atom cloud,

respectively.

After we acquire our data image, we take two additional pictures for normalization

purposes. This three photos should be taken sequentially, with the time between them

as short as possible in order to improve. The final image gives us the full information

about the cloud, like position, dimensions and density. In essence, everything that is

experimentally known about cold atoms in this has come from the analysis of images

of optical density structures.

Figure 3.35: The layout of the three probe beams for testing the atom cloud with its

results below. a) The TOF imaging: in this case the pulsed is sent quasi parallel to the

one of the MOT horizontal beam. Is used to measure to measure when the cloud is far

from the atom chip surface, MOT, Molasses are checked by this layout. b) The reflection

imaging: the light is directed towards the chip, perpendicular to the radial symmetry of

the cloud. Due to the reflection from the mirror chip we see two symmetrical clouds and

from the distance between them and the angle of the beam with the surface we can recover

the real distance to the chip surface. c) Direct imaging: In this case the beam is horizontal

to chip surface and is perpendicular to the axial shape of the cloud. It is used with a larger

magnification and a sensible CCD to imaging the condensed atoms.
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3.7.3 Optical setup

Using imaging beam that we described in section 3.6, after the AOM the polarization of

the beam is set with a polarizing beam splitter cube. The beam is then spatially filtered

using a polarization-maintaining fiber. The diverging gaussian beam is collimated to a

7.14 mm 1/e2 diameter with a Thorlabs fixed fiber collimator (F810FC-780), the large

spot size ensuring even homogeneous illumination across the atom cloud. The light is

made circularly polarized after passing through a λ/4-plate and sent to a flipper mirror

mount in order to select the directions of the imaging beam. One direction: here the

beam is parallel to the chip surface, is used when a long ballistic expansion is need it,

specially, for temperature measures (see a) in Fig.3.35) with the probe beam parallel

to the chip surface. The second one. is used when the atom are close to the surface, at

the distances of less than 700 µm from the surface (see b) in Fig.3.35). A third path

is used for imaging the atoms perpendicular the axial direction of the chip traps, this

one is used for imaging the condensate, see c) in Fig.3.35.

For the collecting optics we use two schemes. In one make the image of the atoms

with only one lens (see Fig.3.36), it is a rough solution but is simple and economic. We

chose this configuration for the direct imaging, used only for testing the cloud during

the early stages of the apparatus set-up where no quality image is needed.

In the second case the image is formed by a high-quality lens, near infrared achro-

matic doublet. We use a confocal telescope configuration where two lenses have been

displaced in the following way: calling f1 and f2 the focal lengths of the two lenses, we

put the first lens at a distance f1 from the object, and the CCD sensor at a distance

f2 from the second lens. The distance between the two lenses is not important. The

magnification M obtained is M = f2/f1. Since we sought the possibility of having two

different magnifications available, we have used two combinations of lenses, following

the scheme presented in Fig.3.36. The first combination, with M = 1, uses two equal

lenses (with f1 = f2 =150 mm); in the second combination the first lens is unchanged

and the second is substituted with a f2 =750 mm doublet, so that M = 5. As shown in

the figure, distances between the lenses can be chosen so that, without moving the CCD

camera, it is possible to switch between the two magnifications simply by changing the

second lens.
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Figure 3.36: Schematic of the imaging system. a) the simple imaging configuration with

one lens, the lens is disposed at 2f from the object and the image forms too at 2f . b) The

double magnification setup tested for our imaging apparatus. The first lens is fixed, and

is positioned at a distance from the object equal to its focal length. By placing the lens

second or third we obtain a different magnification factor (X5 or X1, respectively). The

image is reproduced on the CCD plane, whose position does not change.

We focus the image onto the CCD camera by imaging a small (few times our res-

olution limit), low OD cloud that has not expanded much, that give us the sensibility

to find a good position of the lenses. But before we focus the image we first take a line

shape to ensure we are on resonance (see figure 3.37). Above and below the optical

resonance frequency the real part of the index of refraction of a gas differs from one,

and the ellipsoidal cloud of gas will not only absorb light but also refract or ”lens” it.

Once we have tuned the probe laser to the resonant frequency of the atomic transition,

we adjust the position of the camera along imaging axis with a micrometer stage that is

firmly bolted directly to the optical bench to reduce vibrations. The focus of the image

will be at the minimum cloud width. We focus the image by measuring the width in

the radial direction.
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3.7.4 Resolution

A theoretical resolution limit for imaging with a lens can be given by the Rayleigh

criterion: two point sources are resolved if the center of the Airy disc of one overlaps

with first dark ring of the other. The minumum distance that can be resolved is given

by: dmin =4 1.22 λf/d, where λ is the wavelength of the light, f is the focal length and

d the diameter of the lens. The numerical aperture NA and its inverse, the F-number,

are given by 1/F = NA = f/d. In our setup, lens has an F-number of 2.95 resulting

in a resolution limit dmin =3 µm.

3.7.5 CCD Camera

We have three CCD cameras. One is from THETA SYSTEM, model SIS1-t258EM,

equipped with a Texas monochromatic interline sensor, TC285SPD. Its dimensions are

1004×1002 pixels; each pixel has a linear dimension of 8 µm, and the analog to digital

conversion can be performed by the on-board electronic at 14 bit with a frame rate of

10 Hz and a quantum efficiecy of 40 % at 780 nm. The other two cameras are from Sony

(models XCD-SX710) and are equipped with Sony ICX-204AL monochromatic interline

sensors, the pixel size is smaller 6.45 µm. These have less good performance than the

THETA camera, since the sensor dimension is 1024×768 pixels and the digitization is

done at 8 bit. They are nevertheless much more versatile and faster, and can be used

to image the MOT as well as the magnetically trapped atoms without any problem.

For the imaging on the Bose-Einstein condensate, on the contrary, is used the THETA

camera, since it provides a better sensitivity and a larger intensity dynamic range.

The THETA camera is connected to a computer by an serial plus USB port; the Sony

cameras use a high-speed Firewire connection (IEEE 1394). Both solutions ensure a

fast data transfer and versatile device management.

For each model we have developed a Pyton program that not only controls the

main settings of the device, such as digitization depth, subframe coordinates, exposure

time and triggering options, but also acquires the images, displays them it on the PC

monitor, and processes them in order to extract the relevant information about the

imaged sample.
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3.7.6 Absorption imaging procedure

Our sequence starts by switching off all MOT lights and magnetic fields. We let the

cloud expand and fall for some ms, the exact expansion time depending on experiment,

after that we probe our atomic samples with a σ+ polarized light resonant with the

closed transition |F = 2,MF = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3,MF ′ = 3〉, in order to ensure a strong

absorption process and thus a large signal-to-noise ratio. While a weak homogeneous

magnetic field of some Gauss it is pulsed in the direction of the imaging beam, for

defining the quantization axis. The choice of this imaging frequency prevents us from

revealing the atomic population that, after the molasses phase, could fall into the

|F = 1,MF = −1〉 state. We avoid to make the imaging with the confining magnetics

fields on. This can be done but requires a different treatment for procedure and analysis

due to the quantization axis defined by non-uniform magnetic field , but it useful for

find the exact position of a trapped cloud.

The imaging beam intensity is about 1 mW/cm2 and can be switched on and off

by the corresponding AOM in a very short time (25 µs). We use a short pulse for one

reason. If the atoms in the cloud scatter too many photons they will pick up enough

momentum to move along the direction of the probe beam; this motion could blur the

image or cause the atoms’ transition frequency to change as they move into regions of

larger magnetic field.

With the exposure time τ = 25 µs we find from equation (3.4) Nscat ' 100 for the

number of scattered photons at resonance. During illumination atoms are displaced by

the recoil of the scattered photons. We can estimate the root mean square displacement

transverse to the line of sight by vrecτ
√
Nscat/3 . Inserting the recoil velocity of vrec =

5.9 mm/s we find that 100 recoils give a displacement of ∼ 1 µm. This displacement is

below the optical resolution limit of 3 µm (see 3.7.4) and of the order of the effective

pixel size in the object plane in the worst case, i.e. for the biggest magnification M=5,

6.45/Mag = 1.29 µm).

To understand the information that comes from the CCD we start write the equation

relating the digitized value V of a pixel to the light intensity incident on that pixel

during the exposure. In order to do so we define the sensor quantum efficiency Q as

the average number of electrons produced in the CCD cell by one photon. Obviously

Q < 1 in the case of THETA camera we have Q ∼ 0.4 at λ =780 nm. From device
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specifications we know the typical linear full well depth D of each pixel, that is the

maximum number of electrons that unit cell of the sensor can hold; in our case D =

40000. Finally, we can also measure the digitized output value corresponding to a

saturated pixels, Vs. Typically Vs is much smaller than the full scale value of the

digitization range (in the case of 14 bit, it would be 16384), in order to permit binning

of multiple pixels. For a given exposure time Texp, the light intensity incident on the

pixel is

Ii,j = hν
V D

VsQTexp
(3.7)

where ν is the frequency of the incident light and i, j identifies the pixel in the n ×
m sensor array. Now we use the Beer-Lambert’s law in differential form

dI = −σn(x)Idx. (3.8)

Here I is the incident beam intensity, dI its variation during the transit dx through

the sample, n the numerical density of atoms and σ = 3λ2/2π the resonant absorption

cross section. Integrating along the complete optical path through the medium, and

calling I0 and It the incident and transmitted intensities respectively, we obtain

It = I0e
−σ

∫
n(x)dx. (3.9)

In an image the real object is averaged out along the direction of observation (x̂) and,

from the previous equation, we can extract information on the column atom density

ñ(y, z) =

∫
n(x, y, z)dx = − 1

σ
ln

(
It(y, z)

I0(y, z)

)
. (3.10)

As already stated, the information on density depends only on the physical quantity

σ and the ratio between intensities. This suggests to take two images: one with the

sample of atoms, containing the information on absorption (It(y, z)), and the other

without atoms, containing information of incident light (I0(y, z)). In order to avoid

offset errors, it is also useful to take a ”dark” image, that is an image without atoms

no irmaging beam, that takes into account all the effects due to spurious light sources

(we will call it Id(y, z)). The final column density is given by
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ñ(y, z) = − 1

σ
ln

(
It − Id
I0 − Id

)
. (3.11)

This equation has to be corrected by the area A of a single CCD pixel and by the

magnification M , in order to give the number of atoms corresponding to each pixel

indexed as i, j

ñi,j = − A

σM2
ln

(
It − Id
I0 − Id

)
. (3.12)

Summing this quantity over all pixels gives the total number of atoms. The program

that we have developed is able to extract this information from the image, once the

user has manually delimited the region that contains the absorption spot. It can also

perform fits on the intensity profiles, permitting to determine in a precise way the

position of the sample in the frame reference of the image.

Absorption imaging permits to extract the important information even without

knowing the full specifications of the CCD sensor. In fact, as we will see, relative-

quantities measurements can be done, thus excluding the influence of the sensor fea-

tures.

3.7.7 Imaging Spectrum

We confirm that we are on resonance by recording a transition line shape, which involves

producing a series of identical clouds and probing them with different frequencies. We

change the frequency of the first probe AOM by and measure the peak optical depth.

The resulting curve should be a Lorentzian with the natural linewidth Γ.

Fig. 3.37 shows a curve (circles) representing the optical density of the cloud as

a function of the imaging beam detuning from the frequency of the |F = 2〉 → |F’

= 3〉 transition. As we expected, the optical density is proportional to the absorption

probability, and thus follows the Lorentzian profile of the transition. The FWHM of the

recorded profiles fitted with a Lorentzian function is W = 8.0 ± 0.6 MHz. If we add an

external magnetic field along the direction of the imaging beam (circularly polarized),

we can notice a frequency shift of the absorption profile, due to the different Zeeman

shifts of MF sublevels involved in the transition (Fig. 3.37, squares). In this case the

fitted curve gives W = 9.0 ± 0.7 MHz and a frequency shift of 2 MHzWe also observe
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an increment in OD which is due to the increment in the absorption of atoms that are

now polarized in the direction of the imaging beam.

Figure 3.37: Transition line shape of our imaging beam. We take different absorption

images changing the frequency of the probe. The plotted optical density has a typical

Lorentzian profile. Here we show the two profiles, empty red circles correspond to the

imaging procedure without the bias field and black squares to the imaging with the bias

field on. The shift in the central frequency is due to the Zeeman shift, and the raise in the

maximum OD means that the coupling between light and atom is better when a uniform

magnetic field is pulsed on. The lines are the results of fitting with a Lorentzian function.

With the imaging beam circularly polarized, during imaging the atomic population

will be rapidly driven to the closed cyclic transitions | F = 2,MF = 2〉 → | F =

3,MF = 3〉 (for σ− polarization), and | F = 2,MF = 2〉 → | F = 3;MF = 1〉 (for

σ+ polarization). Recalling Eq. 2.17, the Zeeman energy shift of the lower levels is

∆El = ±µBBz (since MF = ±2 and gF = 1/2), while that of the upper levels is

∆Eu = ±2µBBz (since MF = ±3 and gF = 3/2). This shift in the levels yields a

frequency shift in the probe beam of ∆ν± = ±µBBz
~

.

As we said before in the reflection imaging we can see two clouds, one is the shadow

cast by the atoms directly flashed by the probe beam, the other one is shadows cast

by the atoms due to probe beam reflected. If we set the probe beam with circular

polarization, the reflection on the gold mirror of the chip changes the polarization of

the beam for 180◦. So we can distinguish between the two absorptions, but only with
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the bias field on. As we have seen, if no magnetic field is present, the two absorption

profiles have equal intensities. On the contrary, the introduction of an external field

component can break the symmetry and enhance the absorption of one polarization

component at the expense of the other. This effect is evident in the sequence shown

in Fig.3.38. In presence of the external field, we can play with the polarization of

the imaging beam in order to make one absorption spot brighter than the other and

vice-versa.

Figure 3.38: In these three images we can see the effects of the polarization of the probe

beam. In the first image (starting from the left) we give a random polarization to then

imaging beam, here both clouds are equal in intensity. The next two images are refer to

opposite and circular polarizations, we can increase the absorption due to the reflection on

to the gold mirror or not, before arrives to the cloud.

The line shape can also be a useful probe for the laser frequency noise. Often the

probe laser frequency can be affected by shutter-induced vibrations or current tran-

sients right before imaging. Therefore it is important to measure the noise on the laser

during the imaging pulse. One can find the shot-to-shot standard deviation of the mea-

sured atom number while the probe is tuned on resonance and while the probe beam

is half linewidth off resonance. Comparing the two measurements rejects uncorrelated

atom number fluctuations. A significant increase in shot-to-shot noise when the laser

is tuned a half linewidth off resonance indicates a probe laser frequency or magnetic

field noise.
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3.7.8 Magnification

We determine the magnification of our imaging system by watching a cloud fall under

the influence of gravity (see figure 3.39). We turn off all the magnetics fields and laser

light, with all the fields off, the centre of mass of not only a MOT but of any cloud

falls. Of course we turn off all the fields but leaving on the compensation coils in order

to remove the spurious magnetics fields. The only active force over the atoms is the

gravity and the vertical position of the center of the cloud must follow the expression

z(t) = M(z(0)− a/2t2)

where a is the acceleration due to gravity in m/s2, z(0) the cloud’s initial position in

m, and M is the magnification factor. Fitting the falling of the cloud with a gravity

as constant we can set accurately the magnification factor. If we chose the reflection

imaging, we must include an easy-to-measure angle factor.

We can raise some objections, how we are sure that we eliminate all the spurious

field, or how we are sure that there is not any initial velocity of the atoms. During the

optimization of molasses we set the compensation coils for the minimum temperature,

which means that we cancel all the spurious magnetic fields. All magnetic fields and

laser lights were turn off fast enough (less than ms) and synchronized, during this tests.

3.7.9 Image Fitting

We use three different fitting routines depending on the degeneracy of the cloud. For

clouds above the condensation temperature we fit the image to a 2-D Gaussian. Clouds

at finite temperature but with a condensate present we fitted with two separate func-

tion. The condensate portion of the image can be fit to a Thomas-Fermi profile, which

is a paraboloid integrated along the line of sight. The thermal cloud is no longer an

ordinary Gaussian when it is degenerate but is modified by Bose statistics and must

be fitted with the appropriate function.
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Figure 3.39: The position cloud center of mass is falling into gravity. We allow the atoms

to fall for a varying time and measure their resulting position. The fitting results it is the

red line, and give us the magnification our optical system.

3.7.10 Signal to noise ratio between absorption and fluorescence imag-

ing

Absorption imaging is discussed first. Consider the photons arriving at a single CCD

pixel which has an effective area Aeff where Aeff = A/M given that A is the true

pixel size and M is the magnification factor of the imaging system. Now if we have

a small number of atoms N localized within a section of area Aeff of the probing

light with intensity I, the reference signal (in counts) obtained (just the probing light

without illuminating the atoms) is given as S1 = ηIAeff where η = Q/}ω and Q is

the quantum efficiency of the detector. The absorption signal is then given as S2 =

ηIAeffe
−nσl = ηIAeffe

−Nσ/Aeff where σ is the scattering cross-section of the atom.

From here, we obtain our useful signal to be S1 − S2 = S1(1− e−Nσ/A). The noise on

absorption is just
√
S1 and therefore our signal to noise ratio for absorption imaging

is
√
S1 (1− e−Nσ/A).

For fluorescence imaging, the fluorescence emitted by the atoms is simply related

to the amount of light that was absorbed by the atoms during absorption imaging

i.e. SF = f(S1 − S2) where f is the fraction of fluorescence light collected by the

collection optics. The noise of this signal is
√
SF . Therefore, the signal to noise ratio
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for fluorescence imaging is
√
f(S1 − S2) . We have assumed that the magnification and

quantum efficiency of the detector is the same in our example for both imaging methods.

With the above expressions, the ratio of signal to noise ratio between fluorescence

imaging and absorption imaging is

(S/N)F
(S/N)abs

=

√
f

1− e−Nσ/A

If this ratio is calculated with typical experimental parameters where Nσ/A � 1,

then it can be approximated as √
fA

Nσ

The formula shows that the fluorescence imaging is more suitable for clouds with

small number of atoms. However, this is also valid when the other sources of noise are

taken into account. For example, imperfections in the CCD and optics may cause the

laser beam (with no atoms present) to record a slightly different intensity on each pixel.

There will also be fringing effects due to the interference of back reflections off optical

components. These imperfections make the absorption background IQ uncertain by a

small fraction (a few percent). If only a small number of atoms are imaged by each

pixel, the absorption signal will be relatively small (also around a few percent) and

this uncertainty in the background will overwhelm the absorption signal. However, for

fluorescent imaging these imperfections will show up only as a small percentage of the

total fluorescent signal, and so will have far less negative influence on the measurement.

3.8 The remote control electronics and software

As you have seen, the whole lot of synchronized signals are needed to control the whole

experiment. The experiment can be actually considered as a sequence of actions com-

pleting in a relatively short time, of the order of a milliseconds. One of the properties

of Microtraps is that they ”shrink” almost all the typical times of a standard BEC ex-

periment by a factor of 10. Therefoe, a precise timing capability is even more necessary

than in standard experiments.
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The core of the control system is a digital input-output board (ViewPoint, model

DIO-64), mounted on a personal computer. The board has 64 logical ports, indepen-

dently configurable as input or output ports. It has FIFO (First In First Out) buffer, in

which a preprogrammed sequence of ”actions” (the port configurations) can be loaded

by the control software. Each action is associated with a time stamp, and is executed

when the board clock fits the time stamp. The big advantage of this system is that

the timing is based on an internal 20 MHz clock independent from the computer clock:

this means that the timing precision of each action is 50 ns, without any dependence on

the computer CPU timing. Once the board operation starts the board operation has

started, the execution of the programmed sequence is completely autonomous and the

computer can be dedicated to other tasks without influencing the board performance.

The 64 input/output ports are divided into 4 banks of 16 bits. Our applications

use only 2 of these banks, so that in principle it has many expansion possibilities. One

of the two banks used is dedicated to signal data transfer (16 bit data), the other is

assigned to addressing function (8 bit addressing, since only half bank is used).

The board is connected by a specific buffer to our electronic modules, which provide

the final output control signals for the experiment. Each module has its own 8-bit

address. To be more precise the effectively available address bits are 7, so that the

maximum number of modules that can be connected to the ViewPoint board is 128.

There are two types of modules: TTL and analog modules. The former readdress

the 16–bit data signal to 16 TTL output ports, thus providing 16 switch–type controls

each. The latter convert, by means of a Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC), the 16-bits

bus signal into a single -10 to +10 Volts analog signal, tunable in steps of 0.3 mV.

Currently in our experiment we have two TTL and 12 Analog Modules, so that in

total we have 32 TTL and 12 Analog signals available for controlling the experiment.

All the electronics have been designed, tested and realized by researchers and tech-

nical staff of the European Laboratory of Non–Linear Spectroscopy (LENS). Similar

systems are being used to control at least 5 more experiments in the cold atoms, non

atom chips, research activity of LENS. We have built the electronic modules specific to

our experiment by ourselves.

A lot of work was put into writing the software necessary to program the Viewpoint

board and to build and manage a complex sequence of digital and analog actions.

Our program is inspired by and based on a preliminary version written for the first
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applications of the ViewPoint board. Our aim was to realize a very simple and versatile

interface suitable for controlling almost all the devices and instrumentations involved

in the experiment.To this purpose, the basic functions of the orginal program as well

as their implementations had to be rewritten. For this reason, together with a heavy

rewriting of the basic functions of the original program and their implementations.

Figure 3.40: The front panel of the Main Controlling Program, from where almost all

actions can be controlled and timed, using the pop–up menus like the one appearing in the

bottom–left corner.

The work is still in progress, but the program has now an almost definitive struc-

ture and can be readily used and adjusted to any experiment involving the use of the

ViewPoint board.

The program has been written in Labview graphical programming environment.

Its main window is divided into two main parts: the left part contains the lists of

all available commands, including TTL, analog and GPIB commands, plus a list of

subroutines, that are groups of actions which are possible to refer to by a single title

name. Each action appears with a label name that makes the identification of the

action easy for a user. The programm converts it into the format accepted by the

ViewPoint board, in order to load the sequence on it. For example, the TTL command

”All Shutters ON” corresponds to the switching of all the TTL outputs driving the

mechanical shutters on the cooling, repumping and imaging beams.

By double-clicking on any of these objects (actions or subroutines) it is possible to

associate it to a time and insert it in the right table of the main window, thus forming

the actions sequence, or program. A program can be composed by an indefinitely big
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number of actions, and can be executed in single run or cyclic mode. The timing

resolution has been set to 1 µs, that is well enough for any experimental application

involving cold atoms but, as we have already noted, it can be reduced to 50 ns. Each

line of the program can be edited, both the time and the data arguments. For example,

the line ”1500.000 – AOM Cooling frequency – 59 MHz”, corresponds to the analog

output connected to the VCO of the oscillator driving the AOM on the cooling beam,

and can be modified to change both the time of execution (for example: 1500 ms →
2300 ms) than in the argument (for example: 59 MHz → 57 MHz). The program

continuously monitors the sequence of time dependencies, arranging the actions in the

right order. It is possible to delete any program line, or simply to suspend it, so that

it is not executed in the final cycle. Finally, it is possible to create equally time-spaced

repetitions of an action in the program, and also to create fully customizable ramps for

an analog or GPIB parameter.

Finally, it is possible to save any new subroutine or program, and to archive all the

data folders in order to track modifications performed day by day. Other secondary

upgrades are in progress, but the program is already fully functional and is currently

used is our experiment.
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4

Reaching BEC

4.1 Overview

The goal of the trapping and cooling sequence is to reach quantum degeneracy with

the highest atom number possible. Assuming a elliptical gaussian cloud of a traversal

radius rra and axial radius rax containing N atoms, the central spacial density can be

written

n0 =
N

π3/2r2
rarax

(4.1)

If n0 is the spacial density of atoms, then we define the atom density in the phase

space as a dimensionless quantity

Φ = n0Λ3 (4.2)

with the thermal de Broglie wavelength Λ given by

Λ =

√
2π}2

mRbκbT
(4.3)

.

This can be consider roughly as the number of particles in a box of volume }3. For

spin–zero particles confined in a box, Bose-Einstein condensation in a three-dimensional

ideal Bose gas is reached for ρ =2.612 (see 2.5).

The successive steps, discussed here, that increase the phase space density of a

diluted cloud of atoms and finally lead to Bose condensation are generally applied in
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BEC labs worldwide. Specific to our experimental setup is the use of a millimeter wire

bent to get a z-shape to generate the magnetic potentials for the trapping stage.

Figure 4.1: A phase space diagram indicating the various stages of the production of our

BEC. Table below shows a time line of the BEC production program.

The sequence, see figure 4.1 is based on the background reviewed chapter 2, and

adapted to the sequence used in our experiment. The procedure is as follows. The first

step is a mirror-MOT stages [6] after which the cloud is compressed and cooled with

a CMOT and molasses stage [28]. Subsequently the atoms are optically pumped to a

single low-field seeking Zeeman state and trapped in a z-wire magnetic trap. A transfer

to the magnetic potential of the on-chip z-wire enables the compression the trapping

volume and hence an increase in the inter-atomic collision rate. At this stage the goal

is to get the highest possible value of γelτloss in the compressed trap at the beginning of

evaporative cooling. From there, the atoms must be evaporatively cooled as effectively

as possible using the radio frequency induced spin flips. Two RF ramp of 2.5 seconds
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lead to the fast production of a Bose-Einstein condensate of 5× 104 atoms. Therefore

the story of this chapter is really the quest for more atoms at every step along the way.

In this chapter I will discuss in detail how each stage of the path to a BEC outlined

above was implemented. To reach the BEC, the performance of each stage needed to

be carefully optimized. Therefore the optimization of the experimental parameters at

each stage is described in some depth.

The order of the sections reflects the order of the experimental sequence.

4.2 Mirror MOT

The magneto-optical trap (MOT) is the largest compressor of phase space density in

this experiment. The hot (T > 600 oC) rubidium atoms that escape from the dis-

penser thermalize by collisions with the walls of the cell at room temperature and 87Rb

pressure of 10−10 mbar. Their initial phase space density is Φ ' 10−25. At the end

of this laser cooling stage the cloud has the phase space density of the order of Φ ' 10−8.

4.2.1 Pulsed dispenser

The first task is to load the cell with a rubidium vapor gas, but at the same time one

has to be careful not to overload and thus reduce the lifetime of atoms in the magnetic

trap below that required in the rubidium partial pressure one can use pulsed dispenser

dynamic. In a normal vapor cell MOT the rubidium partial pressure is constant, and

the loading rate and decay rate are both independent of time. In the case of our pulsed

MOT, the rubidium partial pressure in the trapping region is time-dependent and the

situation is more complicated.

The dispenser pulse starts at the beginning of the sequence with a 7 A running for

1.7 seconds, after that the current is switched off completely. After another 8.3 seconds

the current through the dispenser is set at 2.2 A. This is below the threshold for rubid-

ium production, but keeps the dispenser warm so that it heats up more quickly when

pulsed. The system is allowed 13 second of vacuum recovery before the cycle starts

again, the total cycle time is 23 seconds. Other groups have this vacuum recovery stage

just before the magnetic trapping, but they have to use longer pulses on the dispenser.
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Figure 4.2: Response of the MOT fluorescence in a complete cycle time of a BEC se-

quence. The pulse of the dispenser current reaches 7 A and starts at 0 seconds with a

width of 1.7 of seconds. The total cycle time is 23 seconds.

Figure 4.2 shows that atoms are being collected for several seconds after the dispenser

is switched off, which means that it takes several seconds for the rubidium pressure in

the trapping region to reach to the background level. At long times, the decay of the

MOT is exponential and the loss rate is constant. This suggests that the untrapped

rubidium background decays away and that the lost atoms cannot be supplemented by

collisions with background rubidium. The fundamental limit on this loss rate is set by

collisions with non-rubidium background gas. However, as shown in the next section,

the lifetime also depends on the parameters of the MOT, and we do not reach this

limit. Within 3.2 s the the MOT is filled at 2/3 of its maximum, which is reached at

5.5 s, as shown in the figure 4.2. The loading of the MOT from a pulsed Rb source was

repeatedly performed with the period of 23 s for many hours without any change in

the lifetime and number of atoms in the MOT, at the stable vacuum pressure of about

2×10−11 mbar.
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4.2.2 Mirror MOT

A mirror MOT [6] configuration is used to load the atoms this technique can provide a

large number of pre-cooled atoms in proximity of the chip surface.

The basic concept underlying a mirror–MOT operation is that a circularly polar-

ized laser beam changes helicity upon reflection from a mirror. The 6-beams MOT

configuration is replicated by using only 4 beams ( see figure 4.3): two are parallel to

the mirror, touching it; the other two impinge on the mirror at 45 ◦ from opposite

directions and lay in the plane perpendicular to the first pair. The quadrupole coils

axis is oriented along the direction of the beams of different helicity, i.e. tilted by 45 ◦

with respect to the mirror plane. The center of the quadrupole magnetic field has to

be situated into the beams overlapping region. In this way usual MOT geometry is

realized in the half space delimited by the mirror.

Figure 4.3: Schematic of the mirror-magneto-optical-trap. Cooling light beams in the

xz-plane reflect from the chip surface ( beams along x are omitted for clarity). σ+ and

σ−are defined in the propagation direction of the light. The quadrupole coils are shown in

light red. Black arrows indicate the current direction.
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Indeed, in conventional MOTs the confinement volume can be of several cubic

centimeters [17], depending essentially on the laser beam’s diameter. In a mirror MOT

configuration this volume is reduced for several reasons: a practical reason is that the

mirror dimensions can limit in some cases the size of the reflecting laser beams; a more

fundamental reason is that the MirrorMOT is by definition a half-space MOT. In the

strictly geometric configuration, the center of the Mirror-MOT should lay exactly on

the mirror, in order to make a perfect light-field symmetry. In this case the effective

volume would be reduced of a factor by 2, and the MOT would not work effectively.

Figure 4.4: The dependence of MOT atom number (blue discs) and lifetime (red triangles)

the distance from the chip surface.

Typically, the quadrupole center in the Mirro-MOT is between 1 mm and 7 mm far

from the mirror surface, depending of the chip area. This distance is critical to ensure

a good number of trapped atoms. The position of the MOT center can be displaced by

superposing an appropriate homogeneous magnetic field on the quadrupole field. When

the center is located sufficiently far away from the surface the mirror MOT achieves a

performance comparable to a standard half-space MOT, but for distances below 1 mm

the trap lifetimes decrease, leading to a smaller stationary number of trapped atoms [6].

Results of the measurements performed on this system shows the same trend, see figure

4.4. As magnetic microtraps are effective only in a small range of distances from the

chip, typically below 3 mm, keeping the MOT far from the chip surface means that a

transfer mechanism has to be realized, in order to bring cold atoms closer to the chip

after the MOT phase. The MOT is loaded far from the chip surface, where the atom
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number is maximum, then shifted and transferred into a chip trap. In the the MOT

atom number at different height to optimize the best loading point. In figure 4.4 this

point lies at 7 mm from the chip.

Optimization.

The number of atoms collected in a MOT depends on several parameters. Previ-

ous work on 6-beam MOTs has shown that the number of atoms increases with both

increasing beam size and power, and that the largest number of atoms is collected at

moderate field gradients (15 Gauss/cm) and detunings (3Γ). In our experiment, the

maximum useful beam size is fixed by the area of the atom chip.

Figure 4.5: MOT atom number versus detuning.

The dependence of N on trap laser detuning intensity and field gradient is shown

in figures 4.5, 4.7 and 4.6 respectively. These are in good agreement with results for

six beam MOTs already presented in the literature [77]. The peak atom number is

obtained with the detuning of -3Γ (-18 MHz) and the field gradient of 15 Gauss/cm,

therefore the MOT is normally operated with these parameters.

No saturation is observed on the atom number with the intensity, suggesting that

not enough power is used or the beams are too big. Since the power of the laser is at

maximum the reduction of the beam diameter could be a solution. Indeed the measures
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Figure 4.6: MOT atom number versus quadrupole gradient. During the measurements

the detuning and the intensity were set to their optimum values.

t

of the beam waist at the output of the optical fiber give us a diameter of 3.2 mm. The

telescope after the fiber enlarge the beam by a factor 10, thus the final beam diameter

is 32 mm. The chip surface limits the capture area to 21 mm × 30 mm, see Section

3.3. The asymmetry comes from the 45◦ reflecting beams, indeed 21×
√

2 '30. This

surface limits us to a beam diameter of 21 mm. A change in the telescope of the MOT

beams can be the way to reach saturation. Now the beam has the maximum intensity

of 35 mW/cm−2.

The number of atoms and the lifetime are quite sensitive to the alignment of the

MOT beams. Empirically we find that perfect overlap and alignment do not always

give us the optimum conditions for the MOT. This is partly due to interference fringes

in the light field, reflections from the science cell internal and external generates this

optical interference. A science cell with a reflection coating will prevent this feature.

To make the MOT, the trapping and repumper lasers are locked to the correct

frequencies and the shutters are opened. The MOT coils are switched on and a pulse

of current is send to the dispenser. After 5 seconds of loading the MOT, we can collect

7×108 atoms at 120 µK at 7 mm above the chip surface. This MOT is clearly visible by

the naked eye. At this point, the MOT has to be moved closer to chip to be compressed

before the loading to the magnetic trap.
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Figure 4.7: MOT atom number versus trap laser intensity. The detuning here was 18 MHz

(-3Γ).

4.3 CMOT and Molasses

Once the MOT is full, as many of the atoms as possible must be transferred to the

magnetic trap. The goal is to load the atoms into the trap with the largest possible

phase space density. When the atoms are caught in the magnetic trap, most of the

resultant energy of the atoms comes from the added potential energy due to the Zeeman

energy from the magnetic field. The larger potential energy gained by the atoms is when

the magnetic trap is turned on. The magnetic trap cannot be adiabatically ramped

from zero gradient, because at low magnetic gradients the trap center is significantly

offset from the cloud center due to gravity. The center offset induces a sloshing motion

in the trap, which turns into thermal energy. Therefore, the reduction in the initial

spatial extent of our MOT cloud is important for an optimum loading of the magnetic

trap. That is the goal of the CMOT stage. The loading can be further improved by

lowering the temperature in a short molasses stage to boost the starting phase space

density in the magnetic trap.

The first thing is to transfer the atoms from 7 mm of height above the chip to

the height where the magnetic trap will be switched on. In terms of temperature and

number of atoms it is better to perform the CMOT and Molasses stages where the trap

will be turned on. If one do the opposite the movement heats the cloud, making the
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Figure 4.8: An absorption image of a typical mirror MOT of the experiment. The image

was taken after 15 ms of free falling and expansion. At the top of the image we can see

the shape of the chip surface.

previous work of the CMOT and molasses useless. One cannot make a the magnetic

trap at any height since it is basically limited by the maximum current that can be sent

to the wire. Here, a driver source with 25 Amps max current is used. For the moment

lets assume that the minimum trap gradients and trap depth, with 25 amps through the

wire, are produced at around 2 millimeters above the chip surface. The field gradients

and potential depth necessary to create a good trap are described together with the

magnetic trap stage in section 2.3.

The position of the MOT center can be displaced by superposing an appropriate

homogeneous magnetic field. With the bias −z and −x fields one can move the center

of the quadrupole millimeters without any significant degrading. This step is delicate

because the cloud has to be exactly where the center of the magnetic trap will appear.

Perfect matching in position is necessary not to have heating or sloshing during the

magnetic trapping. To have a reference point the structures of the chip are used. With

reflection imaging it is possible to see the structures of the chip and the cloud together,

see figure 4.9.

At the end of the MOT stage two ramps of 450 ms applied the coils x and z bring

the atoms to around 2 mm above the chip surface. After the movement of the cloud

one proceeds with the cooling and compression stages. The CMOT step consists of a

normal MOT with increased red detuning of the trapping laser, decreased power of the

cooling light and greatly reduced repump laser power. MOTs with large numbers of

atoms have a maximum density of around 1010 atoms/cm3, which ultimately is limited

by the re-radiation pressure. The CMOT has the effect of reducing radiation pressure
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Figure 4.9: (b) Absorption image of the cloud using the reflection imaging at the end of

the two ramps. The structures of the chip are visible from this imaging (a), and it can be

used like reference for matching the position of the MOT with the magnetic trap.

in the trap and thus creating a denser cloud of atoms. Reducing the repump power

reduces the time the atoms spend in the state ( F = 2) resonant with the trapping

light. Increasing the detuning of the trapping laser decreases the scattering rate and

thus the absorption of re-radiated photons. The CMOT stage not only reduces the

overall spatial extent of the atoms in the MOT, it also cleans up much of the irregular

shape.

We use a short CMOT stage in preparation for transfer to the magnetic trap.

The CMOT has a much smaller loading rate than a regular MOT. Therefore we want

to minimize the time spent in the CMOT stage before the magnetic trap is turned

on. The repump power is reduced from several mW to 50 µW for the CMOT stage.

Simultaneously with the repump power decrease, we jump the detuning of the trapping

laser to 14Γ red of resonance and reduce its power by 80%. The frequency jump is

accomplished by moving the locking point in the FM spectroscopy, see section 3.6. We

keep the magnetic field gradient constant at the MOT value during the CMOT stage.

The entire CMOT stage lasts about 14 ms, during which the temperature is reduced

to 25 µK and the peak density increased to 1.6×1016 m−3, see figure 4.10.

At the end of the CMOT stage a short molasses step is performed. During 4 ms the

quadrupole field is switched off and the current of the bias coils are changed to the value

that compensates the spurious magnetic fields. In the first step of finding the correct

fields a free expansion of the cloud is done, the expansion has to be homogeneous in all

directions. If one direction of the field is not correctly compensated the cloud tends to
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Figure 4.10: Absorption image after the CMOT stage, with properties of the cloud.

move in that direction. In this phase the balance of the beams is important, so it has

to be correctly set up too.

The benefits of the molasses are greatest in terms of temperature, at the end of the

stage the cloud has a peak density of 2.1×1016 m−3 at 10 µK and phase space density

of 4.5×10−6 m−3, see figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Absorption image after the molasses stage, with properties of a cloud.

4.4 Optical Pumping

At the end of the CMOT phase, all the magnetic fields and the trap AOM are switched

off. The compressed MOT leaves the atoms in a distribution of mF sublevels. To

magnetically trap as many as possible, optical pumping is used to transfer the atoms

into the F = 2, mF = 2 state.

In this experiment, the atoms are optically pumped into F = 2, mF = 2 using

the F = 2 −→ F ′ = 2 transition with σ+ light, for which this state is a dark state.
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4.4 Optical Pumping

This keeps the heating to a minimum during the optical pumping pulse. The optical

pumping light is derived from the reference laser using a double pass through an AOM,

as shown in figure 3.26.

After the AOM, the optical pumping beam is mixed with ∼1 mW of the repumper

and expanded to a 2 mm diameter (FWHM) spot to ensure that the atom cloud is

evenly illuminated. The intensity of the optical pumping beam is around 1.5 mW/cm2.

The beam enters the chamber along the same path as one of the horizontal MOT beams,

as shown in figure 3.34. The beam paths are overlapped using a polarizing beam splitter

cube. A linear polarizer before the beam splitter enhances the polarization purity of

the beam, and ensures that all the light leaves through the correct port of the beam

splitter cube. The beam is circularly polarized by the MOT quarter-wave plate. The

optical pumping beam is σ+ polarized with respect to a quantization axis in the −y
direction, opposite to its propagation direction. This quantization axis is provided by

the magnetic field produced by the −y coils.

The optical pumping cycle lasts 300 µs, and begins as soon as the CMOT and

molasses stage is switched off. Figure 4.12 illustrates the timing. At the end of the

CMOT and molasses phase, all the magnetic fields are switched off. The trap light,

repumping and cooling, is switched off using the trap AOM and the trap laser shutters.

The optical pumping beam shutter opens. At the same time, the y- coils are triggered.

The optical pumping light pulse, which lasts 150 µs, is triggered 200 µs later. The

beam is pulsed by switching the RF power to the AOM 4, see figure 3.26

Small heating of the atom cloud by the optical pumping pulse was observed; however

if too much light is used the cloud could be pushed slightly in the direction of the beam.

This suggests that the σ+ polarization of the light was not perfect and therefore the

F = 2, mF = 2 state was not entirely dark.

After the optical pumping pulse has finished, the optical pumping and repump

shutters are closed, leaving the atoms in the dark. The guide wire and bias field switch

on at the end of the cycle to complete the magnetic trap.

Using this cooling path one have two advantages; one is that the polarization and

alignment are known as they are optimized for the MOT, the second is that the −y
coils are used to set the quantization axis, this coils will be used in the next step,

the magnetic trapping. A bias field in the −y direction is used to set the depth and

the bottom of the trap. Since during the magnetic trapping the speed of the fields
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Figure 4.12: The optical pumping sequence. Red trace shows the current through the

−y coil, and the signals for the optical pumping and the repumper are shown in blue and

magenta respectively.

is important to catch them, this field will be switched to the value necessary to the

magnetic trapping in this stage, so that it is not necessary to turn it on during the

magnetic catching, thus improving the number of atoms and their temperature in the

magnetic trap.

After this step the cloud is slightly hotter and moved from the starting position due

to the pushing of the optical pumping beam. In figure 4.13 the parameters of the cloud

after the pumping are given. However to check the efficiency of the optical pumping

one has to wait till the next step, the loading of the magnetic trap, described in the

following section.

Figure 4.13: After the optical pumping the cloud has this characteristics.
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4.5 The magnetic trapping

The atoms are now ready to be caught in a magnetic trap. The magnetic trap is formed

by turning up the current of the Z-shape wire under the chip and −x bias coils. At this

point the key optimization parameter will change, now the elastic collision rate provide

the necessary information for starting the last cooling stage, evaporative cooling. Let

see how one can get this number and optimize it during the loading of the trap.

Efficient evaporative cooling requires the elastic collision rate,

γel = n0σelv̄th

to be much larger than the loss rate in the magnetic trap. Here n0 is the density,

σel the elastic scattering cross section, and v̄th is the average velocity of the thermal

atoms v̄th =
√

8κBT
πmRb

. Furthermore, for continued cooling as the evaporative ramp

progresses, the elastic collision rate must be maintained despite the reduction in atom

number. With the correct conditions, γel can actually increase during the evaporation

process and runaway evaporation can be achieved. In a harmonic trap the Maxwell-

Boltzmann velocity distribution of the atoms in a thermal cloud gives a Gaussian spatial

distribution, where the peak density is

n0 =
N

(2π)3/2σxσyσz

where σi is

σi =

√
κBT

mω2
i

Defining the geometric mean of the frequencies as ω̄ =
√
ωxωyωz one can write the

density as

n0 =

(
m

κB2π

)3/2 Nω̄3

T 3/2
(4.4)

and the average velocity of thermal atoms

v̄th =

√
8κBT

πmRb

.
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The elastic collision rate therefore varies as

γel ∝ ω̄3N

T
(4.5)

The parameter ω̄ is linked with the potential and will not be taken into account in

the loading step. Hence, it will be considered that the elastic collision rate scales as

γel ∝
N

T
(4.6)

Phase space density is another crucial parameter in reaching BEC. The transition

to BEC occurs when phase space density increases to the order of one. Using equations

4.2 and 4.3, it can be obtained that the phase space density is proportional to

ρ ∝ N

T 3
(4.7)

and so that there is a regime in which ρ can increase even though the elastic collision

rate decreases. Therefore, an increase in ρ is not a stringent enough criterion for

maintaining runaway evaporative cooling.

The standard method of characterizing an atomic cloud is absorption imaging. Op-

tical depth, defined through Beer law’s as O = ln( I0It ) is the important quantity to

extract. On resonance, for a closed transition with equal statistical weights, and for

the laser linewidth much smaller than the natural linewidth of the transition, the peak

optical depth measured at the center of a cloud that has been released and expanded

from a trap is described by the equation below

OD =
λ2m

4π2κBt2
N

T
(4.8)

In deriving this equation, one has to assume that the cloud has been expanded for a

time t to a size much larger than the original size of the cloud in the trap. See section

3.7 for the full equations describing atom number and temperature. The peak optical

depth is seen to be proportional to N/T and is therefore directly proportional to the

elastic collision rate. The simple observation of the trend of the optical depth peak in

a series of absorption images tells us whether our evaporation is efficient. An increase

in the peak optical depth indicates an increase in the elastic collision rate, efficient

runaway evaporation, and is a sufficient criterion to ensure that the phase transition
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will be reached. Decreasing peak optical depth on the other hand indicates decreas-

ing elastic collision rate and inefficient evaporation. The phase transition will not be

reached under these conditions.

Trap height

The selection of the height of the trap, with respect to the chip surface, was made

respecting two criteria. First, to be near to the center of the quadrupole to avoid the

problems with the ramps. Second, the potential has to be strong and deep enough to

trap the falling atoms, and that means to be near the surface. These two criteria push

in opposite directions, so lets look at some numbers.

For the restoring force F ∝ B′ along the vertical axis, the minimum requirement

to compensate gravity is B′z ≥ mg/µm. For the state F = 2,mF = 2 of 87Rb, the

minimum field gradient is 15 G/cm. According to the simulation of the fields this

minimum is around 4 mm above the chip surface with the maximum current, 25 amps,

in the z wire.

Figure 4.14: Optical density (red triangles) and temperature (blue discs) of the magnetic

trapped atoms at different values of bias −y coils. The number of atom increases linearly

but the OD has a saturation behavior, the bottom of the trap is crossing the zero field,

this heats the atoms and saturates the OD.

But at this distance there is not enough depth. In order to properly confine atoms,

the trap potential has to be well above the mean level of the atoms energy. A trap of a

finite depth containing a thermal atomic ensemble(temperature T ) will have losses due
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to the atoms boiling out of the trap. Therefore, the trap depth should be large compared

to the mean atomic energy. This leads to the condition Vpot = |µmBmax| ≥ ηκBT

with the rule-of-thumb value η=5-7 in order to make this loss term negligible. For

F = 2,mF = 2 of 87Rb state, a bias of 1 Gauss is equivalent to the temperature

T = 67 µK. Hence, for a cloud of 13 µK we need at least 2-3 Gauss of bias field, if

one checks with the simulations that take into account the gravity, this requirement is

accomplished at 2.5 mm over the chip surface.

We show in section 2.3.5 that the z shape trap is the analogous of a Ioffe trap. The

bias field at the bottom of the trap is produced by the arms of the z. In the previous

calculations this bias is canceled to achieve the full depth of the trap; in the experiment

this is done by the −y coils. In order to avoid the Majorana spin flips 2.3.2, some bias

field is needed not to cross the zero field. So the final trap will be a bit nearer to the

chip, at 2 mm, in order to get more bias. During the experiment we prefer to have

smaller trap depth in order to get colder atoms, to do this we increase the bias at the

bottom of the trap decreasing the field of the −y coils.

The initial point to catch the atoms is at 2 millimeters from the chip surface an 2

Gauss of bias field at the center of the trap. With 25 amps running through the z shape

wire 10 Gauss field are needed on the −x direction and 3 Gauss in the −y direction.

Figure 4.15: Optical density of the magnetic trapped atoms at different values of bias

−x coils. The heating that the atoms suffer during the non adiabatic magnetic catching is

in competition with the number of atoms.

Later measures of OD versus these two magnetic fields are reported in the figures
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4.14 and4.15. From this new data one can conclude that there is space to improve the

number of atoms or the optical density using more bias. A trap near the chip means

more bias in the −x direction, this increase the gradients of the trap heating the atoms,

but at the same time this increase the number of atoms. In this competition the key

parameter of the cloud, OD, increases upto some value, as in the bias −y case. This

behavior is show in figure 4.15. In both cases, −y and −x biases, the determining factor

to increase the OD is the trap depth. Therefore, this point can be improved, a change

in this trapping bias can lead to an increase in the number of atoms in the condensate.

Optimizing the magnetic trapping

In order to maximize the loading of the magnetic trap, one had to be cautious with

two points:

First, the position and size of the trap should be matched to the position and the

dimensions of the atom cloud after optical pumping. This is called mode-matching, in

analogy with the coupling of light into an optical fiber. If the trap is too tight or too

weak, breathing oscillations of the cloud are excited. If the trap and the cloud are not

properly overlapped, center of mass oscillations will occur. Both excitations heat the

cloud.

Second point is the dynamics of the switch. One can not slowly ramp the magnetic

field up from zero because of the effect of gravity. Instead, the magnetic trapping field

has to turned on fast compared to the atomic motion. On the other hand, the switch

has to be slow compared to the Larmor precession frequency, and the atoms remain

spin-polarized. One also does not want to turn on the magnetic trap at the highest

gradient possible because this will add an excess amount of energy to the cloud. So one

have to diabatically turn on the magnetic trap to a point where gravity has a minimal

effect and yet the magnetic trap adds as little potential energy as possible.

The design of this Z-shape wire trap is described in the section 3.3, size and shape is

decided by the geometry of this Z-shape wire. In order to get better mode-matching the

previous steps can only be optimized , CMOT and molasses, to reduce the volume of the

cloud. The effect of the dimension of the cloud can be seen because for small numbers

of atoms, the transfer efficiency is above 90 %, whereas for larger atom numbers, the
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transfer efficiency drops, because the size of the laser-cooled atomic cloud exceeds the

magnetic trap volume.

To obtain good loading efficiency, it was important to minimize the center of mass

motion ( sloshing) of the atom cloud after loading. The sloshing causes heating and in

a shallow trap it can lead to atoms spilling out of the trap. Minimizing the sloshing

means optimizing the relative position of the magnetic trap and the optically pumped

cloud. The sloshing was suppressed by adjusting the optical pumped cloud position to

the center of the magnetic trap by using the bias coils. The residual sloshing observed

was ∼30 µm (p-p) in the z direction and ∼10 µm (p-p) in the y direction. In the z

direction, this was primarily due to the anisotropic shape of the trapping potential, and

the small amount of kinetic energy that the cloud acquired while falling during optical

pumping. The residual motion in the y direction occurs because the cloud is pushed

slightly during optical pumping.

Figure 4.16: The circuit used to enhance the dynamics of the Z-shape wire driver. Around

100 ms before the trap is switched on by closing the circuit with the PowerMOSFET A,

using the TTL signal 1, the PowerMOSFET B opens with the TTL signal 2 and the driver

is set to 25 amps, the current in this case flowing only in the current sink circuit. In the

trap catching the situation can be inverted by opening PowerMOSFET B and closing the

PowerMOSFET B, the switch the current to the Z-shape wire circuit. The impedances of

the current sink and the Z-shape wire have to be similar, if is not possible to change the

value of the current in the first step the output voltages can matched.
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The dynamics is another point that can improve the magnetic catching. The fields

from the Z-shape wire and the bias −x coils have to be fast enough and synchronized to

trap a good number of atoms with small heating. The current driver of the Z was not

fast enough to switch on, the power supply takes more than 5 ms. To improve this first

step were used a PowerMOSFET system like a fast switch, setting the driver to the right

current level before and then switching on the current with the PowerMOSFET circuit.

The main problem of this mechanism is that the driver with the PowerMOSFET open

gives the maximum voltage so a peak on voltage appears in the first ms till the driver

adjusts the output voltage. The solution was a double PowerMOSFET circuit. In this

case the a second PowerMOSFET is used to deviate the current to a current sink closed

circuit before the switching on, in this case voltage output of the driver depends on

the current sink impedance. The circuit is shown in figure 4.16 and the procedure is

illustrated in its caption.

Figure 4.17: The magnetic trap sequence. Red and blue traces show the current, in

different scales, through the Z-shape wire and bias −x coils respectively. The trap sequence

starts at 0 and both field are on in less than 0.5 ms.

The use of this circuit makes the switching on of the Z-shape wire faster. If we

take a look at figure 4.17 we can see that the Z can be switched on in less than 300 µs.

The total switching on of the trap can be done in less than 500 µs, the slowest field

being the bias −x, due to its high impedance. Remember that the bias −y field is still

on from the optical pumping stage. As a result of this, ones an increase of the atom

number is observed, at least 50 %, without any increment in the temperature of the
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magnetically trapped atoms. Some tests with ramps of the current were done to make

the switching even smoother, but poor results brought the end to this activity.

Figure 4.18: Absorption images of the atoms after 5 ms expansion from the magnetic

trap a) without optical pumping before the capture in the magnetic trap, and b) with

optical pumping.

At this point the optical pumping can be optimized (pulse time length, power and

frequency) to maximize the magnetic trap loading efficiency. The increase in transfer

to the magnetic trap with optical pumping is shown in figure 4.18. The gain factor of

2.4 corresponds to the expected ratio of all-trapped to untrapped states assuming an

even distribution across mF states after optical cooling.

The lifetime of this magnetic trap was impossible to measure due to a big heating

rate of the wire. The wire with 25 amps running through it cannot be on for more than

2 seconds, because its small cross section (0.6 mm in diameter) cannot support 25

Amps without significant ohmic heating. If the wire is on for more than 2 seconds a big

increment in the pressure of the chamber, due to a degassing of the wire is observed.

No lifetime measurements of this trap are presented due to this overheating problem.

In future designs, this wire will be replaced by a bigger area conductor without kapton

isolation. Since this trap is used only for the magnetic trapping of the atoms and is not

the final trap to make the evaporation, it has to be only a short time necessary to trap

and transfer the atoms to the z on-chip trap. In the next section it will be show that

this adiabatic transfer takes only 250 ms, the Z-shape wire does not suffer any heating.

In the figure 4.20 all the characteristic of the magnetic trap based on experimental data

are resumed.
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Figure 4.19: Simulated fields of the Z-shape wire trap with 25 amps and bias fields of

10.8 Gauss in −x and 4.1 Gauss in −y directions. The simulations includes the gravity.

The calculated trap depth is in z direction because it has the lowest barrier.

Figure 4.20: An absoption image of the trapped atoms after 15 ms of free falling, with

its characteristics.

4.6 The compressed trap

The last cooling stage, evaporative cooling, needs a high collision rate to thermalize the

atoms faster than they are lost from the magnetic trap. To boost the collision rate so

that effective evaporative cooling is possible, the trap must be compressed to increase

the density. The extreme compressibility of chip traps is one of the strongest points
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of this kind of magnetic traps. Compression plays a crucial role in BEC experiments

because it increases the collision rate γel, which sets the time scale for evaporative

cooling. Remember from 2.80 reaching the situation for runaway evaporation requires

the following condition

γelτloss ≥ 150 (4.9)

Adiabatic compression

The magnetic trap is conservative and so the optimum compression is adiabatic,

i.e. the initial phase space density is preserved. Compressing adiabatically also gives

the highest possible collision rate for a given compression ratio.

We can calculate the theoretical temperature rise in the case of a perfectly adiabatic

compression. Using equations 4.2 and 4.3, in the magnetic trap, the volume of phase

space occupied is proportional to

Φ ∝ ω̄3

T 3

now including ω̄ , the geometric mean trap frequency, because it increases during

the adiabatic compression while the number of atoms, N, remains constant. Adiabatic

processes conserve phase space volume, and so the ratio of initial and final temperatures

is given by:

Φ = const ⇒ Ti
Tf

=
ω̄i
ω̄f

Therefore, in adiabatic process

T ∝ ω̄ (4.10)

While adiabaticity is very desirable, the need for a slow compression must be bal-

anced against the finite lifetime of the magnetic trap. By examining the trap frequencies

for the uncompressed and compressed trap one can check if a compression ramp is well

within the adiabatic regime.
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4.6 The compressed trap

Actually we use an more empirical mode to see if the compression is adiabatic,

starting from a fast ramp we slow the ramps till the atoms arrive to the lowest tem-

perature. This scaling law, equation 4.10, also is useful for the next calculations.

Trap depth

A potential loss factor that has to be considered is the limited trap depth. Obviously,

the higher temperature after compression requires a deeper trap, and this is not always

achieved. Lets think what happens during the classical compression when the bias field

B0 is increased. When the trap is compressed adiabatically by slowly increasing the

bias field the trap depth grows proportional to B0 ( if we neglect the small bias field

in the trap center). To obtain a crude estimate of the associated temperature increase,

let me approximate the process as the compression of the potential of a thin wire trap.

The scaling laws for the wire potentials are

B ∝ I

r
magnetic field, (4.11a)

B′ ∝ I

r2
gradient, (4.11b)

B′′ ∝ I

Bipr3
curvature, (4.11c)

Where I is the current of the wire, r is the distance from the trap center to the

wire and Bip is residual magnetic field at the trap center. The radial frequency of this

potential scales with the curvature as

ω2 ∝ B′′ ⇒ ω2 ∝ I

Bipr3
(4.12)

If during the adiabatic compression the current and the residual bias are constants,

using the relations 4.11a and 4.12 we can arrive to the relation

ω2 ∝ B3

If the compression is adiabatic from the relation 4.10 we see that the temperature

scales as
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T ∝ B3/2

If the trap temperature limit, Tdepth, is proportional to the change in the bias field,

B0

Tdepth ∝ B0

T ∝ B3/2
0

Hence, the temperature only grows slightly faster than the trap depth. Within this

crude model, the trap will remain about ”as full” as it was before compression, and

boiling out of the trap will not become a major loss factor due to the compression,

which is a reassuring result.

If we compress by increasing the current of the wire and maintaining the distance,

following the same deduction as above we can arrive to the relation

Tdepth ∝ I

T ∝
√
I

In this case the trap depth grows faster than the temperature of the atoms. There

are no losses due to the boiling out with this compression, but the problem is limited

current that we can send into the wire.

Note that, in view of the spill-over problem, compressing the trap by increasing

B0 is certainly a better choice than reducing I. The latter method also leads to trap

compression, but leaves the trap depth unchanged. Thus, unless the initial n was very

large, such a compression will present significant losses.

The simplification made above, to identify the external field B0 with the trap depth,

has some limits that should not be forgotten. First, the contribution of gravity to the

total potential has been neglected. In steep traps, the effect of this correction is small.

On the other hand, when the trap is very strongly compressed by increasing B0, the

finite field at the wire surface must be taken into account; for a wire of finite width,

this is
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4.6 The compressed trap

Bs =
µ0I

w
−B0 (4.15)

Thus, Bs limits the trap depth only when z . w.

Adiabatic compression in practice

Figure 4.21: A timeline of the currents involved in the two compression step.

The adiabatic compression of the cloud in two steps: In the first step the cloud

is transfered from the Z-shape kapton wire to the z on-chip wire, in this step the

compression is strong. In the second step the cloud is compressed by increasing the

bias necessary to form the wire trap, bias −x.

After having loaded the Z-shape kapton wire trap we start a magnetic field ramp

that adiabatically transfers the atoms to a potential made with the z wire on-chip.

The z wire on-chip current is linearly ramped to 1.7 A in 250 ms while the Z-shape

kapton wire is turned off by a linear ramp. At the same time the bias field in the

y-coils are ramped down to maintain the residual field at the trap center. In the second

compression the bias coils −x is ramped up from 10.5 G to 15.5 G in 250 ms. A time

line of the compression is showed in figure 4.21.

After this transformation the predicted trap frequencies are omega ω =2π×75 Hz

in the axial and ω =2π×800 Hz in the radial direction. The bottom field was try to
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4. REACHING BEC

Figure 4.22: Up: Proprieties of the magnetic potential of the compress trap. Down:

Simulated potentials of the first magnetic trap (blue), and the compressed trap (red).

maintained nearly 1 Gauss, and the trap depth is increased enough to contain all the

”heated” atoms. In figure 4.22 the simulated potential compression is showed. This

trap is highly anisotropic, most of the compression comes from the radial dimension,

as is showed in figure 4.23, the cloud takes its typical cigar-shaped form, this is one of

the reasons why the trap is not useful for the magnetic catching. The MOT o CMOT,

shape differ greatly from this trap.

Figure 4.23: Absorption image after 2 ms of free expansion of the compressed trap, the

cloud has typical cigar-shape form due to the anisotropic potential.
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4.6 The compressed trap

At the end of the compression phase, the trap was located 190 µ m above the surface

of the guide wire. The parameters of the compressed trap can be calculated from the

fields produced by all the wires and the coils. However, uncertainties in the position

of the end wires mean that it is difficult to make accurate calculations of the trap

frequencies and the magnetic field at the bottom of the trap. Instead, these parameters

were measured experimentally.

The trap frequency can be measured by displacing a cloud from the center of the

trap and measuring the oscillation frequency of the center of mass of the cloud. These

measurements must be performed using small displacements and cold clouds to ensure

that the cloud remains in the harmonic region of the potential.

Such measurements are presented in figures 4.24 and 4.25. In both cases, evaporative

cooling was used to prepare cold clouds at ∼ 5 µK. The position of the center of mass

of the cloud is measured using Gaussian fits to the radial and axial profiles. The radial

fit is an exponentially damped sine wave with a linearly varying offset. This gives an

oscillation frequency of ωr = 2π×935 s−1. The axial fit is a simple sine wave, and

yields an axial frequency of ωa = 2π×76 s−1. The axial bottom field was measured

spectroscopically, with a RF radiation and yields a number of 1 Gauss. The divergence

from the calculated potential will be explained in the next section 4.7.
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Figure 4.24: Measurements of the radial trap frequencies. Solid red lines are fits to the

measured cloud positions (points).
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Figure 4.25: Measurements of the axial trap frequencies. Solid red lines are fits to the

measured cloud positions (points).

For our compression, equation 4.10 predicts that the temperature should increase

by a factor of 10, giving a the final temperature of ∼ 150 µK is predicted. This is close

to the temperature calculated from the width of the cloud ∼ 90 µK, which suggests

that our compression is close to adiabatic.

In the mode-matched trap, the collision rate is very low, and the compression is not

slow compared to the collision rate. The cloud parameters presented in figure 4.27 were

measured 500 ms after the end of the compression phase, when rethermalization has

taken place. If the cloud is imaged immediately after the compression, it is much wider

radially and shorter axially, which reflects the greater heating in the radial direction due

to the anisotropic compression. The number of atoms drops faster due to the limited

trap depth. As is showed before the potential trap depth increase can not compensate

the heating up of the atoms. During the compression, the collision rate has increased

by a factor of 90, reaching 250 s−1. The decay in atom number of this cloud in the

compressed trap is shown in figure 4.26. The faster decay at short times is probably due

to the trap depth. Using this initial lifetime, our value for loss is therefore 370, which

is within the regime where runaway evaporation can be achieved. As the evaporation

progresses, the decay rate drops, which will improve the efficiency. The lifetime at long

times is shorter than the 30 s observed in the mode-matched trap. However, for clouds

that have been evaporatively cooled to a few µK, the lifetime in the compressed trap
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4.7 Evaporative Cooling step

can be as long as 30 s, which indicates that there is another loss mechanism other than

background collisions operating for these relatively hot clouds.
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Figure 4.26: The decay of the compressed cloud. Points show the experimental data.

The solid line is a fit to an exponential decay with the lifetimes of 0.4 s and 3.4 s at short

and long times respectively.

Figure 4.27: Absorption image of the z on-chip compressed magnetic trap with its char-

acteristics.

4.7 Evaporative Cooling step

The next step along the path to BEC is to apply forced RF evaporative cooling to the

compressed atom cloud. After compression we start an exponential frequency sweep

from 22 MHz to a final value of 2.2 MHz with a duration of 1 s, after which a linear
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4. REACHING BEC

frequency sweep from 2.2 MHz in 2 s is enough to cool the atoms to the degeneracy. In

figure 4.28 these two sweeps are shown. Condensation is reached at the atom number

of 3×104 and the temperature of 500 nK. The RF ramp was optimized experimentally,

by measuring the final phase space density and collision rate as the parameters were

adjusted. In the next section we describe the signatures for Bose-Einstein condensa-

tion, and summarize our condensate’s properties.

Figure 4.28: The evaporative cooling rf frequency sweep. Over 2.5 s, the frequency is

changed from 13 MHz down to ∼700 kHz, where the phase transition occurs. The slight

frequency increase at the very end in used to extend the condensate lifetime by keeping a

constant RF knife on.

Fragmentation of the cloud

During the first testing of evaporation ramp an unexpected structure were reveled

as the cloud were cooling down. Figure 4.29 shows that the cloud fragments in the

area of a T-junction in the main wire. This occurs because the current expands into

the T-junction and is thus no longer straight down the wire 4.30. If the current is

locally bowing at an angle to the primary wire, it produces a localized longitudinal

field. We estimate that the T-junction causes a 100 mG feature in the longitudinal
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4.7 Evaporative Cooling step

Figure 4.29: Image of the fragmented cloud. The division of the cloud occurs before the

evaporation is completed.

field when there is 1.7 A running through the wire. When there is a cross in the main

wire, the current expands symmetrically, and the effect is minimized. Other structures

can appear in the cloud due to small deviations of the average direction of current in

the primary wire as shown by References [49, 51].

Figure 4.30: (a) Simulation of the current inside the primary wire as it passes by an

intersecting wire forming a T-junction.(b) Simulation of the trapping magnetic field taking

into account the longitudinal current deviations. The simulation of the current density was

performed with Comsol multiphysics software.

This new feature of the trap was not desirable but on the other hand could be of

help to the cooling process. This trap can bring a localized increment of the density,

due to the diminution of the volume, Since the temperature remains constant, this

leads to a local increment in the phase space density.
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4. REACHING BEC

4.8 BEC signatures

Once the RF sweep was producing cold clouds (T<1 µK), and the evaporation was

clearly working, we started looking for evidence of Bose-Einstein condensation. In this

section i will look for fundamental signatures of this phase transition.

The density distribution of a thermal cloud and a pure BEC in a harmonic trap

were both considered in Chapter 2. The thermal cloud was shown to have a Gaussian

spatial distribution, while the ground-state of the condensate was shown to have the

parabolic Thomas-Fermi distribution. To analyse the data on condensate formation, the

discussion must be extended to include the density distribution of partially condensed

clouds.

The condensed cloud in the TF approximation acquires an inverted parabolic den-

sity profile

nTF (~x) =
15

8π

N∏
Rj
max

1−
3∑
j=1

x2
j

R2
j

, 0

 (4.16)

The Fermi radii of the cloud along direction j are related to the harmonic potential

with:

R(0)j =
1

ωj

√
2µ

m
(4.17)

where ωj is the harmonic frequency of the potential in the j direction and µ is the

chemical potential, given by

µ =
1

2
~ω̄

(
15aNTF

√
ω̄

m~

)2/5

(4.18)

where a is the s-wave scattering length for 87Rb and NTF is the number of condensed

atoms.

The BEC is formed and trapped in a cigar shaped trap where the radial confinement

is much stronger than the longitudinal confinement (ωradωpar ∼ 20 for our trap).

The simplest approximation is to consider the cloud as composed of two non-

interacting parts; a thermal component described by Boltzmann statistics with a Gaus-

sian spatial distribution, and a condensate component, described by the Thomas-Fermi

distribution. In this case the combined density distribution can be written as
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4.8 BEC signatures

n(~r) = (1− fc)nth(~r) + fcnTF (~r) (4.19)

where fc is the condensed fraction.

4.8.1 Anisotropic expansion

The easiest to observe signature of BEC is anisotropic free expansion upon release from

the cloud due to the anisotropic confinement.

Unlike thermal clouds, once released from the trap, the condensate expands anisotrop-

ically, expanding much faster radially than longitudinally. Once released, the conden-

sate undergoes a radial accelerated expansion as atom-atom interaction energy is con-

verted to kinetic energy. Following Castin and Dum [78], the asymptotic expansion

parameters upon the release from the trap from the trap (i.e., the ratio between the

width at t and the width at t = 0) are given by

R(t)⊥/R(0)⊥ =
√

1 + (ω⊥t)2 (4.20)

R(t)‖/R(0)‖ = 1 +
ω2
‖

ω2
⊥

(ω⊥t arctan(ω⊥t)− ln
√

1 + (ω⊥t)2 ) (4.21)

Taking into account ω‖/ω⊥ � 1 and ω⊥t > 1 expansion longer than 1 ms, this can

be approximated with

R(t)⊥/R(0)⊥ = 1 + ω⊥t (4.22)

R(t)‖/R(0)‖ = 1 +
πω2
‖

2ω⊥
t (4.23)

Since the longitudinal expansion is so small, it is practically negligible within our

imaging field of view. When the TOF is large enough, one sees a 90◦ rotation of the

aspect ratio of the initial cigar shape, i.e. the long axis turns from being parallel to the

surface, to being perpendicular to the surface. The turn of the aspect ratio is shown

in figure 4.31. One should note that this figure integrates the atom distribution over

one of the transverse directions, and in fact the shape of the cloud after expansion is

not a cigar anymore, but a pancake shape. The horizontal line at the top of the images

indicates the location of the chip’s surface.
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Figure 4.31: First signature of Bose-Einstein condensation a 90◦ rotation of the aspect

ratio upon release from the trap, for a certain TOF. Starting with the long axis of the

cigar-shaped cloud parallel to the surface in the trap, the aspect ratio changes during free

expansion due to the stronger interaction in the transverse direction, and after TOF = 10

ms it is already perpendicular to the surface.

4.8.2 Bimodal density distribution across the phase transition

A closer look at the density distribution of the atom cloud near the threshold for the

BEC phase transition reveals the second signature of condensation. As explained previ-

ously, condensed atoms in the Thomas-Fermi limit have a parabolic density distribution

profile, 4.16. This density profile is substantially different from the Gaussian profile of

thermal atoms. As the end frequency of the RF sweep is lowered across the conden-

sation threshold, a narrow parabolic peak appears at the center of the wider Gaussian

distribution. This is shown in figure 4.32. The condensate fraction Nc/N = 1−(T/TC)3

can be extracted from measurements of the expansion of the thermal tail and the central

peak, while the critical temperature is extracted only from the former.

4.8.3 Phase space density

Finally, a full calculation of the phase space density Φ after crossing the condensation

threshold, gives the third signature for the phase transition, where we find Φ > 2.612.

In figure 4.33 we show a typical plot for the evolution of the phase space density during

the RF sweep. During this sweep the phase space density increases by eight orders of

magnitude, from 8× 10−8, to ∼ 3.6. Once more, we see that the major increase in

phase space density occurs at the last few MHz of the RF sweep.
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4.8 BEC signatures

Figure 4.32: A bimodal density profile appears, as the RF sweep frequency crosses the

threshold of the phase transition. From up to down: First one, slightly above the threshold,

the density distribution is still Gaussian. Second one, a sharp parabolic peak of condensed

atoms is emerging within a Gaussian profile of non-condensed atoms at a temperature of

T = 760 nK. The condensate fraction here is ∼ 10%. Third, a Thomas-Fermi distribution

of an almost pure condensate (condensate fraction > 95%).
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Figure 4.33: Third signature of Bose-Einstein condensation. The phase transition occurs

when the phase space density becomes larger than 2.612. It could be seen that most of the

phase space density gain occurs in the last stages of the RF sweep.
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4.8.4 BEC properties

To summarize, we bring in table 4.1 the important properties of our BEC. The Thomas-

Fermi radii, chemical potential, and critical temperature were extracted from the free-

expansion images of a non-pure condensate. The trap frequencies were (ωrad, ωpar) =

(935, 76) Hz, as measured with thermal atoms close to the phase transition. The con-

densate peak density was calculated in the Thomas-Fermi limit to be nc = µm/(4π~2a).

Our numbers are similar to those in other atom chip based experiments. This work

serves as the experimental basis for future experiments with ultra-cold atoms near sur-

faces.

Property Value Units

Number of atoms 3 × 104

Radial TF radii 1.26 µm

Axial TF radii 15.5 µm

Peak density 7.3 × 1020 m−3

Chemical potential 6 kHz

Critical Temperature 0.56 µK

Transition frequency ∼ 710 kHz

de-Broglie wavelength 0.24 µm

Phase Space Density 10.4 m−3

Table 4.1: BEC properties
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5

Atom chip multi-state

interferometer

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will report on experiments in which ultracold atoms are manipulated

coherently on an atom chip.

We introduce a multi-state interferometric scheme that offers advances to both of

these aspects. Coherent coupling between Bose-Einstein condensates in different Zee-

man states is used to enhance resolution and to maximize the interferometric visibility.

We realize an interferometer as a compact, easy-to-use, atom-chip device. This provides

an alternative method for the measurement of the light-atom and surface-atom inter-

actions and enables the application of multi-parameter sensing schemes in cold-atom

interferometry.

Some of the results reported in this chapter has been submitted for publication,

[79].

The first demonstration of coherence of a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [80] has

led to dramatic advancements in atom interferometry. Long coherence times and the

localization in phase space of cold-atom clouds and in particular of BECs enable high

precision interferometric measurements of the internal properties of atoms, many-body

effects and gravity [81]. Some notable examples are the determination of spin squeezing

[82, 83], recoil frequency [84], fine structure constant [85], density correlations [86], local

gravitational acceleration [87, 88], Newtonian gravitational constant [89] and rotation
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rate [90]. The unprecedented measurement precision of these interferometers justifies

the building of complex and bulky apparatuses such as atom fountains for local gravity

measurement its [91]. At the same time, applications outside the laboratory depend on

the compactness and robustness of interferometric setups. Therefore, we can identify

two important research goals: increase in sensitivity, and simplification and downsizing

of interferometers.

5.2 The multi-state interferometer idea

In the classical limit the sensitivity of an interferometer, defined as the smallest signal

that can be resolved, is determined by the slope of the interferometric signal and the

measurement noise. The best achievable sensitivity of a conventional 2-path interfer-

ometer is determined by the shot noise and hence scales as 1/
√
N with the number

of atoms N . It is known as the standard quantum limit (SQL). An improvement in

sensitivity beyond the standard quantum limit can be achieved by entangling the input

and performing a collective non-local measurement at the output. The best possible

outcome in a lossless system is a sensitivity of 1/N , known as the Heisenberg limit

[92]. An advancement in this direction has recently been demonstrated by employ-

ing nonlinear atom-atom interactions to induce entanglement and therefore reduce the

phase-measurement error of a Ramsey interferometer below the SQL [82]. An alter-

native way to improve the interferometer sensitivity is to increase the fringe slope by

increasing the number of paths M as in [93, 94]. This is, however, at the same time

accompanied by a decrease in the average number of atoms per path and hence by a

greater susceptibility to noise. If the scaling of slope with M exceeds
√
M scaling of the

shot noise, the sensitivity improves with the number of paths. The multi-path interfer-

ometry can be also seen as a fringe narrowing mechanism that increases measurement

resolution [94, 95].

Here, we present an alternative multi-state cold-atom interferometer. We do not

rely on external variables i.e. on spatially separated paths, but use internal atomic

states. The multi-state functionality is achieved by coherent manipulation by means of

radio-frequency (RF) and static magnetic fields of BECs in different Zeeman states of
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the same hyperfine level. The interferometric fringes are sharpened due to the higher-

harmonic phase contributions of the multiple energetically equidistant Zeeman states.

Several multi-path matter-wave interferometers have been proposed, the first being

the atom-beam interferometer based on optical pumping between Zeeman states [94].

Multi-path interferometry with cold atoms has been based on the uses of optical lattices

[84, 96, 97, 98, 99], Raman laser pulses [100] and individual laser pulses [101] to cause

a controlled atom recoil. While they offer numerous advantages such as a large num-

ber of paths, easy control of the relative phase accumulation rate, and compatibility

with techniques for control of atom-atom interactions, these interferometers rely on the

spatial separation of paths and hence cannot be realized in a trap, crucially depend on

alignment, high-resolution imaging (lattices) and require a sophisticated technology to

make them compact and eventually portable. Imperfections in alignment and imaging

also impose constraints on the visibility of the interferometric signal [99].

5.3 Rabi oscillations and Ramsey spectroscopy

Historically seen, coherent atom optics is an extension of techniques that were devel-

oped for manipulating internal quantum states of atoms. A big step forward in this

field was the ability to change internal quantum states of atoms using RF resonance

as demonstrated in [102]. Subsequently coherent superpositions of internal quantum

states were intentionally created and detected [103]. The generalization and applica-

tion of these techniques have created or advanced many scientific and technical fields,

precise frequency standards, nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy, and quantum

information gates.

Understanding the Rabi oscillations for a two level system is fundamental to the

idea of our interferometer. A two-level atom is analogous to a spin-1/2 system with

two possible states. In the dipole approximation, when the field wavelength is larger

than the atomic size, the atom-field interaction problem is mathematically equivalent

to a spin-1/2 particle interacting with a time-dependent magnetic field. Just as the

spin-1/2 system undergoes the so-called Rabi oscillations between the spin-up and spin-

down states under the action of an oscillating magnetic field, the two-level atom also

performs optical Rabi oscillations under the influence of the driving electromagnetic
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field. An understanding of this simple model of the atom-field interaction enables us

to consider our system, involving an ensemble of atoms interacting with the field and

a multi-state.

Figure 5.1: Interaction of a two-level atom with a single-mode field.

Consider a two level atom with a transition frequency ω0, interacting with a radia-

tion field of frequency ω, Fig. 5.1, described by the wave function

|ψ(t)〉 = C1(t)|1〉+ C2(t)|2〉 (5.1)

The probabilities of the atom being in states |1〉 and |2〉 at time t are described by

[104]

C1(t) = ieiφ0 sin

(
Ωt

2
eiωt
)

(5.2)

C2(t) = cos

(
Ωt

2

)
(5.3)

φ0 is initial phase, and Ω is the generalized Rabi frequency

Ω =
√

Ω2
R + ∆2 (5.4)

with the detuning ∆ = ω0 − ω and the Rabi frequency, ΩR, described by

ΩR =
|d21|E0

~
(5.5)

Where d12 is the transition dipole moment between the two states.

The Ramsey spectroscopy, [105] is an interferometry experiment performed in the

time domain to study the phase evolution of the system. We now consider the Ramsey

method to detect the dephasing accumulated between the states |1〉 and |2〉. Each atom

is initially prepared in the level |1〉. It then interacts in a first radiation field tuned

at frequency ω, near to the |1〉 −→ |2〉 transition frequency ω0, and is thus prepared
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in a coherent superposition of the levels |1〉 and |2〉. We let their phases evolve for a

time T , then a second radiation field resonant with the transition is applied. The phase

shift proportional to T is introduced in the amplitude of the state |2〉. And finally it is

detected in the state |1〉 or |2〉. The probability of detecting an atom in level |1〉 or |2〉
is a periodic function of T , and thus gives characteristic fringe patterns.

If the excitation is on resonance, the fraction of the amplitude that is deflected by

the transition is determined by the pulse area θ =
∫

Ω dt. A Ramsey-Bordé π/2-pulse

(named for the condition θ = π/2) results in an equal splitting of the amplitude between

states |1〉 and |2〉 by the resonant oscillating field.

If the first superposition of states by a Rabi π/2-pulse is symmetric, it means

|C1|2 = |C2|2 = 1/2 (5.6)

The final periodic function has the form:

|C1|2 =
1

2

(
1 + cos

(
ω0T +

πω

2Ω

))
(5.7)

Ramsey spectroscopy has the advantage over Rabi measurements that it is most

sensitive to the transition frequency during the time interval T , during which the drive

is turned off. The signal is thus affected very little by spatial inhomogeneities of ΩR,

and the effect of having different internal states during the phase evolution of the inter-

ferometer is more interesting. Many atomic properties such as polarizability depend on

the state; hence a Ramsey interferometer naturally measures differences of properties

between the states which is generally more informative than just a property of a single

state.

5.4 Multi-state interferometer set-up

To build this atom interferometer we follow the usual scheme of an optical interferom-

eter [81].

1. State preparation, to set the initial state.

2. Coherent manipulation, splitting of the initial state to produce a superposition

of states.
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3. Free evolution, so that interactions can be applied to each state independently.

4. Coherent recombination, so that phase information gets converted back into state

populations.

5. Detection of a specific state population, so that the relative phase of the wave-

function components can be determined from interference fringes.

The corresponding experimental procedure can be divided into three tasks: prepa-

ration, manipulation and detection, as shown in the scheme in Fig. 5.2. The ini-

tial state is prepared by condensing atoms in a low field seeking ground state, here

|F = 2,mF = 2〉. The atoms are manipulated by two Rabi pulses. First, a coherent

transfer of atoms to other Zeeman states of the same hyperfine state is realized by ap-

plication of a resonant RF pulse. The interferometer is closed by remixing these states

by a second RF pulse after a controllable time delay [106]. The second pulse maps the

relative phases accumulated between different states during the delay into a population

distribution at the output of the interferometer. Finally, in order to determine the

population of each output state, these states are spatially separated by application of

the Stern-Gerlach method followed by the free-fall expansion and then imaged. Below

we give details of each of these tasks.

Preparation of the inital state

For the initial state we use our 87Rb BEC in mF = 2. The U-shape conductor was

used for the RF atom evaporation to a BEC of 3 × 104 atoms with a critical temper-

ature of 0.5 µK. The condensate was formed at the distance of 200 µm from the chip

surface. Axial and transversal trap frequencies were 76 Hz and 935 Hz, respectively.

For each measurement a new condensate was created. The purity of the initial state

mF = 2 was ensured by two considerations: one indication of this purity is coming from

the fact if we optically pump the atoms to the |F = 1, mF = 1〉 instead of applying

the pumping used for BEC production, no atoms were observed during the magnetic

catching. The total potential, including an effective gravity potential, proved by the

atoms in the |F = 1, mF = 1〉 is not deep enough to trap them. Hence, if some atoms

were in the |F = 1, mF = 1〉 after the magnetic pumping, they would be lost in the
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Figure 5.2: The sequence begins by a production of the initial BEC in the |F = 2,mF = 2〉
state. The second step is a coherent splitting of the initial BEC state into BECs in other

Zeeman states of the same hyperfine level. It is effected by a RF pulse, whose Rabi fre-

quency Ω and duration τ determine the populations and initial phases of the interferometric

paths. During a time T , different Zeeman states experience different potentials and hence

accumulate different phases. The second RF pulse recombines these states and maps the

phase differences into populations . A two-step detection scheme is applied. The states

are first separated by a magnetic field gradient and are then detected by the absorption

imaging.

magnetic catching, because the effective potential is not enough to hold them. Another

possible cause to have atoms in the incorrect state is the RF evaporation ramp, the RF

field used for the last cooling stage drive the atoms between the different mF states.

But the long time of the RF ramp, 2.5 seconds, secure us that no atoms will be in the

mF = 1 state.

Coherent manipulation

A pulse of frequency 700 kHz, which is matched to the separation of the Zeeman

sublevels at the bottom of the magnetic trap, was used to split the atomic cloud coher-

ently into the different sublevels.

The RF magnetic field was supplied by a waveform generator connected to a U-

shape conductor in the chip holder (3), Fig. 5.3. The use of the U-shape conductor as

antenna instead of an external antenna gives us two advantages. First, its proximity to
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Figure 5.3: The elements of the atom chip interferometer. Magnetic trap on chip was

formed by a micrometer z-wire (1) and was loaded from an ancillary magnetic trap formed

by a millimeter Z-shape wire (2). Two U-shape conductors served as RF antennas for Rabi

pulses (3) and evaporative cooling (4). All Zeeman states were simultaneously detected by

applying Stern-Gelach deflection and subsequent absorption imaging. The z axis points in

the direction of gravity.

the atoms helps to increase the coupling of the wave to the atoms without the use of an

amplifier system usually needed by external antennas. Second, external antennas could

limit the optical access to the glass cell, while in our case the optical access remains

intact.

The pulse consisted of 25 RF cycles and was short enough to cover the ≈ 10kHz,

energy spread of atoms in the BEC, see Section 4.8. A pulsed waveform has a spread

in the frequency domain. Its spectrum is represented by a sinc function centered on

the carrier frequency with small lobs at its sides, see Fig. 5.4. The width ∆ν of the

main lobe is 2/τ , whereas the width of a side lobe is 1/τ . The time scale τ is given by

n/ν, where n is the number of cycles and ν is the frequency.

We note that the RF pulses were not locked in phase, but were phase locked to

their respective trigger signals.

The relative phases between the states are accumulated due to the presence of

the trapping magnetic field B. In this field Zeeman states experience different po-

tentials given by V = mF gFµ0|B| where mF and gF are respectively the spin and

Landé numbers and µ0 is the Bohr magnetron. Therefore, their relative phases evolve

with frequencies equal to multiples of the energy separation between adjacent levels

ω = gFµ0|B|/~, yielding the interference signals rich in harmonics. These harmon-

ics cause the fringe width to decrease with the number of states, which is the basic
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Figure 5.4: Sidelobes generated by an RF pulse of 25 cycles at a frequency of 700 kHz.

The width of the central peak is with ∆ν = 56kHz sufficient to to address all atoms of the

condensate.

characteristic of a multi-state interferometer. If an external signal is applied during

the delay between the two RF pulses, it will contribute to the relative phases accu-

mulated between the states causing a shift in the fringe positions at the output. We

measured spectroscopically the magnetic field stability. It results was better than 1 mG.

Detection

Figure 5.5: The plots show z-wire on chip magnetic fields with bias (a) and without bias

(b) yielding a Stern-Gerlach type gradient. The detection of all the Zeeman states was

performed by the usual absorption imaging. Under the plots an image of the absorption

imaging is show for each situation.
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The distribution of atoms across the Zeeman states was detected by the 7.5X-

magnifying absorption imaging system with the imaging beam set to the |F = 2〉 →
|F = 3〉 transition and the high dynamic range camera. Prior to the imaging the Zee-

man states were spatially separated by the Stern-Gerlach method using a chip z-wire

gradient. The atom number in each state was divided by the total atom number, thus

rendering insignificant the measurement-to-measurement fluctuations in the BEC atom

number. The measurements were repeated at least 3 times at each point. For each mea-

surement a new BEC was created. The error of the population ratio measurement was

5%.

5.5 Theoretical model

The proposed interferometer can be mathematically described by a transfer matrix J

that acts on the atom-state wave-function vector Ψ(t) = (Ψ1(t),Ψ2(t), . . . ,ΨM (t))T . It

is a product of the matrices R that correspond to the coupling Rabi pulses and the

operator P that describes evolution of the states between the pulses, J = RPR. The

matrix P is a diagonal matrix that adds a phase φn to the nth state during the delay T

between the pulses, Pn,n = exp (−iEnT/~) where En is the energy of the nth Zeeman

level. The matrix R is derived by solving the time dependent Schrödinger equation for

M Zeeman states

i~
dΨ(t)

dt
= HΨ(t) (5.8)

where H is the three-diagonal Hamiltonian that couples the neighbouring mF states.

The coupling strength can be obtained by applying the angular-momentum algebra and

the rotating-wave approximation [107, 108] and is given by

HF,mF =
√
F (F + 1)−mF (mF + 1) ~Ω/2 , (5.9)

where Ω is the Rabi frequency. For calculation, it is convenient to relabel the |F,mF 〉
states into |N = 2f + 1, n = F + 1 +mF 〉. This transformation gives

Hn,n+1 = Hn+1,n =
√
n(N − n) Ω/2 (5.10)

Hn,n = ∆n (5.11)
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for the non-zero terms of the final model Hamiltonian, where ∆n is the detuning of

the RF field from the Zeeman transition and δ the Kronecker symbol [109, 110]. The

spin system is a special periodic case of a generally quasi-periodic multi-level system

[109, 111].

The Rabi pulse transfer matrix R can be found by diagonalization of Ĥ using

the method described in [109] or its generalization given in [111]. The output of the

interferometer is then easily calculated by application of the transfer matrix J

Jj,k =
M∑
l=1

Rj,le
−i(l−1)∆E T/~Rl,k . (5.12)

to the input state vector. The interferometer output has a form of a finite Fourier

series whose terms correspond to the multiples of the energy difference ∆E between

adjacent Zeeman states in a magnetic field. The pulse area Ωτ of the coupling pulse

determines the number of populated states and, therefore, the number of harmonics.

In general, an increase in the number of states M leads to an increase in the number

of available harmonics, thus enabling further sharpening of the interferometric fringes.

We note that the transfer function given by (5.12) is analogous to that of a Fabry-Pérot

interferometer with a limited number of passes.

The simple model described above neglects atom-atom interactions and the relative

motion of the condensates in different states. For the experimental setup used here, the

collisionless model is valid due to a relatively small number of atoms in the condensate,

while the stationary-condensate picture is justified for the short time delays during

which movements of the condensates in their respective potentials do not degrade the

fringe visibility. In the cases in which these effects are present, the full Gross-Pitaevskii

equation that includes many-body effects and the exact magnetic potentials should be

used [57].

5.6 Results

Efficient use of the five Zeeman levels critically depends on the availability of atoms in

these levels between the two RF pulses and therefore on the population transfer effected

by the first Rabi pulse. The role of the Rabi pulses is analogous to the role of beam

splitters in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. However, here we can control the splitting

by varying the pulse parameters, a feature not easily achievable in standard optical
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setups. The dependence of the interferometer signal on the Rabi pulse area can be

understood from figure 5.6. The graph shows the measured and calculated population

transfers between all five Zeeman states by a single Rabi pulse. The graphs in figure 5.7

show characteristic output signals of the interferometer and the raw absorption images

from which these signals were derived.

In experiment, the pulse duration was kept constant, while a range of Rabi pulse

frequencies was sampled by changing the amplitude of the RF pulse. Sampling was

random in order to reduce the effect of drifts in the setup. The scaling factor s between

the RF voltage V and the Rabi pulse area, Ωτ = sV , was obtained by fitting the

measured to the calculated populations in all mF states. This simple calibration was

sufficient to get an excellent agreement between the experiment and theory. Results

confirm the periodicity of the coupled spin system and the characteristic features of

Rabi coupling.

The Rabi pulse that populates only the highest or the lowest Zeeman states (with Ωτ

around 0, 2.1π or 4.2π) yields interferometric fringes with low visibility that approaches

zero in the case of a nearly complete population cycle, figure 5.6(c). Well defined narrow

interferometric fringes with enhanced sensitivity can be generated by those pulses that

populate most Zeeman states as then the biggest number of harmonics allowed by the

system contributes to the output signal, see figure 5.7 (a)–(c).

The performance of the interferometer in terms of sensitivity and visibility was eval-

uated through a comparison with an ideal 2-state interferometer. First, the available

Ωτ range of the 5-state interferometer was scanned to find the interferometer output

with the sharpest fringes. The best result was obtained by Rabi pulses with an area

of 3.3π (line with crosses in figure 5.8). The measured signal compares well to the

theoretical result obtained for the same Ωτ and, indeed, with the visibility close to 1

surpassed the theoretical prediction (solid line). The presence of a background in the

theoretical signal can be attributed to the simplifications of the model discussed is Sec-

tion 5.5. The corresponding fringe slope was measured to be 0.63±0.09 rad−1 which is

larger than the 0.5 rad−1 slope of an ideal 2-state interferometer. The estimated error

is due to the population measurement error and residual magnetic field fluctuations.

The increase in slope shows that the presented 5-path interferometer can be adjusted

to achieve a resolution beyond that of an ideal 2-state interferometer. Finally, we note
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Figure 5.6: Rabi pulse population transfer between mF = 2 (red), mF = 1 (dark blue),

mF = 0 (light blue), mF = −1 (green) and mF = −2 (black) states as a function of the

pulse area. Averaged experimental data are shown by solid lines and the simulation results

by dashed lines. RF pulses consisted of 45 full cycles at 720 kHz.

that the best measured signal approaches the optimal theoretical signal of a 5-state

interferometer obtained for the given range of Ωτ and input condition (dashed line).

Visibility is defined as V = (Amax − Amin)/(Amax + Amin) where Amin and Amax

are the minimal and maximal output signal amplitudes.

To compare fairly the sensitivity of the realized interferometer with an ideal, the

same conditions for the population measurement must be assumed for both. The

population measurement is limited by the shot noise, which in the case of an M-state

interferometer causes a
√
M reduction in the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. For a 5-state

interferometer the S/N is thus 1.58 times worse than for the 2-state interferometer.

This means that, although the slope of the realized 5-state interferometer is 1.26 times

steeper than of the ideal 2-state interferometer, the sensitivity that of the ideal 2-state

interferometer has not been overcome and that, therefore, the primary applications of

the interferometer are those that require fringe narrowing.

The experimental optimization above was performed in Fabry-Pérot fashion with

the highly asymmetric wavefunction at the input of the interferometer. An alternative

is to start with a symmetric state, e.g. mF = 0, and aim for the fringe densification

in an analogy with the multi-photon states in quantum optics [95, 112]. However,
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Figure 5.7: Left graphs: State populations at the output of the interferometer obtained

from the absorption images by integration and normalization to the total number of atoms.

The results are shown for RF-pulse areas of a) 1.5π, b) 3.3π, c) 4.3π. Color code is as

in Fig. 5.6 Right figures: Raw absorption images of the interferometer output for the

different RF-pulse areas at different time delays between the two Rabi pulses. Black color

corresponds to the lowest atom density, red color to the highest one. The mF = 2 state

corresponds to the bottom row of atom clouds, the mF = −2 state to the top row.

such experiments may be only possible in an optical trap that can trap all mF states.

We also note that the numerical optimization can be improved by employing recently

developed optimization algorithms described in [113].

However, we have not improved the sensitivity beyond the shot noise limit. This

is due to the slow increase in the fringe slope for small M with respect to the
√
M

scaling of noise. For M = 5 the ideal slope of 0.82 rad−1 allows for the realization

and detection of an improvement only if the measurement error is below 3%. Such a

precision was not reachable in our measurements.

A remarkable feature of our interferometer is that the enhancement of resolution is
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Figure 5.8: Interferometric signals for the mF = 2 state. Blue circles show the best

signal obtained in experiments (the blue solid line serves to guide the eye). This signal

was obtained for Ωτ = 1.55π . Dashed black line shows the corresponding theoretical

signal. For comparison, the optimal 2-state interferometer is also shown (red solid line).

The realized 5-state interferometer has 1.75 times higher resolution than the ideal 2-state

interferometer.

achieved without reduction in visibility. Indeed, the full transfer of atoms from mF = 2

to mF = −2 and vice versa, see Fig. 5.7a), confirms the coherence of the transfer

and renders the fringe visibility of 1 within the 5% experimental error. The maximum

visibility is maintained for delays between the pulses of up to 50 µs. For longer delays

it decays exponentially with the time decay constant of 100 µs. The decay pattern

showed in Fig. 5.9 for the state mF = 2 is also followed by all the other states.

The decay in visibility can be attributed to the dephasing induced by additional

phases accumulated during the motion of the condensates in the magnetic field [106]

and by atom-atom interactions [97, 99]. The former is specific to the interferometer

proposed here while the latter pertains to all interferometers with dense cold-atom

gases.

Different Zeeman states experience different potentials in the same magnetic field.

The condensates created by the first Rabi pulse move towards the minima of their re-

spective potentials with different accelerations. Thereby the accumulated phase across

the condensate is state dependent and affects the constructive interference between

condensates in different states, for evolution times longer than 50 µs notably so. More-
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over, the initial total overlap of the condensates decreases and the untrapped atoms in

mF = 0 and high-field seeking states eventually leave the trapping region.
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Figure 5.9: The mF = 2 interferometer output at various time delays. The insets show

zoom-ins on parts of the signal. Oscillatory behavior persists for delays longer than 200 µs,

but with a reduced fringe visibility. The observed decay in visibility is contributed mainly

to the dephasing between atoms in different mF states due to the relative phases that they

accumulate during evolution and motion in their different magnetic potentials. Similar

decay patterns are followed by the other mF states.

We assessed the impact of interactions on the observed decay in visibility by compar-

ing the interferometer made with the BEC with an interferometer made with a coherent

thermal cloud with tens of times lower density. The thermal cloud was trapped in a less

tight magnetic trap (ν⊥ = 574 Hz) which additionally lowered the collision rate. The

half-maximum decay time of the order of 60 µs was significantly shorter than the decay

time of the BEC interferometer, indicating that the interactions are not responsible for

the observed decay in visibility. Instead, the larger aperture of the thermal-cold trap

causes larger relative displacements of the state-dependent potentials and hence faster

dephasing. We can, therefore, conclude that the relative movement of the different

mF condensates in state-dependent potentials is the main cause of the loss of visibility.

This result is in agreement with the result of [106]. Such dephasing can be ultimately

avoided by performing the measurements in a optical dipole trap and in a constant bias

magnetic field. Moreover, since the collisions do not significantly degrade the perfor-

mance of the interferometer, they can be used to induce entanglement between atoms
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in different states, and hence further increase the sensitivity towards and beyond the

standard quantum limit.

Applications of the proposed interferometer are based on the different responses

of the Zeeman states to an external field. Due to the simultaneous measurement of

populations of different states, the interferometer can be used in two basic measurement

configurations: absolute measurement in which the signal is defined as a shift of fringes

belonging to a chosen state, and differential measurement in which the signal is defined

as the difference in shifts of fringes belonging to different states. An obvious application

of the former is in a magnetometer in which the magnetic field magnitude directly

maps into the periodicity of the fringes. Other applications are in the measurement

of parameters of light-atom interactions, for example the relative atomic polarizability,

and of light signals.

A potential disadvantage of the proposed sensor is its cross-sensitivity to the mag-

netic field. This problem can be resolved by using the differential measurement. In

a magnetic field all fringes experience the same shift which cancels out in the dif-

ferential signal. The remaining shift contains only the desired information on the

state-dependent interaction of atoms with the external field. The elimination of the

cross-sensitivity is paid by a decrease in sensitivity and is thus more efficient for higher

number of states and well-defined fringes.

We note that a strong interaction can distort the fringes making the readout of

the signals difficult. However, this does not have severe consequences as it limits the

application of the interferometer exactly to the regime in which it performs best — the

small-signal regime in which the high sensitivity is required.
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Conclusions

The combination of Bose-Einstein condensates and atom chips opens up a huge range of

possibilities. Here I will briefly describe the latest work we are doing, and the directions

that the experiment may take in the future.

In this thesis I have described the preparation of one of the first Bose-Einstein

condensates to be made on an atom chip. The condensate contained 3 × 104 87Rb

atoms, and formed at temperatures below 500 nK. It was prepared just 200 µm from a

room temperature (290 K) substrate.

Atom sensors with confined particles and waveguides realize the matter wave anal-

ogous of optical sensors using fiber-optic devices. Matter wave based sensors represent

frontier instruments for a wealth of novel applications ranging from sensing acceler-

ations and rotations to monitoring quantum decoherence, characterizing atomic and

molecular properties, and measuring fundamental constants. With respect to free-

space structures integrated waveguides are much smaller, robust and easier to realize

and operate. Furthermore they offer the possibility of precisely knowing the position

of atoms, therefore allowing superior control and eventually the ability to manipulate

the atomic states. The possibility of precisely controlling the position of a coherent

system could allow fundamental test such as those to put limits on the existence of a

fifth force or short range forces therefore testing quantum gravity. These novel devices

open new fundamental questions about atom-surface interactions while at the same

time offering the possibility to look for answers by a careful analysis of the coherence

properties of atoms and atomic superpositions confined inside the microtraps. Finally

the same structures that allow guiding coherent atoms allow a consistent reduction
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of experimental complexity in the realization of coherent atomic samples thus making

these devices perfect candidates for any potential industrial application following the

scientific and technical advance in the field of ultracold matter.

Degenerate quantum gases are conventionally investigated via imaging techniques

based either on light absorption or on fluorescence. Via release expansion it is possible

to use these techniques to obtain a precise mapping of the atom distribution in phase

space. By a careful analysis of the atomic distribution after expansion it is also possible

to extract information about correlations in the atomic cloud. We intend to move a

step forward by taking advantage of the many internal degrees of freedom available

in atomic systems to develop atomic interferometric techniques capable of giving a

direct access to macroscopic quantum properties. These would be the analogous of an

optical homodyne techniques where degenerate atoms in different internal states would

take the role of the local oscillator and atomic internal states would allow for balanced

detection.

Atom Chips have already revolutionized the field of quantum degenerate gases al-

lowing a great experimental simplification. Thanks to the components miniaturization,

one can reach extremely large magnetic field gradients (in the order of Tesla/cm) with

a few Ampere current, similar to those flowing in ordinary electronic circuits. Already

very compact and robust systems have been realized and Atom Chip based experiments

are so robust that can be actually used in free falling experiments. Atom Chips have

also been tested as time references and as a source for atom interferometry. Being very

compact they also provide a starting point for the implementation of more complicat-

ing devices by scaling up from simple structures. In our laboratory at LENS, an Atom

Chip experiment, where a Bose-Einstein condensate of rubidium atoms are produced

in a magnetic trap generated by microscopic wires laid on a planar surface, is already

at an advanced stage. Our experimental configuration offers a very large optical access

can be adapted to combine optical elements in close proximity to the atomic sample.

The integration of the interferometer with an atom chip offers several technical

advantages. The small wires allow for fast switching of the magnetic fields, and short-

ening the experimental cycle several times with respect to the free-space setups. This

is of particular importance for time-domain interferometers in which the signal is con-

structed from a series of measurements at different time delays. The proximity of the

condensate to the chip wires enables large field gradients that facilitate imaging of the
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Zeeman states. The chip device is robust, easy-to-use, and a good candidate for future

portable cold-atom sensors. Finally, the advantage of the described interferometer, that

applies equally to non-chip setups, is that it does not use light signals and therefore

does not suffer from instabilities related to the optical alignment.

To conclude, a compact time-domain multi-state interferometer on an atom chip

whose sensitivity can be controlled by an RF pulse acting as a variable beam splitter.

In the optimal configuration it has the resolution superior to that of an ideal two-path

interferometer. The simultaneous measurement of multiple signals at the output en-

ables a range of advanced sensing applications in atomic physics and optics, while the

integration of the interferometer with an chip brings it into consideration for future

portable cold-atom based measurement apparatuses. The presented multi-state inter-

ferometric scheme can be generalized to other atomic species, any BEC setup, and is

compatible with a quantum state preparation. Moreover, the analogies of the couplers

used here with a BEC in an optical lattice and optical waveguide arrays indicate the

universality of the proposed scheme.
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Conclusiones

La unión de los condensados de Bose-Einstein con los ”atom chips” abre un amplio

abanico de posibilidades. A continuación describir brevemente nuestros resultados mas

recientes aśı como las direcciones que el experimento pueda tomar en un futuro.

En esta tesis he descrito la preparación de uno de los primeros condensados de

Bose-Einstein hecho con un ”atom chip”. El condensado tiene unos 3× 104 átomos de

87Rb, y se forma con una temperatura de 500 nK. Este fue hecho a una distancia de

200 µm de un superficie a temperatura ambiente (290 K).

La integración del interfermetro con un atom chip ofrece numerosos ventajas técnicas.

Los pequeos conductores permiten cambios veloces en el campo magnéticos asi como

el acortar los ciclos experimentales con respecto a un aparato experimental. Estos es

de particular importancia para los ”time-domain” interferómetros en los cuales la seal

esta construida con una serie de medidas a diferentes tiempos. La proximidad del con-

denado a los conductores del chip permite grandes gradientes de campo que facilitan

la detección de los diferentes estados Zeeman. El ”atom chip” es un sistema robusto,

fácil de usar, y un buen candidato para un futuro sensor de átomos fŕıos transportable.

Finalmente la ventaja del inteferómetro descrito se pude aplicar igualmente a otros

aparatos que no estn basados en el ”atom chip”, pero estos al estar basados en luz

presentan una la complicacin de delicados alineamientos ópticos.

Concluyendo, se ha construido un interferómetro compacto a multi-estado en el

”time-domain” en un atom-chip, cuya sensibilidad puede ser controlada por un pulso

de rf que haŕıa las veces de un ”beam splitter” variable. En la configuración optima

este tiene una resolución superior a un interferómetro ideal a dos caminos. La medidas
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simultaneas de mltiples seales abre a todo un abanico de aplicaciones avanzadas de

”sensing” en el campo de la f́ısica atómica y óptica, mientras que la integración de un

interferómetro ad alta sensibilidad con el atom chip hace pensar en futuros aparatos

transportables basados en tomos fros. El interferometro a multi-estado aqu presen-

tado, puede śıer generalizado a otras especies atómicas y otros aparatos BEC. Por otra

parte, las analogas del interferómetro a múltiples caminos con otros sistemas como el

condensado en una red óptica o series de gúıas de onda ópticas, indica la universalidad

del esquema propuesto.
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